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Brendan Bauer and Eric Sgltznagel Brendan Baber and Erie Spitznagel (“Wimp Off the Old 

Block,” p 16) are any thing-but-timid denizens of Chi- 

town, Illinois. The duo may have to flee to Venezuela, however, 

as a result of this article on their city's impotent ruler, Mayor 

Daley hfc. Then again, what’s Daley gonna do, hug them to 

death? Baber and Spitznagel are hard at work on a book on 

Bay watch, a program affectionately known throughout the South 

American continent as El Bounty-Bwmy. 

Emily Hellsirom Emily H cl Is t mm (‘Let's Make a Deal/' p. 46) grew up 

in New Jersey, where she honed her haggling skills at 

an early age. Now a resident of Manhattan, she bargains on 

everything from milk and eggs to thousand-dollar apparel 

and acting roles. This summer, if you plan to jiet over to 

Edinburgh, Scotland, to haggle over haggis and tripe, you 

can see Emily at the August Shakespeare festival, in A 

AUtfsattmer Sight's Dream, 

Cartoonist at T3o pm 
without art ides. 

Mike LucRovich MikeLuckovicb (illustrator for 

’'Caribbean Queen of 

Mean, ” p. 28) lives in the peachy me¬ 

tropolis of Atlanta, Georgia, where he 

pens rhe editorial cartoons for the 

Atlanta Journal and Constitution—a gig 

that won him the 1995 Pulitzer Prize. 

'Ibis job keeps him jus: a little too busy 

to vacation on any Liberian cruises, or 

even (sadly) to catch his daily dose ol 

Live u ith Regis and Kathk Lx. 

vepnon silver Vernon Silver (“Guerillas in the Midst," p, 58) has a pen¬ 

chant for picking dangerous destinations; while this as¬ 

signment found him lunching in Beirut’s Juicy Barbar with 

rcenage terrorises, he has also visited Havana, Saigon, and 

Haiti—all on SPY's tab. His favorite travel companion is the 

who bestowed upon him free backstage passes during his 

(H is?) Asian tour, as well as an inside look at the popemobile. 

Vernon spends his downtime in Cairo, studying hieroglyphics. 
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Letters 

Front the SPY 
Mailroom 

It'S THE UNANIPJIOUS opinion of 

the people who work in this mail- 

room chat the prominent No Haring 

in the Mailroom poster is probably a 

relic from the days when rogue m ari¬ 

se afftTS would, on occasion, actually 

eat the mail. Back then, the adhesive 

on envelopes was made from boiled- 

down cow parts. Stakers were wont to 

eat even the contents of the packages, 

especially when sending fruit to ward 

off the effects of scurvy, smallpox, and 

the plague was all the rage. In any 

event, were lucky that the poster is 

of another era, ’cause all we seem to 

do these days is ear. Foamy orange- 

cream puffs, pan-sea red goar with 

kiwi, mutton souffle with ginger 

nuggets: it's a binge-aad-purge roller 

coaster from which we’ll never dis¬ 

mount until the people who write to 

SPY stop sending us recipes, 

Warren Mass of Richardson, 

Texas, notes that Texans, generally, 

tend to "overcook their hamburg¬ 

ers'—then compensate for the dryness 

by slathering on (yuck) mayonaissc.' 

Yuck indeed*, here in the mailroom, 

we lube up our burgers with Vaseline. 

Californias Don L (yuck, he requested 

anonymity) wrote in, ostensibly, to 

offer some cultural criticism of Texas 

but, like everyone else, burbled on in¬ 

cessantly about food. First, he makes 

fun of Texas's "national dish,’ the 

chicken-fried steak. Then he notes 

that "everything is overcooked [see 

tips above, Don] and deep-fried, even 

the vegetables. Then he takes off the 

gloves: "Their barbecue and Mexican 

food suck royally, coo." And he closes 

by dissmg Texas with the near non¬ 

sensical simile "kinda like an extra 

large pizza, but they forgot to put 

cheese on it,' 

Slates ot Annoyance 
Thank you for informing me of SPY 

magazine's annoyance ranking [June 

1996], wherein Alabama was ranked twenty- 

fifth. Given Alabama's placement in a number 

of other categories, it was pleasing to see us at 

the median place among the 50 states. 

I also noticed that Alabama was tanked 

less annoying than most other Southern states. 

I have always felt that our state was one of the 

most hospitable places in both the South and 

nation; your rankings bear that out. 
Gm-emor Fob James 

AIrmtgmmy, A labama 

Who could disagree with your as¬ 

sessment of Texas as the Most 

Annoying State? I would like to add a few 

observations: 

*Gun fixation; concealed-weapons law 

allows for 17 million gun-toting Texans, 

* Branch Davtdians and Waco. 

* Former Texas governor Miriam "Ma" 

Ferguson, decrying bilingual education in her 

border state, said, "If English was good 

enough for Jesus, it's good enough for us." 

God help us indeed. Where can I send 

money to the Texas secession movement? 

Steve Cdman 

Gunmet die. California 

Iain a recent subscriber to your maga¬ 

zine. 1 was astonished to see you list 

Texas as the worst place to live, 1 was further 

amazed at your slanting half truths and total 

misinformation. 

How, I ask myself, could a magazine of 

any kind print this kind of material? J then 

looked at your 'Declaration of publication" 

and discovered that you are published in 

New York City. No wonder! New York City! 

Git a rope! 

William H. Sadler, Jr. 

Fi/ih-gmeranon native Texan 

Brownsville, Texas 

Every morning I look in the mirror 

and think to myself, "Thank God 

I'm from Texas." Thus, when I saw the "God 

Help America" article, SPY spanked my Tex- 

o-centric attitude by rating Texas the most 

annoying state in the country. I Was at once 

hurt and happy. 

When 1 think of Texas, 1 think of hav¬ 

ing the Cowboys' insignia embroidered on 

my underwear. Take your next vacation to 

Texas and you’ll want to have ail your chil¬ 

dren born there. Don't Mess With Texas. 

Julie Anderson 

Dallas, Texas 

Julie. J you 'll shorn m your Texas undergarments, 

u\- u'dl certainly consider taking ajar uitks' idea¬ 

tion in the Lone Star State ami persntially giving 

your"Toaxentru attitude" a ten-gallon ' 'spanking." 

sucking ii u ram Why th e fuck do you have that 

fake-tit ted sucker of washed-up 

semi-rock-scar cock on the cover [Pamela 

Lee, June 1996]? You make me sick, and 

your gratuitous interview was just like 

one of those "20 Questions articles in 

Playboy magazine. I hate that cunt. Where's 

the joke? SPY is supposed to make fun 

of idiots, not kiss their butts. Wake up, 

you fuck heads. 

Kent jr Sw) the 

Glendale. California 

In any other publication, 1 would have 

dismissed an interview with Pamela 

Lee, Master Thespian* as a waste of paper. 

But 1 knew I could count on SPY to con¬ 

duct a hysterical interview with this, like, 

actress/mod el •'bubble head who is merely a 

silicone-breasted* collagen-lipped, bad-dye- 

jobbed caricature of herseli. You guys never 

fail to delight me. 

Jetttm Ltpldr/s 

Stir York, Neir York 

h;ly august i spy - 
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When South Carolinian Patrick 

Franklin wrote to "clear any confusion 

about hoc intestines that heretofore has 
-■jy -v >. : lor: ‘ l---. , *. J..\ 

remained in the minds of your read- 
- - .. % , 'K- - r.\ 

ers,” we sensed the first border skir¬ 

mish of a full-scale food fight* "First, 

the so-called phonetic spelling of chitlin 

is* though widely used, not historically 

or etymologically justified/" Halfway 

through reading this porcine peda- 

gognery* Messrs. Gregory and Huyck 

sensibly absconded to Letter man. 

This obsession with things culinary 

was, to coin a phrase, "kinda like an 

extra large pizza/ in that its shadow 

extended all the way to the Holy Land. 

Consider armchair quarterback Whit 

Fisher, w ho was so upset about our 

"craven apology ' to the Islamic bullies 

from Ansaaruilah and noted how the 

"Old SPY” would have "added a pic- 

ture of Pamela Lee on top of the Dome 
;.<“v y :!Trr^Tv/T.'. 

of the Rock eating raw slabs of bacon/' 

We hope you don’t mind, Whit, that 

you 

discussion. By haij£ 

it on reliable authority that Muslims 

don't actually eat pork. D/A 

"Freedonia may not be into ethnic 

cleansing," writes Sarah Jacobs via the 

Internet, ' but Fredonia is 'down with' 

tv.1 
S3 

■-t' 

education. There is a SUNY Fredonia, 

Put that in your Duck Soup and stir 

it!" We assume that Sarah is referring 

to SPYs congressional Freedoms 

prank of four years ago, and we also 

assume that her "Duck Soup" refer¬ 

ence is intended to prolong the mod¬ 

ish food theme of this column. Our 

final assumption is that SUNY stu¬ 

dents would probably be able to 

transfer to better schools were they 

not spending so much time online. 

Alan Trotter from 

Rotherham, U.K., "I look forward to 

reading SPY as an antidote to British 

magazines, which are full of mad cow 

disease. At least SPY is more or less 

safe to read." Alan, bttbbek, of course it’s 

safe. Except for our article about mad 

cow disease (page 25). Bon apperit.|) 

Here's Mod in veer Eie 
Your article about Westing house and 

the declaring of CBS News IJune 

19961 was a brave, brilliant expose. Bravo, 

Well done. This is more like the 'Old SPY/' 

traces of which yet surface to tantalize us 

veteran readers on occasion. Give us more! 

Don Read 

Off link@memy$, net 

It's always heartening to rectum encouragement from 

the medical community, Or. hunk. 

welcome Back, seiner You bastards have done it again! 

Jonathan Yevires piece on how and 

where gangsta rappers invest their green shit 

IJune 1996] had me in tears. Nor since the 

Kissinger interview have I almost fallen off 

the toilet while reading SPY, 

G cargo Hampihs 

Rockford, 11limns 

Green shit? Toilet? Have you been eating those 

mayo-slathered burgers from Texas again? 

The article "Can Playboy Get It Up" 

[April 1996] was curiously out of 

date and out of touch. 

1 „ We reported two quarters of results 

since our fiscal year ended last June and before 

this article was published. These numbers 

showed how the strategies we've pur in place 

are working. For the first half we reported net 

income of $.11 per share compared to a loss of 

$.01 last year, with the Entertainment Group 

showing rhe most dramatic improvement. 

Perhaps reflecting chis turnaround, our stock 

also has recently appreciated significantly, 

2. The move to new corporate head¬ 

quarters in 1990 did nor cost us $8 million 

but will save us $11 million over the 15-year 

lease, net of the cost of constructing our effi¬ 

cient and award-winning new space. 

3. You disparagingly commenced on 

Playboy's decision to ’’pump money into 

everything from soft-core videos to its Web 

sice/' In 1995, 14 Playboy videos were among 

the 100 best-selling videos in the country, 

more than any other label, including Disney, 

On the Web, Playboy was the first national 

magazi ne to create a site on rhe [nternec, now 

obviously the wave of the future. It remains 

one of the most popular on the Internet* av¬ 

eraging more than 3 million hits daily 

The information was as misleading and 

outdated as the photo of me you ran. 

Christine Hefner 

Chairman and CEO 

Playboy Enterprises, lm\ 

Chicago, Illinois 

Hey Christie, please send us an * Updated* photo, as 

welt as something frilly tu sniff 

Hers aid Hers and His I just read your article on "slash 

_ stories" [Tnfobahn/ June 1996] and 

l rhink it's grear. I knew Mr. Pinky was up to 

no good. 

Your articles are stellar—keep up the 

great work!! 

7 **" 
J imlboms^aol. torn 

Hasty Hams Regarding David Potorti's ’God Is 

My Co]HiblishfC [June 1996}: 

David, give me your hand—palm up. 

Whack, whack, whack!! 

Sister Sylvia Lee 

Greer, South Carolina 

so sie us Many mistakes have been made 

throughout history, but none have 

die ability to bring down Western civiliza¬ 

tion like the one your magazine made in its 

June 1996 issue. On page 67, you identify 

the model with Jesse Jackson as Tyra Banks. 

The model is in fact Veronica Webb. 

Ayrton Carson 

Menor, Ohio 

f\ s you've just pointed out, my sub- 

cription's up for renewal. But the 

June 1996 issue leaves me in a quandary. On 

rhe one hand, you print such refreshingly of¬ 

fensive stuff as 'They're Dying to Get into 

Vanity Fair'—great! But then you spmelessly 

cringe by apologizing co an ignorant letter- 

8 SPV JULY/AUGUST 1996 
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writer in case his/her religious sensibilities were 

offended! If this had been an "offended" 

Christian and not a Muslim , I’m sun.1 you’d have 

found the courage to re-offend—one of the 

reasons I subscribed to SPY in rhe first place. 

So, come on: whether the celebrity's 

name is God, Allah, or Lettem-ian—give 

'em hell!!! 

Aiichttel Kamiwikn 

San Francisco, California 

tWhbaeL yon are so right, tie are so sorry. DOHf 

T'here a e go again. 

you m Dim eel a T-shirt I normally leave pithy offerings to you 

in the hands of other people, but your 

guts, your raw, blistering courage have 

spurred me on to loftier heights of respect 

and emotion. In the time since your flat- 

line r experience, 1 have eagerly awaited each 

arid every issue and I must say that I have 

enjoyed them immensely. 

Having said such, I must apologize 

for the horrible things, people seem com¬ 

pelled to say to you in your "Letters" col¬ 

umn, While you were sleeping, 

intelligence dropped in exact proportion to 

the rise of sensirivicy and correctness. It es 

painful to see you continually vilified by 

these nabobs, these stunned tattle, these 

people who forgot how to be smart...yet 

you carry on with heads held high, carrying 

your tattered standard irom the old battles 

to new enemies* while still finding time to 

lob a few at old acquaintances like The 

Donald and the Scientologists, if I may say 

a few words of defense for you, 

please... FUCK OFF, YOU EMASCULAT¬ 

ED SCREWHEADSIH Let these people 

work in peace, for God s sake! 

I remain your slavish admirer. 

Thomas CJ\ R E. O 'Hara 

Of/ter Banks, North Carolina 

My husband and J think that you 

have a wonderful publication. 

Only one rhing wrong—it's bimonthly! 

Every issue feeds us the cynicism we need to 

survive about all the issues we bitch and 

moan about constantly. We especially en¬ 

joyed the 1,001 reasons OJ. is guilty as well 

as the old standby Separated at Birth. We 

do, however, have one suggestion—please do 

a deep cover investigation on much-hated 

evil spawn Martha Stewart and her New 

V ng I a n d e m p i re of d cm ons. Ftj rty-five-d ol la r 

cookie cutters shaped like bunnies can only 

appeal to those women with no lives of their 

own and money to burn. 

Keep up the good work—we look ior- 

w; ird co many subscription renewals, 

Un /tadk'A VL, com 

Wotdhaven. Neu' York 

.Letters 
We don't know what you think litre running here, 

hiv. hut this ain't no Make-AAXrish Foundation. 

We have m interest in Air, Sfeu art, Besides, rbe d 

never take her clothes off for the conr. 

We want soar lettersl Address your corre¬ 

spondence to the Letters Editor. SPY. 49 East 21st 

Street, li th floor, New York, New York 10010 

(or via E-mail at Spy MagazQ'-atd.com). Include 

your daytime telephone number, letters may be edit¬ 

ed for length and clarity. 

THE GOLDEN AGE 

featuring “I Hate My Generation" 
Produced by Dennis Herring and David lewery Hixed by Andy Maliace 

In stores now or to order call1800 MUSICHOH 
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l,/'/n the queen of adjectives and adverbs. I write slightly over the top, and I'm very 

The Fine Print 
by Jamie Malanowski 

The Court Jester 

front Hell 

Little is as odious as a 

journalist trying to rise 

above his or her station. 

But every year in Wash¬ 

ington, at the Radio and 

Television Correspondents 

Dinner, normally rude, 
ruthless, disrespectful, dis¬ 
dainful party sniffers put 

on tuxedos and cocktail 

dresses and kiss the 

palms of the great 

and powerful 
whom they've in¬ 

vited to their 

fete, and do 

so i n a way— 
supinely, 

craven Iy, 
self-congrat- 
ulatorily— 

that one 
doubts these 

people deserve 

First Amendment 

protection. 

This year, some dimwit 

had the idea of inviting 
Don imus, the scab ro Lis¬ 

ton gued radio personality, 

to provide his brand of 
satiric entertainment, 

lmus obliged, but without 
the customary bootlicking, 

and did so right in front of 

the President and the First 

Lady—and even Waiter 

Cron kite. This provoked an 
orgy of pseudo-shock and 

feigned embarrassment. 
How bad was it? Here, 

read excerpts from Imus's 
remarks for yourself: 

"You know, I think it 

would be fair to say that 
back when the Clintons 

took office, If we had 

placed them all in a line¬ 

up—well, not a lineup—if 

we were to have speculated 

on which member of the 

first family would be the 

first to be indicted—.,,1 

meant...to receive a sub¬ 

poena—everybody in this 
room would have picked 

lie usual suspects 
I 

What is it 

about working out 

chat has Hollywood 

all worked up? 

First, nearly unem¬ 

ployable putrid pug 

llist Mickey Ruurke 

bears up actor Jeff 
1 China Beach " Kober 

out side a Hollywood 

gym Ear merely talking m Rourkes 

wife, actress Carre Otis. And 

when new Oscar-wiener Kevin 
Spaeey is not digging Bum of Steel, 

hes doing the clean-and-jerk in his 

trailer. Once, while resting between 

takes on the set of The Usual 

Suspects (which was named 

after the space in this 

magazine), Monsieur 

Spatey solicited the 

helping hand of a young 

Frenchman. Spacey did 

his own handiwork, 

but Ice’s just say rhatT 

stateside, the fondling 

Frenchman has been 

nicknamed Nut Pal* 
mer. Alas, poor Verbal 

was interrupted before 

he had the chance 

to go oral. 

of Playgirl already know, Rambus \ 

phallus is no bazooka. Moreover, 

years of transforming himself into 

the stallion have created hydraulic 

challenges nature cannot always 

overcome. Not one to be fazed by 

daunting odds, Stallone is known 

to use an apparatus similar in con¬ 

struction to a bicycle pump to rouse 

rhe little general to action. At least 

the not-sobig guy is consistent in his 

preference for large appendages, l ie 

is reported to favor some of his many 

girlfriends with breast implants. 

Covering Sly in print has its 

risks. Two top editors at Premiere— 

“top" referring to their position in 

the magazines hierarchy, not to 

their relative talents for 

whipping shameless puff- 

pieces into shape—quit their 

posts after the publisher 

killed their planned cov¬ 

erage of Stallone's 

business dealings at 

Pecs aren't the only 

thing Sly Stallone pumps. 

As the discriminating readers 

t n SPY J ULY: AUGUST L 996 

Planet Hollywood. 

They weren't look¬ 

ing for the all- 

you-can-ear 

special, now 

were they? 

While working 

on Spanish dir¬ 

ector Fernando 

Tru eba s corned y 

Twtt Much, with 

Antonio Banderas and 

Melanie Griffith, noted 

animal lover Daryl 

Hannah fell in love with 

n chicken. She received 

the hen ax a gift from a 

c re w member w 11 o 

owned a farm near the 

South Beach. Florida, 

shoot and soon came to 

hang around the chick¬ 

en compulsively. When 

it was time to wrap up 

the film. Hannah want¬ 

ed to bring the chicken 

home with her, but no 

airline was very receptive 

to the chic ken-on board concept. 

While alternative plans were be¬ 

ing. er, hatched, the beloved 

chicken flew the coop, and some¬ 

how, mysteriously ended up 

at Hannah's homestead in 

Tel I unde, Colorado, a few weeks 

later. Fowl play? Let’s just hope, 

for the chicken's sake, that 

l lanfiah is still a dedicated animal 

lover—and vegetarian—next 

Christmas night. 
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LJc." Joan Collins, recipient of a $1.2 mitt ion advance from Random House 

Lama Paters 

The Dalai Lama's golden children need a good spanking 

ot si net Chuck Deity's world champion Detroit Pistons—featuring such legendary head cases 

as Dennis Rodman, Bill Lam bier, and John Salley—-has a team of bad boys like this been assembled, 

Bux this isn't a basketball team, and Coach Dalai's shaved head doesn't allow for over- 

* «- 

sized pompadours. 

The Dalai Dima, the spiritual and temporal 

Buddhist leader, is quite aware of his earthly 

mortality. That's why part of his job descrip¬ 

tion decrees that he select the children who 

will become the future figures in the 

Buddhist faith. But as of lace, the head 

Dim el hits recruited some pretty row¬ 

dy re in earnares. 

First there was six-year- 

old Choekyt Nyima, The 

Big D chose Nyima as the 

reincarnation of Tibet’s 

second most powerful 

leader. But alter his 

appointment, Nyima's 

Lama qualifications were 

questioned by the Chinese 

government, which claimed 

that the boy had drowned a 

dog. He was then put under 

house arrest (despite protests by 

the Lama Wanna-be himself, 

Richard Gere) and hasn't been 

heard from since. 

I be next name added to the 

Buddhist roster was that of 

Tibetan exile Ttmdn Dhong (pro¬ 

nounced Tensing Dong). By select¬ 

ing Dhong $ name out of a copper 

bowl three times, the Dalai Lama 

identified him as a reincarnation of 

his own grandfather, a high Tibetan 

monk. Lets hope he learns to dtal 

with a hostile media: National Public 

Radio’s Scott Simon, annoyed by 

Tenzin's cocksuredness and his 

presumed ability to heal people g 

with the touch of his hand, de¬ 

scribed rhe future spiritual 9 

guru as an arrogant "scamp." 

Then Son am Wangdu 

(pronounced Wang Don) 

Lama joined the club. The 

devilish little savior is notorious tot wearing 

self-righteous sweatshirts boasting such slogans 

;is "Litrie Monster” and "I Just Can t Wait to Be 

King." Wangdu has been known to poke visi¬ 

tors with the antlers of 

his stuffed Rudolph 

the Red-N used Rein¬ 

deer doll and to yell at 

reporters who interrupt 

him while he’s reading. 

But the most recent 

of the Dalai Lama's 

enfant cerribtes, Ose! 

---—■—j Torres, might be the 

most disruptive Lama-in- 

waiting to date. Torres, a precocious ten-year- 

old Spanish child* is reportedly causing quite 

a stir around the monastery. 

The monks are spoiling him rotten," com¬ 

plains his mother, Maria Torres. “He is turn¬ 

ing into a little tyrant rather than a little 

Buddha," According to Doha Torres, her son 

won't play with the other kids on the play¬ 

ground because, in her words, "When you're a 

tyrant, you don't make friends,” 

Threatening to bench her son from the 

Dalai Dima's Little Lama League, Osel s mother 

insists that her son’s tough-guy attitude 

might go over in Lhasa, but it won’t play in 

Spain. "I don't care how much of a Luma 

he is," she says* 

his mnrhtr." 

—-Eddie Stent 
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Roger. I mean,, been there, 

done that Well, in the past 

three years, Socks die cat 
has been in more jams 

than Roger, Roger has 

been a saint. The cat has 

peed on national treasures. 

Roger hasn't. Socks has 

thrown up hairballs. Roger 

hasn't Socks got his girl¬ 

friend pregnant and had 

well, no, that was Roger. 

And as you know, nearly 

every incident in tne lives 

of the first family has been 
made worse by each and 

every person in this 

room—the radio and tele¬ 

vision correspondents. 

Even innocuous incidents. 

For example, when Cal 
Ripken broke Lou Gehrig's 

consecutive-game record, 

the President was at Cam 
den Yards doing play-by- 

play on the radio with 

John M iller. Bobby Bonil¬ 

la hit a double, and we all 

heard the President, in his 
obvious excitement, holler 

'Go, babyLr And I remem¬ 

ber commenting at the 

time, '] bet that's not the 

first time he's said that,' 

Remember the Astroturf 
and the pickup?... 

Imagine If back in 1978.. 

Mrs. Clinton had not said 

eo Mr, Clinton 'Honey.. 

Jim and Susan are here 

a no they've got some 
riverfront land for these 

great vacation homes and 

maybe we can make some 

serious money.1 Ard he 

said ‘God J love th s 

Reaganomics!1 Which 

reminds me: In light of the 
controversy that surround¬ 
ed publication of Mrs, 

Clinton's hook, perhaps 

Anonymous should have 

written It Takes a Village. 

And then there'-' Senator 

D1 Amato's book, it Takes 
a Village idiot. The sena¬ 
tor suggests that the Cl ir 

tons hung around with un¬ 

savory characters in Little 

Rock. What the hell is he 
talkin' about? All of his 

Copyrighted material 



THE TIME PHIHT CONTINUED 

friends have bodies m the 

trunks of their cars,... 

Do you remember the infa¬ 

mous curbside-shooting 

photograph from the Viet¬ 

nam War? Weft I'm 

watching the CBS Evening 
/Vewyone night with Dan 
Rather and Connie 
Chung Things are not 

going well, and I'm think¬ 

ing, 'We're a couple of 
nights away from another 

hideous photograph.' E 

mean, everybody fn this 

room knows Dan Rather is 

capable of anything, in¬ 

cluding pulling a gun out 

on the set of the CBS 
Evening News*. .And he's 

a little tense. I mean, 

watching Dan Rather do 

the news; he looks like he's 

making a hostage tape. 

And yet, he is one of the 
three or four people most 

Americans get their news 

from* Along with Tom 
Brokaw, of course. By the 

way, nobody wants us out 
of Bosnia more than Tom 

does, simply so he doesn't 
have to try to pronounce 
Slobodan Milosevic..,. 

Brian Williams is stand¬ 
ing in front of the White 

House thinking 'I'm two 

Serb war criminals' 

names away from having 
Tom's job.' 

And then there's Peter 
Jennings, who we are fold 

more Americans get their 

news from than anyone 

else, and a man who freely 

admits that he cannot re¬ 

sist women. So I'm think¬ 

ing, here's Peter Jennings, 

sitting there each 

evening—elegant, erudite, 

refined—and I'm wonder¬ 
ing, %What's under his 
desk?' I mean, besides an 

intern. The first place a 

telecommunications bill 

should have mandated that 
a V-chip be placed was in 

Mr, Jennings's shorts,,.. 

Bernard Shaw and Judy 
Woodruff round out our 

naked city 

Sotto Voce \ 
' \ 

New von Frets mins 
Bnce Hie country's mightiest leixisr publication, the Villagt Vuke saw its 

circulation drop 16 percent since 1991, down ro 119,000. To counrcr 

sagging sales, the pajier went free last April. Why bother? Hie follow¬ 

ing table charts the Vom s irrelevancy through its 40-year history',—TnddSmw} 

1950s Ideology: Norman Mailer column calls Voice “square/ 
Kickin’ Out the Jams: Ravi Shankar concert advertises "all-you- 
can-eat steak/ 
Judgment Calls: *Ts Possible to Be Beat and Conservative, Too/ 
Realpolitik: Report on cops breaking up beatnik “bongo session. 
Breaking News: Ghost of Alexander Hamilton reported to flush Village toilets. 

1960s Ideology: “Could the Beats Be Nazis?" 
Kickin' Out the Jams: Ad for “happening" notes $1 "early bird special." Cover 
story on the “hippie scene." 
Judgment Calls: Joseph K, predicts there will be no serious political activism in 
the r60s, 
Realpolitik: Letter condemns Eldridge Cleaver's constant swearing. 
Breaking News: City notices problem of zoning rules hindering poetry readings. 
Allen Ginsberg says; “We dig that somebody is listening." 

1970s Ideology: Amiri Baraka likens Vpfce critic Stanley Crouch to "petty bourgeois ser¬ 
vants of dying capitalism/ 
Kickin' Oik the Jams: Music critic Vernon Gibbs hates Led Zeppelin: “I keep expect¬ 
ing people to catch on." 
Judgment Calls: Michael Harrington writes: “We socialists are a prophetic minority/ 
Realpolitik: Ongoing “Lesbian Nation" column devoid of capital letters, later devoid of 
grammar and punctuation. 
Breaking News: Notes influx of prostitutes, “many of them managed by black 
pimps in long limousines with fancy scrollwork.” 

1980s Ideology: “Esthetic freedom" of Cuba praised. 
Kickin' Out the Jams: Music critic Sally Banes calls Laurie Anderson “pretentious." Letter from 14-year- 
old praises writer Cynthia Heimel but calls Def Leppard fans ''stupid," New Wave brings increase in hair- 
care advertisements, 
Judgment Calls: Sitcom Yes, Prime Minister called classist. 
Realpolitik: Voice is at the forefront of the "draft Cuomo" movement. 
Breaking News: “America Loves Professional Wrestling.-' 

1990s Ideology: Power Rangers' ability to form single huge robot called representative of Japanese corporate 
mind-set. 
Kickin' Out the Jams: Ex-Sex Pistols manager Malcolm McLaren says George Bush has bad manners, 
Judgment Calls: Voice predicts end of Fourth Amendment. 
Realpolrtik: Voice endorses Jerry Brown for prez. 
Breaking News: Social critic Michael Tomasky declares left “dead," soon resigns from Voice, The paper 
becomes free at last. 

Mickey Doienz + Alan Alda x (Anson Williams + a knish) = David Schwimmer 
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Color Me Crazy 
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Mnts a cigar is a large 
Dr. Welsing's bizarre white paper on racial symbolism I lit1 truly great psychiatrists have expanded our 

understanding of the human mind. Freud gave 

us dream analysis, Jung bequeathed collective 

unconscious. Now Dr. Frances Cress Wdsing* a 

Washington, DC —based African-American child psy- 

chkimst* makes her bid for the psychiatric pantheon 

with The hh Papers: The Kiys to the Coion, a work teem¬ 

ing with ruminations on tht- hidden symbolism of color 

in Western society. But her theories just might attract 

the men in* er, white suits.—Burry Zeger 

Crisis: The color of the 

balls used in various sports, 

White/s Rationale: The 

balls are colored for maxi¬ 

mum visibility in accordance with 

[heir size (he,, the smaller the 

ball—baseball* golf ball—the 

lighter the color). 

Welsing's Color Decoding: 

"Generally, [white balls are smaller 

than colored ones], paralleling the 

respective genetic power in the 

white and colored testicles.'" 

Welsing's Conclusion: 

"Currently, the mosr pop¬ 

ular games, those that at¬ 

tract most male attention* 

are played with big brown balls 

(footballs and basketballs). This 

rise io popularity of colored balls 

parallels the rise in power, at the 

global level, of the Third World, 

Of non-white countries." 

Crisis: Giving chocolates as a gilt. 

Whitey's Rationale: A charming 

holiday tradition, 

Welsing's Color Decoding: 

Further reveals ‘ the intricate work¬ 

ings of.. .symbolism [in white su¬ 

premacy culture]." 

Welsing's Conclusion: if ins 

sweetheart ingests ‘choco¬ 

late with nuts,' the white 

male can fantasize that 

he is genetically equal to 

the Black male. And if 

his mother had ingested 

"chocolate with nuts, he 

would not have to worry 

about white genetic annihi¬ 

lation—as he would have 

been 'colored' and then 

could be an annibi- ,1 

latof of white genes 

like the- I eared and 

envied Black 

male. 

Crisis: Point 1 

scaring in pas- j 

times such as bas¬ 

ketball and football. 

Whitey's Rationale: 

The hoop and goal poses 

represent the object of a 

teams point-scoring efforts, 

Welsing's Color Decoding: 

There is u "preoccupation in sports 

of placing large brown bills (testi¬ 

cle symbols) in white net (vaginal) 

orifices and between goal posts 

(white upright legs)," 

Welsing's Conclusion: "One must 

conclude that the white male realizes 

consciously or unconsciously char the 

most desired mace for the white fe¬ 

male is the Black male, just as his 

most desired sexual mate is flic Black 

female. This illuminates the white 

male’s fascination with 

black stockings* black 

underwear and black 

negligees as sexual 

symbols." 

Crisis: Boxing, 

Whitey's Rationale: 

A compelling con¬ 

test oi athleticism 

and character* speed and poise, 

Welsing's Color Decoding: A 

"symbolic contest of rhe ge- 

fcjv, netic power of the tes- 

tides.►, [staged in a 

symbolic] vaginal 

orifice," 

\ Welsing's 
Conclusion: 

“The gloved fists 

typically are cov- 

tred with black, 

brown* or other col¬ 

ored leather* as opposed 

to white leather.... [A] t the 

deep levels...power is...associated 

with color....In rhe final analysis, 

it does not matter which boxer 

(white or nonwhire) is the winner 

at the surface level, The color of the 

gloves of the winner are 

always nonwhite." 

Crisis; Cigar smoking. 

Whitey's Rationale: 

An innocent—and cur¬ 

rently trendy—indulgence. 

Welsing's Color Decoding: 

Represents white males' "’envy and 

a desire for possession of Black 

malt genitalia, 

Welsing's Conclusion: "White 

males who wish others to view 

them or wish to view themselves 

as strong, powerful and important, 

puff and suck on huge black cig¬ 

ars, Indeed, the more important 

they wish others to believe they 

are, the longer the cigar,. .(their 

symbolic phallus)." 

THE FINE PRINT CONTINUED 

network news anchors, 
and deserve mention only 
to recognize that Bemie 
has a greater nut potential 
than even Dan Rather. If 
not for CNN, Bernard 
Shaw is at the post office, 
marchin' somebody around 

at the end of a wire coat 
hanger and a shot gun,„* 

Rush [Limbaugh] may 

not, as AI Franken sug¬ 
gests, be a big fat idiot, 
hut I'm sick of him. The 
radfo show, the television 
show, the stupid books, 
and now men's ties. Bold, 
vibrant, colorful, and all 
designed to look great 
with a brown shirt What a 
surprisefhat Rush is sell¬ 
ing something that goes 

around a person's neck! 
And Rush didn't date in 
high school? You're kid¬ 
ding, You mean the varsity 
cheerleaders weren't 
falling all over a fat, pig^ 
eyed schmoo who looks 

like a cross between Red 
Dog and one of those Bud- 

vveiser frogs? He should be 
on a beach somewhere in a 
pair "of Bermuda shorts, a 
Hawaiian shirt, white 

socks, sandals, ho Win' a 

metal detector. He 

couldn't gel a date in high 
school? Maybe they should 

have had his senior 

prom at Sea World..,. 

I was In Las Vegas 

when the news broke 
that Senator Gramm 

had financed a porno 
movie. It was better than 
having Ed McMahon 

hand me a cbec< for $10 
million. The only better 
news would have been had 
Senator G ramm actua 11y 

appeal1 ed in a movie.... 
Gramm was fond of say¬ 
ing he was too ugly to be 

president, Well, that was 
not his prod err, I know 
he has a Ph.D. In econom¬ 
y's, but you can't sound 
like you just walked out of 
the woods In Deliverance 
and not scare people." 

JULY-AUGUST 1W6 SPY I i 
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naked city. 

Patrons of the Tarts 

A ngel Mound* 

Evansville, JL 

Dunks) Milk Horn* 

Key West, FL 

Duvall Tool A1usrum 

Groom, MD 

C mpiffi l louse 

Lincoln, MA 

Hands On House 

Lancaster, PA 

House oj a Thousand Dolls 

Luma, MT 

LlUI' Home 

Black Hawk, TO 

The Little Brick House 

Vandalia, IL 

The London Brass Rubbing 

Center 

Gaithersburg, MD 

My Jewish Discot er) Place 

Los Angeles, CA 

Queen Emmet Summer Palace 

Honolulu, HI 

—David Pot on: 

Knife and Pitchfork Dept 

Has hot sauce gone to hell? 

hi3e some gourmands look for 

taste, quality, and purity in their 

foods, the hot sauce connoisseur 

craves only a one-way ticker to Hades. At 

least that's the impression you #er from 

reading hoc sauce labels. These days, hoc 

alone isn't good enough—the sauce has got 

to be fiery enough ro kill you. See you in 

hell.- -Sharon Dargay and Diana Witig 

•Hot Sauce; Last Rites 

Hellish Label ; “This sauce will make even a 

priest g« to confession. It might even make 

an attorney tell the truth," 

Grisly Graphic; Chili pepper pictured inside 

a coffin, 

•Hot Sauce: Capital Punishment 

Hellish Label; Once the bottle is opened, not 

even a call horn the governor can save you. 

Grisly Graphic: Chili pepper strapped onto 

an electric chair. 

•Hot Sauce: Blair's After Death Sauce 

Hellish Label: "Feel alive. This product 

contains the hottest known ingredients 

on planet Earth " 

Grisly Graphic; Flames leaping out at an 

eyeball. 

•Hot Sauce; Gib's Nuclear Hell 

Hellish Label; “Great taste with a blast." 

Grisly Graphic: Mushroom cloud. 

•Hot Sauce: Ha ban cm Hof Sauce with a 

Half Life 

Hellish Label: “A Taste of Armageddon in 

every drop." 

Grisly Graphic: Mushroom cloud. 

• Hot Sauce: Dave's Insanity Sauce Gourmet 

Hellish Label: "Be afraid, be very afraid. This 

is the hottest cocktail sauce in the universe." 

Grisly Graphic: Two chi lies roasting In the 

blaming sun. 

•Hot Sauce: Habanera I lot Sauce from Hell 

Hellish Label: "Beyond Hot Habanera’s are 

the mothers of all peppers.' 

Grisly Graphic: Devil wirh pitchfork sur~ 

rounded by flames. 

■Hot Sauce: Hellfire & Damnation 

Hellish Label; "A dash of the devil. Hotter 

chan hell." 

Grisly Graphic: Flames. 

■Hot Sauce: Gibs Bottled Hell 

Hellish Label: You want hot, you got hot. 

Created in lower regions." 

Grisly Graphic: Devil watching chilies bum. 

•Hot Sauce: Pure Hell 

Hellish Label: "Perspiring is to lx- exacted. 

Smoke may be seen." 

Grisly Graphic: Tormented soul in flames. 

"Hot Sauce:Jamaica Hell Fire Doc's Special 

Hellish Label: "Hottest Hellfire. Use 

cautiously." 

Grisly Graphic: Devi] with pitchfork. 

•Hot Sauce: Satan s Revenge Hot Sauce 

Hellish Label: It will "get you in the end." 

Grisly Graphic Devil surrounded by flames. 

•Hot Sauce: Dan TS Infemu 

Hellish Label: "Excruciating. Bum baby burn." 

Grisly Graphic: Tortured soul consumed 

by flames. 

•Hot Sauce: Mean Devil Woman Cajun 

Pepper Sauce 

Hellish Label: "Hot, mean & sassy," 

Grisly Graphic: Hot babe with dragon 

sn flames. 

•Hot Sauce: The Original Pure Cap 

Hellish Label: “Danger. Keep out of reach of 

children." 

Grisly Graphic: Pac kaged i n ch i Id proof m ed - 

Seine boede showing two skulls and cross- 

bones. When purchasing, one must sign a 

liability disclaimer form, which reads: "Due 

to the extremely hot nature of this product 

(500,000 Scoville l hi its), 1 agree that PURE 

GAP shall only be used as a food additive." 

1 
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selector 

Head phones 

Kli-( trie plug 
frequency 
display 

The Ultimate Spy Book reveals all the secrets of 

international espionage, from rainwvashed border crossings to 

death-defying double crossings. Filled with the fascinating 

tales of agents and their undercover operations, it is also fully 

illustrated with H. Keith Melton’s extraordinary collection of spy 

devices, many never before seen outside the business. 'Ike 

Ultimate Spy Book is stranger than fiction - and it's all true. 

Available wherever books are sold. 

But be careful. You never know who’s watching. 
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Howto 

Uriel case ltd 

Plug connexion 

Antenna lor 
detecting 
tfit remission;; 

Oscilloscope for 

showing a radio 

.signal i nt screen 
Fine-tuning 
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Officer, arrest that carrot! 

Wfiat happened: The 

head mister of the I real school- 

house told police a giant carrot was 

stalking the students. 

Where Mr, Carrot went: 

Omaha, N6 

What happened: Protestors 

barbecue across from the 

Chris R Carror is a seven-foot-rat I shock¬ 

ing -orange root vegetable with alarm¬ 

ingly big feet, stubby arms, and I 2 

lingers. He’s not the product of Ukrainian 

farmers outside Chernobyl but rather the lat¬ 

est brainstorm from the people at BETA 

(People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals), 

Carror anti his encourage have been on a 

"whirlwind worldwide tour" of elementary 

schools, handing out buttons reading, “Eat 

Your Veggies, Not Your Friends" and 

brochures explaining, "Hamburgers are re¬ 

ally cows who have been separated from 

| their families and killed/' The brochures, 

geared lor the impressionable kindergarten 

set, go fin to say. "Bacon, bologna, and hot- 

dogs are really little piggies who are taken in 

crowded smelly trucks to rheit death," 

b You'd think Carrot would he wel¬ 

comed with open arms in little outposts 

of our global village, but remarkably, lus 

rrip has had its share of low pomes; 

Wh ere Mr. Carrot went: T.iver- 

A pool, England 

sec up a 

school where Carrot was speaking. 

Where Mr* Carrot went: California ^ 

What happened: Carrot was stiffed 

by Beverly Hills while winning raves in Watts. 

One Sacramento natives response; "Our schools are rife with gang ac¬ 

tivity, intimidation, and vandalism* but at least they're sate from the 

subversive activity of an oversized vegetable." 

Where Mr* Carrot went: Texas 

What happened; Chris was turned away at several local districts 

while Eddie the NRA Eagle enjoyed an extended tour of schools in 

Houston, Killeen, and Austin. 

Where Mr. Carrot went: Des Moines, 1A 

What happened: Local pig farmers gave luncheon meat (bologna, 

beef jerky, and olive loaf) to students anti encouraged them to throw 

\t at the visiriny vegetable". Before Chris P's arrival, ,i school princi¬ 

pal told the local paper: "Then.- Will Be No Carrot/' 

a. French Red Cross 

b. Tyras Kitis Success Program 

c. Rain Forest Foundation 

d. St, Jude's Childrens Hospital 

e. Batoto Yecu, African cultural 

education in Harlem 

f. AM FAR, American 

Foundation for AIDS Research 

g. PETA 

h. Love 1 kitls, AIDS education 

in schools 

i. Supermodels in the Rainforest 

j. aspca 

k. Life Beat, music industry 

against AIDS 

I Pediatric AIDS 

It s no picnic 

supermodel 

The job requires you 

to be both underfed and overex¬ 

posed, When you're nor dating 

Talentless illusionists, starring in 

straight-to-video feature films, or 

opening theme restaurants, lending 

your name to a charity is pretty easy 

work, Bui if you're the new kid on 

l the runway, you better grab one 

■A quick-—all the good ones are get¬ 

ting snapped up. See if you can 

match the strumpet in column B 

with the charity she trumpets in col¬ 

umn A.—Lee Frank 

being a 

citizen* 1. Claudia 

Sc hi her 

2. Tyra Banks 

3. Frederic]ue 

4. Niki Taylor 

Y Naomi Campbell 

6. Cindy Crawford 

7. latjana Patitz 

FE. Karen Mulder 

y. koshumba 

10. Shana Zadrick 

11. Veronica Webb 

12. ELle MacPherson 

[| ig iterial 
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Major McCheese 

{Kim on in no Block 
'96 conventioneers shouldn't fear Daley double 

hen the riots erupted around the Democratic Convention in 

1968, Chicagoans remained calm, cool, and collected. After all, 

Richard J. Daley—the biggest, baddest mayor in the nation— 

was running the show, and his bash-happy boys in blue took cart of those 

namby-pamby pinko freaks. 

But when the Democratic Convention returns to Chicago this summer, 

denizens of the Windy City won't be able to turn to a beloved general is- 

si mosey to strongman in City 1 iaJl if" those long-haired liberals get out of 

hand. Thar's because the current Mayor Daley—Richard j.'s son Richard 

M,—would probably invite them all to h:s office for a group hug. Here's 

a comparison of father and son,—Brendan Baber and Erie Spitznagei 

Mayor Sr: Before he was elected, he ran with 

a street gang and worked m the stockyards. 

MaYOR Jr: Before he was elected, he was a 

state's attorney and worked for chiddy. 

MAYOR Sr: Even as mayor, he refused to move 

from his South Side home in Bridgeport, a 

neighborhood of working-class stiffs. 

MAYOR Jr: As mayor, he was all too eager to 

leave the South Side ftrr a more wealthy neigh¬ 

borhood* "I'm packing my socks every night," 

he said, in giddy anticipation of the move. 

MAYOR Sri He exercised total control over 

city council meetings, making all of the 

major decisions, openly bullying—and de¬ 

stroying the careers of—any aldermen who 

dared to oppose his will. 

Mayor Jr: He runs the city council meet¬ 

ings in a relaxed, informal manner, which one 

alderman describes as "all hugs and kisses." 

Mayor Sr: He transformed Chicago into 

"The City That Works." Under his leader¬ 

ship, the city was clean and the trains were on 

time. He was also responsible for the con¬ 

struction of McCormick Place, O'Hare 

Airport, the University of Illinois, and nu¬ 

merous major highways. 

MAYOR Jr: He has managed only ro offer 

the city a foiled bid for downtown casi¬ 

nos, a failed bid for a new airport, 

failed highway renovations, a failed 

downtown trolley system, blue-bag re¬ 

cycling that doesn't work, and a failed 

proposal ro renovate Soldiers' Field, 

the home of the NFL’s Bears, who 

may leave anyway. 

Mayor Sr: He despised the 

press, often refusing to answer 

their questions or openly mock¬ 

ing them. "1 don't answer to 

twisted, polluted imaginations 

of the journalistic enterprise, ' he once said. 

MAYOR Jr: 3 El's always courteous and cordial 

with the press, and often ends press eonf'er- 

nucs by mvmg. 'Nice talking ro you. 

MAYOR Sr: When Chicago congressmen 

didn't obey their president, lie was ready to 

ip them into line. "He'll vote for ic," he 

assured a worried Kennedy of an Illinois 

congressman during the fight to pass 

Civil Rights legislation. "He'll vote 

for any goddamn thing we 

want. I'll tell him, 'Now 

lookir, I don't give a god¬ 

damn what it is, you vote 

lor anything the President wants.' " 

MAYOR Jr; When the Republicans seized 

Congress in 1994, Daley baffled Democrats 

by supporting them. I want them to succeed, 

like everyone else," he said, "It doesn't mat¬ 

ter to me." As for Newt Gingrich, Daley bur- 

___ bled that he "seems like a 

nice person," 

Mayor Sr: During the 

I 968 riots that followed 

the assassination of 

Martin Luther King, 

ne issued a police order 

to “shoot to kill any ar¬ 

son 3st" and "shoot to 

maim or cripple 

anyone looting any 

stores in our dry." 

Mayor Jr: Dur¬ 

ing the Rodney 

King riots of 

1993, he issued a statement that criticized 

the acquitted LA PD officers, stating that 

“senseless brutality by people sworn to up¬ 

hold the law cannot be accepted under any 

circumstance.” 

MAYOR Sr: His police force was one of the 

most feared in the country. "As long as I'm 

mayor of this town," he growled, "there’ll be 

law and order in Chicago. 

MAYOR Jr: Although he promised to hire 

600 new police officers, he eventually decided 

against it. "We've got more officers," he said. 

"We've got...I don't know how many, we've 

got enough." 
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Money Changes Everything 

These Donkei Ms swine Beth hays Democrats, claiming that their party has grown weak and inef¬ 

fectual, are abandoning ship and swimming to Gingrich s Isle 

in record numbers. Seven Donkey vrats have made the switch 

since November 8, 1994, This is the highest rate of'party pooping in 

the history of the two-party system. But was this radical political 

change inspired by die Republican revolution or by coder contribu¬ 

tions? Our chart details the post-switch increase in political power— 

and dollar value—of each of the Democratic defectors. Eddie Stem 

Unimpressive 
Democratic Pre-switch 
Defector Committee Position New Political Power Do liar Value 

********************* ****** ************ 
Representative 

Nathan Deal 

(R’GA) 

* * * * * 
Representative 

lames A,. 

(Jimmy) Hayes 

(fUA) 
★ * * * * 
Representative 

Gregory Laugjilin 

(R-TX) 

★ ★ * * * 

Representative 

Mike Parker 

(R“M5) 

★ * * * * 

Representative 

W. i. (Billy) 

Tauzin ( R4A) 

it * * At * 
Senator Ben 

Nigtit horse 
Campbell 

(RCOj 

★ * It ★ it 

Senator Richard 

C. Shelby 

(ML) 

Member of both the 

Committee on Resources 

and the Committee on 

Transportation and Infra¬ 

structure. 

******** 
Both the Committee or 

Transportation and Infra¬ 

structure and the Commit¬ 

tee on Science. 

Both the Comm, on Trans, 

and infrastructure and 

the Permanent Select 

Committee on Intelligence. 

******** 

Both the Committee on 

Transportation and Infra¬ 

structure and the House 

Budget Committee. 

******** 

Both the House Committee 

on Resources and the 

House Committee on 

Commerce. 

******** 
The Senate Committee on 

Energy and Natural 

Resources; Committee on 

Veterans' Affairs: and the 

Senate Committee on 

Indian Affairs. 

******** 
Committee on Armed 

Services; the Committee 

on Banking, Housing, and 

Urban Affairs; and the 

Committee on Aging, 

Deal gained a position with the 

House Committee on Commerce, 

the regulating committee that con¬ 

trols the taxation and trade of all 

commodities that cross state lines. 

********** 
Hayes became a member of the 

House Ways and Means 

Committee, perhaps the most de¬ 

sirable of an committees. 

********** 

Like Hayes. Laugh!in received a 

very desirable spot on the presti¬ 

gious House Ways and Means 

Committee. 
********** 

Parker received a valued position 

on the House Appropriations 

Committee. 

******** ** 
Tauzin received coveted Tele¬ 

communications and Finance 

Subcommittee spots within the 

Commerce Committee. 

********** 

Campbell gained a much covet¬ 

ed spot on the Senate 

Committee on Appropriations, 

which allocates aii of the discre¬ 

tionary *ederg| funds. 

********* 
Like Campbell, Shelby landed a 

prestigious seat on the Senate 

Committee on Appropriations. 

Members of this committee gain campaign contribu¬ 

tions from groups that want to insure low taxation on 

their goods and services. The pace of Deal's cam¬ 

paign contributions doubled in the four months after 

he switched. 

**************** 
Ways and Means Committee members often receive 

contributions from powerful business interests. Hayes's 

GOP donations in 1995 were 546,000 more than he'd 

claimed as a Democrat in 1993. 

**************** 
in the six months before his switch, Laughlin had raised 

only $115,000 in campaign funds, In the first six months 

of his newfound Republicanism, Laugh I in received an 

additional $354,000 in contributions. 

**************** 

Soon after his appointment to this committee, the 

National Journal reported that Parker had begun re¬ 

ceiving “unsolicited" contributions from his Republican 

constituents. 

**************** 
Because of his newfound importance {see the new 

Telecommunications Bill), Tauzin received $103,000 from 

political action committees* 

**************** 
Members of this comnifttee are courted by special in¬ 

terest groups seeking future appropriational dollars. 

When asked to return $170,000 of campaign funds 

raised while still a Democrat. Campbell replied. “My 

better-than-80-percent voting record with,,The 

Democratic leadership...is more than ample repayment 

for their support." **************** 
Based on the political needs of special interest groups, 

a position on this committee will add even more money 

to Shelby's wallet. But with $3.GGQ,QQG in assets, the 

chairman of the board of the Tuscaloosa Tile Co. proba¬ 

bly isn't all that worried about campaign booty. 

JtXV/AUGUST 19^; SPY 19 
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JUST A THOUGHT. 
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Some people just don't know when to say unde. Take prisoners. It's not enough 

that, on the outside, they are menaces to society; but once in the hoosegnvv, they ter¬ 

rorize rhe legal system, ton, In \ 995, states collectively spent 581 million defending what 

attorneys general have labeled frivolous lawsuits. There oughta be a law,—-Jonathan Ymti 

*A Virginia inmate tried tn sue himself 

lor $5 million on the grounds that he had 

gotten drunk and caused himself to violate 

his religious beliefs by committing a crime. 

And because he had no money, he wanted 

the state to pay the S5 million. 

*A convicted New York rapist sued the 

state, claiming he lost sleep and suffered 

headaches and chest pains after being given a 

"‘defective haircut'1 by an unqualified barber. 

• A Nevada inmate sued when he ordered 

two jars ol chunky peanut butter at the 

Nevada State Prison canteen and received 

one chunky and one creamy. 

•A San Quentin death row in mare sued 

California, claiming his civil rights were vi¬ 

olated because his packages were sene via 

UPS rather than rhe U.S. 

Postal Service, 

•An Oklahoma in* 

mate alleged his religious 

freedoms were violated but 

could not say just how in his 

suit because the main tenet of 

h ts religion was that all irs prac¬ 

tices were secret. 

• An Arizona inmate sued when he 

was not invited mapi&ut party that prison 

employees held lor a guard leaving his job. 

•An Indiana prisoner sued because he 

wanted to obtain Rogaine for male-pattern 

baldness. 

• An Ohio inmate sued for being denied 

possession of soap on a rope. 

•An Oklahoma inmate 

sued because he was forced to 

listen to country music. 

•A Colorado con sued for early release be¬ 

cause 'everyone knows a con only serves 

about three years of a 10-year sentence." 

Ik b deity. 

Hatas Sourpuss 

Blowing Gideon's Moil 
Mr. Fussypants Jailbird needs his lawyer 

sex, lies, vmiaot, and 
imerica Online is the "family oriented" online service that once 

censored all usage of the word breast, even when referring to 

breast cancer. But will it advertise hot o steamy gay videos? 

Sure! Just ask Jeff Sathin, owner of ATKOL Gay Videos in Plainfield, 

New Jersey. Sat km signed a one-year deaf to run his video catalog on 

l>T AOL, an AOL area lor vendors to display their wares But he dis¬ 

covered the arbitrary nature of AOI.'s censorship guidelines when jt 

rejected more than 25 titles which "didn't reflect the image we would 

like to project." On a curious note, some ol the titles AOL did run 

sound more lurid than the gay videos deemed offensive. RtAxzrt Knight 

SPY |PLY.-AUGUST !99'' 

k 

Titles Censored Titles Accepted Dirty Pictures Dirty Picture Show 

by AOL by AOL Eh cry body Does It Every Which Way 

A Brother's Desire A Family Affair Filth Dirty Laundry 

Advanced Disrobics Lockerroom Fever Gav racu la Gay Tarzan 

All the Right Stull" All Men Du It! Leather Angel Leather Report 

As the Bed Turns Bed Titles Bart Bones Man in Motion The Man Inside 

Hi n Large Bi-Conflict Men in Shorts Men with Tools 

The Big Nasty The Big Drill Night Maneuvers Nights in Black Leather 

Bigger than Huge Bigger than Life TEic Rites ol Spring The Rites of Summer 

Black Dudes Blond Lovers Skin Deep Skin Tight 

The Bov Next Door Buys from New Jersey Tough and Tender Tough Iron 

Buns n" Hoses Bung Hole Buddies White THLsh White on White 
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A lavishly illustrated history of films, from pioneering days to Forrest Gump 
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Separated at Birth? 

Scary monster Beta 
Lugosi.., 

Toothy Bugs Bunny.,. 

Cheers's civil servant 

Cliff Clavin*.. 

.^and scary minister 
Warren Christopher? 

...and Teuton Claudia 
Schiffer? 

...and Time Warner’s un¬ 
civil master Gerard Levin? 

...and wacky actor Wesley 
Snipes? 

Dolphin Dan Marino... ...and flounder David 
Hasselhoff? 

Like Bob Boy, Only Bousing 

is There a Thesaurus 
in the House? 
Mel Gibson inspires critical overkilt 11 though at tars claim that they don't read their critics, critics are 

obviously reading each other. Consider reviews for Mel Gibson’s 

astound i ugly over lauded Scot b topic Branbeart, which not only 

ravaged the Academy Awards but also seemed to leave reviewers, in¬ 

cluding Siskel and Ebert, with a severe case of Mad Rouse Disease. 

Generally speaking, critics found the movie pretty rousing.—Dan Bora 

"...the rousing story of 

Scottish freedom fighter William 

Wallace, St L/uiis Pmt-Dhpatch 

"... c he violence is integral to 

a rousing story," Commercial 

Appeal (Memphis) 

"...this rousing tale of 13th 

century Scotland rarely seems like 

an overstaffed haggis.” Hurt ford 

Conrant 

"A heart-thumping, rousing, 

patriotic epic,” Daily Record 

Mel Gibson's rousing 

Scottish epic is simplistic and 

passionate in equal measures." 

Timex Newspapers Lrf//fW 

"Director Mel Gibson's in¬ 

tense, rousing epic of 13th 

century Britain.” Gene Siskei, 

Chicago 7 rilmm 

"A rousing historical epic 

about Scotland’s legendary free¬ 

dom fighter.” Star Tribum 

",. .another rousing historical 

epic in which the star is dressed 

to kilt." Detroit News 

"Gibson rises to the challenge, 

tie live-ring his mosr rousing per¬ 

formance in years." Santa Be New 

Mexican 

"Gibsons rousing speech be¬ 

fore battle sounds a lot like 

Shakespeare's Henry V's on St, 

Crispin's Day.” Baltimore Sun 

"... rousing performances 

from a supporting cast." Irish Tims 

"...chaotic, bloody, and rous¬ 

ing.’’ Village Voice 

”... rousing in a way we 

haven’t seen since Spa miens hung 

’em up." Ottawa Citizen 

” B ra vehea rt charged i n t o 

Norway with a rousing $240,000 

in six days on 30 screens.” Variety 

“Gibson's film rode into 

Malaysia with a rousing 

$164,500." Daily Variety 

‘Director-actor Mel Gibson's 

rousing epic-wirh-kilts is much 

longer than the meandering Rob 

Roy A Seattle Times 

"... on t rage* i us 1 y go ry, often 

rousing historical-ad venture- 

epic," Boston Herald 

"Whatever the reason for this 

sudden interest in Scottish his¬ 

tory, it's a good place to look for 

rousing mov ie material." News & 

Ra'anl (Greensboro, NO 

"James Horner's rousing 

theme tune is not so far removed 

from I vow to chee my country,' 

chat most English of hymns." 

Independent (London) 

rousing film about the 

13th-century nationalist William 

Wallace." The Times (London) 

"in the rousing Branh&trt. Mel 

Gibson plays William Wallace, a 

legendary Scots warrior," Roger 

Ebert, ChicagoSun-Times 

L'..,a rousing entertainment 

worthy of its predecessors," Post 

and Courier (Charleston, SC) 
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cow, 
Pfoovi 

(Mb COW Qiwst 

TERRORIZED 
BRITAIN LASTSflBMJg- 

FQR DECADES, BRITISHFARMERS HAVE BEEH FEEDING 1HEIR 
CATTlE-WHlCH ARE HEDBII/Qfies-MIJH PROTEINSumtf^tms IN 
The form of SHEEP BRAINSi SPINE-, and other PARTS- 

tficufla 
dou&a^ 

UJ.fl6fiicat7i*K£ department H NIMAL HEALTH- CARE 
SPECIALISTS W£P£ PUZZLED 
By Tut SUQOENtNCREfiSe iH 
So)tm BRAIN pisobdeps. L_ 

=i- ^WXtm 
_ V hate your morwfft. 

OFFICIALS .FEARING it WOULD 
SPREAD To AMERICAN INESBfK 
TIGHTENED REGULATIONS... 

BUT WAS IT Too LATE f 

Sheep transmittedscrap re 
R BRAIHDiSEASE.ro THE 
cows aaao COW disease 
ATTACKS THE BRAIN THROUGH 

THE ACTION OF A POGUE PROTEIN 
called * &&iQMvWHtcHttftamy 
BORES HOLES tN TUB BGtiM ctunl 
it RFsemasA spqm@e* 

American cattle wax seeking 
rmmur for paranoia, mm- 
AND DEPRESSION in RECORD NUMSepS. 
AT LEAST HUMANS WERE SATE. 

... ob WFfif THEy ? 

1 Consider : John DuPqmt To Avoid anOutbreak 
'of mass Confusion, 
the world HEALTH 

I OFtGANrZPTJON 

XRecruitedeumbETH 
\\ tailor to head up 

X-m HfAOy 
To P/C* 
SOMf 

^ASS' 

Amuse you? 
po you THINK 

I'M FUNNU ? 
WHflr AM I, c 
A ctowv ?. 

A PUBLIC AWARENESS 
CAMPAIGN^ I 
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Fifteen Men Oul 

36 SPY JULY .'A 11 1JST V:m 

* First base, Joe Peprtone 

Served tour months on drug charges, 1988, 

Pleaded guilty ro driving while impaired after 

crashing in New York's Midcown Tunnel and 

found mumbling* 'Tm Joe Pephone/ 1995, 

•Second base, Billy Martin 

As manager, fired by Yankees five times, 

including: after smashing in the face of 

marshmallow sales¬ 

man, 1979; after 

drunken bar brawl, 
1985; after drunken 

brawl in Texas strip 

club, 1988. Died 

in drunk-driving 

wreck. 

-Shortstop, 

Dale Berra 

One-year suspen¬ 

sion fur drug use. 1986, Indicted on and lat¬ 

er got oil drug-possess ion charges, 1990. 

•Third base, Wade Boggs 

Eventually settled $6 million pahmony suit of 

former mistress, 1988 (he was married at the 

time). Later confessed to being a "sex addict." 

•Right field, Dave Winfield 

Lost pa tern try suit brought by woman who 

claimed to have been his common-law wife, 

1985. Sued by Mike Tyson's then mother-in- 

law, Ruth Roper, who accused him of giving 

her a venereal disease, 1988. Denied claims; 

settled suit. 

-Center field, Mel Hall 

Pictured in Yankee yearbook with 17-year-old 

girlfriend at her high school prom, 

1991. Got charges for illegally own¬ 

ing two per cougars dropped after pay¬ 

ing $2,000 to charity, 1991. 

•Left field, Luis Polonia 

Spent 50 days in Milwaukee jail for 

screwing 1 5-year-old. 1989. 

•DH, Darryl Strawberry 

Entered alcohol rehab clinic after 

arrest for threatening his wife with 

a loaded pistol, 1990. Entered substance 

abuse clinic, 199-1 Pleaded guilty to tax- 

evasion charges, 1995, Arrangement al¬ 

lowed him to play while under house arrest. 

•Catcher, Butch Wynegar 

Abruptly quit the Yankees during 1986 

season to undergo psychiatric therapy. Later 

said doctors had diagnosed him as having 

"combat fatigue/' 

•Starting pitcher, 

Dwight “Doc” 

Gooden 

Entered treatment 

center for alcohol 

abuse, 1987, Sus¬ 

pended for failing 

drug after-care pro¬ 

gram, 1994. Ticket¬ 

ed lur driving 117 

mph, 1995. 

•Relief pitcher, Steve Howe 

Suspended seven times tor drug use, Pleaded 

guilty to arc cm prod cocaine 

possession, 1994. Served 

pro bar ion by working in 

Yankees ticket office while 

teammates were on strike. 

■ Relief pitcher, 

David Cone 

Denies masturbating in the 

bull pen in front of female 

fans during a game, 1989. 

Civil suit pending. 

•On the bench, 
Ruben Sierra 

League warns players 

off Bronx tavern partly 

owned by Sierra and 

reputed to be hangout of 

hood 1 urns and drug 

dealers, 1995, 

•Manager, 

Billy Martin 

See second base, above 

•General manager, Gene Michael 

Arrested for DAX J,, 3 995- Trial pending, 

•Owner, George Steintorermer 

Pardoned by President Reagan for mak¬ 

ing illegal contributions to Nixon's 

197 2 presidt ni i a 1 campa i g n. Gt he r m is- 

deeds too numerous to mention. 

me Bronx Bomners, Druggies, sex 
Offenders, Drunkards, Etc. 
Trading block? Some Yankees belong in a cell block. »s rhe New York Yankees battle their way through another season, they are constantly re¬ 

minded of their proud baseball tradition No, nor the heritage of pennants. World Series 

championships, and on-field glories, bur the team's storied history of off-field scandals. 

Babe Ruth's womanizing and Mickey Mantles drinking paved the way for the Yanks’ legacy oi 

debauchery, but rhe Yankees of recent years have more than lived up to the team's fabled reputation. 

Here’s an all-scandal lineup oi current and recent-era Yankees, all of whom—from the boss on down— 

have proved worthy of wearing the famed pinstripes. Or stripes of another kind -—Philip Bmr>ll 
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Attographed Entertainment Photos 
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Personally Signed By Your Favorite Stars & Guaranteed Authentic For Life. 

Take Advantage of this Special Offer 

Order 2 or More Pieces & Take 15% Off!! 
Order 4 or More Pieces & Take 20% Off!! 
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Carol All - $40 

Tyro Books ■ $40 

Brigitte Bardot - $50 

Christie Brinkley - $60 

Naomi Campbell - $50 

Cindy Crawford ■ $75 

Kelly Emberg . $35 

Linda Evangelista - $36 

Rachel Hunter - $5D 

Kathy Ireland - $63 

Elle Macpherson - $50 

Ashley Montana - $45 

Kata Mass - $45 

Paulina - $55 

Claudia Sc hi If er - $55 

Stephanie Seymour ■ $50 

Anna Nicole Smith * $45 

Niki Taylor * 550 

Christy Turlington - $50 

Vandela - $50 

Raquei Welch * $45 

Moylta & TV 

Tim Allen - $50 

Gillian Anderson ■ $50 

Pam Anderson ■ $55 

Jennifer Aniston - $45 

Christina Applegate - $55 

Patricia Arquette - $45 

Alec Baldwin: - $60 

William Baldwin - $55 

Antonio Banderas - $55 

Drew Barrymore - $65 

Kim Basinger - $65 

Halle Berry - $45 

Yasmirce BEeeth - $40 

Kenneth Branagh - $50 

Pierce Broscan - $45 

Sandra Bullock ■ $50 

John Candy - $75 

Tia Carrore - $40 

Jim Csrray * $65 

David Caruso - $40 

Jennifer Connelly - $50 

Sean Connery - $125 

Kevin Costner * $75 

Courtenay Cox - $45 

Tom Cruise - $95 

Macaulay Gulkin - $50 

Jamie Lee Curtis * $55 

Geena Davis ■ $75 

Dana Delaney - $45 

Rebecca Demorray - $50 

Robert Daniro - $75 

Johnny Depp - $50 

Cameron Diaz - $40 

Leonardo DiCaprio- $45 

Stephen Dorff - $40 

Michael Douglas - $60 

Robert Downey Jr. * 550 

David Duchovny * $50 

Clint Eastwood - $75 

N'COle Eggerl - $55 

Erika Ele-mak - $60 

Ralph Fiennes - $50 

Linda Florentine - $45 

Laurence Fishburne - $45 

Carne Fisher - $35 

Bridget Fonda * $75 

Harrison Ford - $150 

Jodie Foster - $150 

Andy Garda ■ $50 

Richard Gere * $75 

Me! Gibson - $110 

Hugh Grant ■ $50 

Mark Hamill - $45 

Linda Hamilton - $45 

Tom Hanks - $75 

Daryll Hannah - $50 

Woody Harreteon * $45 

Teri Hatcher - $55 

Rutger Hauer - $35 

Ethan Hawke - $45 

Lauren Holly - $45 

Anthony Hopkins - $50 

Dennis Hopper - $50 

Helen Hunt * $45 

Samuel L Jackson - $45 

Tommy Lee Jones - $75 

Harvey Keitel - $45 

Moira Kelly - $45 

Nicole Kidman - $55 

Val Kilmer - $50 

Naiassja Kinski - $45 

Christopher Lambert - $45 

Jessica Lange - $50 

Dennis Leary - $40 

Jennifer Jason Leigh - $50 

Daniel Day Lewis - $75 

Juliette Lewis - $50 

Heather Locklear - $55 

George Lucas - $75 

David Lynch - $40 

Kelly Lynch - S45 

Andie MacDowell - $5C 

Michael Madsen - $45 

Mary 5. Masterson - $60 

Debbie Mazar - $40 

Kelly McGillis - $50 

Demi Moore - $125 

Julienne Moore - $45 

Kate Mulgrew - $60 

Fddie Murphy - $75 

Liam Neason * $50 
Sam Neill - $45 

Paul Newman - $75 

Jack Nicholson - $65 

Leonard Nimoy - $65 

Chris O'Donnell - $50 

Gary Oldman * $50 

Julia Ormond - $50 

Al Pacino - $65 

Mary Louise Parker - $50 

Sarah Jessica Parker - $45 

Michelle Pfeiffer - $125 

River Phoeniist - $195 

Brad Pill - $55 

Stephen Rea - $45 

Robert Radford - $95 

Christopher Reeve - $45 

Keanu Reeves ■ $55 

Julia Roberts - $195 

Isabella Rossellini - $45 

Tim Roth -140 

Kurt Russell -145 

Rene Russo - $40 

Meg Ryan - $75 

Winona Ryder - $95 

Susan Sarandon - $50 

Roy Scheider - $40 

A Schwarzenegger - $110 

Arabella Sciorra - $50 

Marlin Scorsese - $50 

Steven Seagal - $65 

Jerry Seinfeld * $50 
Jane Seymour - $50 

William Shatner - $75 

Charlie Sheen - $50 

Alicia Silversione - $50 

Christian Slater - $50 

Jamas Spader - $40 

Steven Spielberg - $95 

Sy; vaster Stallone - $95 

Patrick Stewart - $65 

Sharon Stone - $75 

Madeline Stowe * $60 

MeryJ Streep - $55 

Kiefer SulharEand ■ $40 

Kristy Swanson - $45 

Patrick Swayze - $45 

Quentin Tarantino - $50 

Tiffani A. Thiassen - $50 

Emma Thompson - $50 

lima Thurman - $55 

Marisa Tomei - $65 

John Travolta ■ $45 

Jeanne Tripplehorn * $40 

J.C. Van Damme - $65 

Denzel Washington - $50 

Sigourney Weaver * $50 

Robin Williams - $45 

Bruce Willis -165 

Ham 
Bryan Adams - $50 

Tori Amos - $50 

Pat flenetar - $45 

Michael Bolton - $65 

Jon Bon Jovi - $50 

Bono - $95 

David Bowie - $75 

Garth Brooks ■ $50 

Jimmy Buffett - $4Q 

Mariah Carey - $60 

Eric Clapton - $75 

Kurt Cobain - $250 

Phil Collins -155 

Elvis Costello - ISO 

Sheryl Crow - $50 

Roger Daltry - $65 

Bob Dylan - $350 

Melissa Etheridge - $50 

Peter Gabriel - $60 

David Gilmour - $75 

Amy Grant - $45 

Sammy Hagar - $45 

Deborah Harry * $40 

Julianna Hatfield - $50 

Whitney Houston - $75 

Janet Jackson - $75 

Michael Jackson - $250 

Mick Jagger - $175 

Billy Joel - $75 

Elton John - $75 

Anthony Kiedis -145 

Lenny Kravitz - $50 

K D. Lang-$50 

Simon LeSon -140 

Annie Lennox - $40 

Courtney Love - $95 

Madonna - $250 

Paul McCarlney - $350 

John Mellencamp - $50 
Natalie Merchant - $50 

George Michael - $75 

Morrissey ■ $95 

Stevie Nicks - $75 

Tom Petty - $95 

Liz Phair - $50 

Robert Plant - $75 

Prince * $350 

Trent Rezrnr - $50 

Keith Richards - $75 

Axl Rose - $65 

Frank Sinatra - $250 

Robert Smith - $45 

Bruce Springsteen ■ $200 

Rod Stewart - $75 

Sting - $65 

Barbra Streisand - $250 

Tine Turner - $75 

Steven Tyler * $50 

Lars Ulrich - $40 

Eddie Van Halen - $75 

Eddie Vedder - $60 

Neil Young - 595 

Frank Zappa - $295 

Check or Money Orders - CPG Direct, Dep-SPY, P.O. Box 1020, 

Valley Cottage, NY 10989. Checks are held 7-10 days. 

Shipping - include $5.95 & add $1.00 for each additional item. 
Please call for International rates. All prices are subject to change. 

We Accept Visa, Mastercard, Discover & American Express 

CALL1-800-382-3075 24 HOURS 
Customer Service is available Mon-Fri 10am- 8pm (ET) 
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Other stars are available from Sports & Entertainment. Call or write today for your favorite star. 



Ethics, [tic. 

U 
If you could see me now, out on a fun ship cruise," coos America's 

saccharine morning-talk-show sweetheart, Kathie Lee Gifford, in her Carnival Cruise Line television 

commercials, Kathie Lee and portly pals like Richard Simmons, Willard Scott, George Foreman, 

and hubby Frank Gifford merengue, lim¬ 

bo, swim, sun, and stuff rheir faces quite 

cheerily in these inanely merry spots. But 

the fine print at the bottom os your 

screen hints chat the captain’s bridge is 

over troubled waters. And that red, 

white, and blue flag that flies above the 

crow s nest is not the star-spangled banner 

but the bars and single star of Africa’s 

war-torn basket case, Liberia. 

Carnival's ships arc not registered in 

the United States bLtc rather, as the dis¬ 

claimer notes, in Liberia, Panama, and the 

Bahamas. These three nations are the 

global leaders in a seafaring trend in 

which smaller, poorer states, dubbing 

themselves “flags of convenience" (FoC), 

underbid larger countries for ship regis¬ 

trations. (Just under half of the worlds 300 

cruise ships are of Bahamian (33k Liberian 

(41), or Panamanian (38) registry.) Don't 

cry for the big boys—all s 

fair in the global market¬ 

place. But next time you 

travel on a foreign- 

flagged cruise vessel, you 

might want to bring 

your own life jacket. 

Ships, like cars, 

must be registered to op¬ 

erate legally. Flags are a 

sort of license plate of the 

seas. The International 

Transport Workers' Fed¬ 

eration (ITF), a world¬ 

wide umbrella union for 

transportation workers, 

considers a ship to be us¬ 

ing a flag of convenience ' where benefi¬ 

cial ownership and control of a vessel is 

found to lie elsewhere than in the country' 

of the flag the vessel is flying." Why reg¬ 

ister your ships in the United States when 

you can save close to one billion dollars 

registering them in some ioreign out- 

post ' It's the Registry and Katbk Let: Show. 

By REGISTERING IN a nation like 

Liberia, a ship owner can save hundreds 

of millions of dollars by virtue of consid¬ 

erably lower registration fees, lower tax¬ 

es (if any), and lower inspection fees (if 

any). FoC nations also rend to look the 

other way when it comes to those cum¬ 

bersome and expensive safety and envi¬ 

ronmental upgrades—replacing fatigued 

or stressed metal in a ship's skeletal huh 

or keel am put a ship owner out about 

s 

IF THEY COULD SEE hAE NOW, 
ABO^mRjNSWPCWlSE, . 
lift REGISTERED UNDER LIBERIA 
to eev tow us rules » >. 

53 million. That’s much more than a life- 

time’s slipp Iy of s huffleboard eq l ti pmenc. 

Yer another huge cost-saver is the 

employment of unskilled, untrained la¬ 

bor: American flags require crews that 

meet American training standards. Pay 

for an American crew is four times as ex¬ 

pensive as for a crew of, say, Filipino sea¬ 

men. Non-officer crew members on FoC 

ships often have little or no seafaring 

knowledge and insufficient comprehen¬ 

sion of basic safety procedures. 

It s a farce," says the TTF's John 

Sansone. "1 know of a ship that hired an 

Indian crew just because the members 

had passports and the owner needed bod¬ 

ies onboard. They didn't know any sea¬ 

faring rules and had no maritime 

certificates. Ship owners will pick a coun¬ 

try and use the flag as a Flag of Conve¬ 

nience, That's how they play the game, 

to avoid taxes, Lin ions, safety standards— 

anything to make a fast buck. They can 

do just about anything they 

want to do." 

About 90 percent of 

all cruise ship revenue is 

generated by American 

passengers. Though its 

corporate headquarters 

are in Miami, the 

Carnival Corporation is 

con v e nien 11 y i n co rpo- 

rated in Panama. The 

majority owners are the 

Arison family—retired 

fattier Ted's net worth is 

estimated at S3.3 bil- 
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lion; son Mickey is owner of the NBAs 

Miami Heat franchise. And though 

Carnival would have paid £200 million 

in tkS. taxes on the $502.5 million it 

made in profits between 1985 and 1988, 

as a Panamanian corporation, it paid 

none. Even the American-owned Disney 

Cruise Line is getting into the FoC act; a 

Disney spokesperson told SPY that the 

two Disney ships, which will be chris¬ 

tened in 1998, will be of Bahamian reg¬ 

istry. It is indeed a small world after all. 

The ITF has identified at least 21 

FoC nations, including Liberia and 

Panama (which rose to the top of die reg¬ 

istration roust under Noriega) ant] other 

tourist favorites such as Cyprus, Lebanon, 

and Myanmar, Other 'nations such as 

Bermuda, the Cook Islands, anti the Isle 

of Man, which are not even recognized as 

countries by the United Nations, are also 

cashing in on the FoC payday. 

But AS FOREIGN governments and 

cruise line companies get richer, 

safety regulations have walked the plank. 

Between 197$ and 1983, Id of every 

! ,000 ships under Cypriot colors were lost 

at sea, more than three times the global 

average. A National Transportation Safety 

Board study concluded that FoC cruise 

ships, generally, were lacking in such safe¬ 

ty givens as smoke detectors, sprinkler 

systems, sufficient life jackets, and opera¬ 

tional lifeboats, and that their crews and 

operators were insufficiently licensed, Disc 

February, the Liberian-flagged cargo ves¬ 

sel Sm iimpttw ran aground off the coast of 

Wales, spilling 70,000 tons of crude oil 

onto Welsh shores. 

And two of Carnival s Liberian- 

flagged ships have seen their share of trou¬ 

ble: In May 1995, 118 passengers aboard 

Fantasy became violently ill after contract¬ 

ing shigellosis, a dysentery infection trans¬ 

mitted by infected food handlers. One 

month later, Celebntthti caught fire and was 

ad rift iii the Bahamas for two days. Six 

years earlier, Cdebrathm plowed into a 

Cuban cement freighter—three members 

of the Cuban crew lost their lives, another 

lost his foot. Catch you on the Aloha Deck? 

But it is the very existence of 

Liberian-registered cruise ships that is 

particularly troublesome. As is the case 

with many FoC nations, Liberia's primary 

source of income is registering ships, and 

Liberia receives an estimated $20 million 

annually from iLS registry, accounting 

tor 99 percent of official revenue. But 

though it is raking in registry money, 

Liberia is no longer even a functioning 

state—whether there even is a Liberian 

government today is arguable. Voting 

rights at the t-.N. Cieneral Assembly have 

been suspended for missed dues pay¬ 

ments. That's because the West African 

nation is an underpublicized Bosnia, 

home of a brutal seven-year civil war in 

which I 50,000 peop \ e have bee n k i 11 ed 

and a third of the population of 2.5 mil¬ 

lion has been displaced, Though the 

fighting in Liberia predates the recent 

trouble in Bosnia, it only recently merit¬ 

ed press coverage when American marines 

launched an evacuation of U.S, citizens 

last March. 

There are at least three warring fac¬ 

tions, each soldiered by strung-out ado¬ 

lescents armed with AK-47s and 

machetes. 'Flit- .Vie YTT 7Aw reported 

that it was quite common for soldiers to 

Tip out people's intestines and use them 

to string up roadblocks.1 One of the 

warring parties, the Liberian Peace 

Council, eats the hearts and penises of 

its enemies* Hey Regis, enjoying the 

midnight buffet/ 

And cruise lines hoping to obtain a 

cheap Liberian registry don’t even have 

to sully their hands by traveling to this 

battle-ravaged hellhole—Liberia entrusts 

its registry business to a New York 

City-based for-profit company, Inter¬ 

national Registries, Inc, In fact, a ship 

registered in Liberia tretrr actually has to 

go to Liberia. ‘The Liberian flag is in New 

York City,' says the ITF's Sansone. 

Qi Carnival's U ships (the twelfth 

will debut in Novembe r of this year)* six 

arc of Liberian registry. So, while you are 

partying aboard Carnival's Liberian- 

flagged CMratifW, FtmUtty, imagination, 

Eatasy, Jubilee, or Tropiadt, be thankful 

that the Liberian capital of Monrovia is 

not a port of call. 

If only your friends could see you 

now. Lance Gmld 
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BELOW THE 

You'd have thought the security of the nation was at stake, the way official 

Washington handled that bit of "unpleasantness" emanating from the Gore household recently. A 

politician's kid proves he's comparatively normal by getting himself busted for drugs in school, 

and suddenly Hags are at half" mast and 

Washington's warring parties have set 

aside their petty differences to offer 

solemn, stricken shakes of the head— 

and, of course, to assure one another that 

the unfortunate matter will be treated 

with utmost discretion. 

So, no, you won't read about it in 

the Washington Post or Time, or see it 

broadcast on The McLattghlh} Group or 

CNN, but every news bureau chief in 

town knows that Vice-President AI 

Gore’s son was unceremoniously sus¬ 

pended from his fathers prestigious 

prep school, St, Albans, for carrying a 

substance officially deplored by both 

political parties, but probably 

quite plentiful in cer¬ 

tain youngish White 

House staffers' decora¬ 

tive snufl boxes. 

The reason this 

information has been 

suppressed: AI Gore 

called the city’s journal 

isric gatekeepers per¬ 

sonally and begged 

them to keep it 

under wraps. 

Lacking the 

purview to say he 

didn’t inhale, the younger 

Gore has presented Al 

and Tipper (the dean- 

lyrics champion who 

was apparently too 

busy vetting the boy s 

CD collection to not tee 

any suspicious substance stashed in his 

book hag) with every' Washington family's 

nightmare (and for the second family, 

a policy crisis). 

Nothing undermines Washington’s 

zero-tolerance pieties quite like a politi¬ 

cian's kid who knows how ro roll his 

own joints. Little Gores misfortune also 

reverberates on a more immediate level 

with the media muckety-mucks around 

town, half of whom have kids in the 

same age bracket, in the same endow¬ 

ment-larded private schools—and like¬ 

ly with the same dope dealers. 

The capital's news barons didn't 

debate their gentlemanly 

decision to embargo 

this bit of news. 

but they were no doubt pleased with 

themselves for such a collective show 

of concerned, humane restraint. 

Washington takes care of its own, 

Besides, now the Vice-President owes 

every last one of them—big-—and the 

kahunas of the press corps can expect 

to have their calls to the veep returned 

just a little more quickly in the future. 

And please save your lament for 

some less fortunate son. The lad, being 

who he is, can blow as many second 

chances as lie likes. He’ll still get into 

Harvard—it’s Daddy’s alma mater. And 

no matter what happens, its unlikely he’ll 

be packed off to one of Washington’s 

bullet-riddled public schools. 

There are worse fates to be 

had in this town—you could be 

shunned by your own political 

party. Just ask middle-aged 

Republican conscience quacks 

Bill Bennett and Jack Kemp, 

who enter the presidential 

election season with 

millstones hanging 

where their Sears' 

neckties used to be, 

Kemp, a past presi¬ 

dential candidate and 

flat-tax advocate who 

cultivates an aura of 

''compassion," en¬ 

dorsed prep-school 

Stepford creep Steve 

Forbes for president in 

spite of warnings from 
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the parry’s Boss Tweed, Newt Gingrich, 

that: he’d be "finished/' politically, if he 

backed the tassel-toed millionaire over 

Rob Dole, 

Days later, Forbes dropped our, leav¬ 

ing Kemp to explain not only his tim¬ 

ing but his state of mind. Of course, this 

is too much to ask of a simple ex-jock- 

turned-politician, Kemp isn't taking 

calls, as they say, possibly in the vain 

hope that a low profile will help Dole 

and Gingrich forget his perfidy. 

More likely, he's in shock over the 

probability that he will spend the rest of 

his professional life trapped in a think 

tank, sitting in a research chair, living off 

Republican welfare (foundation and 

grant money) while giving low-tee 

speeches to the Polystyrene Packaging 

Council and writing position papers no¬ 

body reads—not even Republicans. Such 

is the Sartre-esque No Exit for the dis¬ 

loyal party hack. 

At LEAST Kemp WILL have some 

company. Bennett, the former chain¬ 

smoking drug czar whose opinions on 

moraliry-based child rearing have roughly 

the credibility of draft-averse Rill Clintons 

attempts at military' statesmanship, came 

out of his policy hut to take over the list¬ 

less campaign of GOP window mannequin 

Lamar Alexander Days later, Alexander 

left the race, leaving Bennett to deal with 

the surly, grudge-bearing Dole, 

Bennett seems to have developed a fa¬ 

tal attraction to misalliances. His other 

prominenr partner, anti-rap nag 

C Dolores Tucker, is self-destructing spec¬ 

tacularly, and taking the credibility of 

their safe-music crusade down with her. 

Tucker, it turns out, while campaigning 

against the demonic powers at Time 

Warner—who shame-facedly dumped a 

few of its more colorful subsidiaries—may 

have been striking her own deal with the 

devil. Now she's battling Death Row 

Records, the creative cell block housing 

cuss-happy rap acts such as the recently ac¬ 

quitted Dr. Dre and the recently acquitted 

Snoop Doggy Dogg, over charges she tried 

to steal their acts to form a PG-rap label. 

Even young Gore could have told her that 

scheme was hall-baked,—Crocker Jarmm 

The Campus Spy Issue 

Next issue: How college students 
across the nation have tried to 

ingratiate themselves with the talent 
and powers that be at this very 
magazine. Winners announced, 
prizes won and laughter at the 

expense of others. 

On Newsstands August 20th! 
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mm Meets me Peters Principles 
Sexual harassment is as prevalent in the Hollywood work environment 

as black lung disease was at one time in the coal-mining business. Why, oh, why must the captains of 

the entertainment industry continually plunge into costly litigation—summoned to court by their 

cast-off secretaries—when they could 

just expense their debaucheries hke Hon 

"Top Gun’ Simpson did? Simpsons 

sadistic sexual dcviancies, detailed in the 

best-seller You Tl Neiw Make Love in This 

Town Again, included torturing young 

call girls; one of his favorite practices in¬ 

volved tying a woman up, strapping a 

rubber bail in her mouth a la Pulp Fiction, 

dunking her head in the toilet, and then 

making her drink while he urinated in 

the bowl. Bur Simpson was no idiot: he 

knew rhar rhis behavior would be inap¬ 

propriate in the workplace. {Simpson has 

since expired, ironically on the crap per) 

While he was discrete enough to 

limit his activities to the home front, 

most of this season's crop of accusations 

tend to fly in the work place. Take that 

high-profile pal of Los Angeles's other 

Simpson (OJ,), Don Ohlmeyer, the 

president of NBC West, Ohimeyer 

had his testicles served to him 

for lunch by the network's VP, of 

prime time programming, Jamie 

McDermott, McDermott, who has 

been romantically linked to fired 

Letterman roadie Bob "I Still 

Love You, Dave11 Morton, 

reportedly menaced Ohi¬ 

meyer with threats of a sex¬ 

ual harassment suit 

{puzzlingly later denied by 

both parries, though suppos¬ 

edly orchestrated by Michael 

Ovitz) in order to get our of 

her NBC contract for a more 

lucrative one at ABC, 

Then there’s United Talent Agency 

agent Gavin Polone, who was dismissed by 

UTA for “inappropriate behavior" toward 

fellow agent Nancy Jones, though subse¬ 

quent legal threats forced UTA to publicly 

retract said reasons for Polones dismissal 

But there is a much more insidious 

sexual harassment case in Tinseltown that 

has been getting far less kink ink. Jon 

Peters, the aging boy-wonder producer of 

Batman and Rain Man, and head of his 

own production company, Peters 

Entertainment, was named in a "sexual 

harassment-pi lls suit tiled in Los Angeles 

Superior Court last January. This case is 
bizarre even by Hollywood standards. 

Peters's track record with 

women speaks for itself 

{More on that later,) But the shocker in 

this latest harassment case against Peters 

is that he is not the principal defendant. 

That honor belongs to the president 

of his company—Tracy Barone, a woman, 

who was the executive producer of Money 

Train, Even more intriguing is that the 

charges were levied by a woman, Barone's 

pornographic ally named ex—executive 

assistant, September Bradford. Peters and 

Barone have denied all allegations, gen¬ 

erally and specifically Herewith is some 

of rhe actual transcript from the com¬ 

plaint lodged by Bradford. 

* Beginning almost immediately after 

Plaintiff (Septffiiber Bradford) was hired... 

Tracy Barone. * .began making sexually ha¬ 

rassing remarks to plaintiff, which remarks 

Plamtiff sought to ignore. As the remarks be¬ 

came more persistent Plaintiff found than more 

difficult to accept, These remarks continued un¬ 

til Plaintiff was terminated by Barone on 

or about August JO. J 995, 

* hi a staff meeting which included 

Plaintiff Barone commented upon 

male sexual appendages of certain 

individuals which a cm then do¬ 

ing business with and/or affil¬ 

iated with Jon Peters and 

related companies. 

* Barone stated to Plaintiff 

with Peten Entertainment em¬ 

ployee, Lynda Murry, present, 

"Look how big September's tits 

are.,,, Li ft up your shirt and 

show your breasts." Plaintiff de¬ 

clined to lift her shirt. Barone 

laughed at Plaintiff 

$2 SPV jlflY/AlKiUST iwfi 
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* B a font, in the presence of Plaintiff \ asked 

Eric Siegel a Vice-President under Barone, 

"Isn't September sexy, wouldn't you love to fuck 

her?" Barone stated\ '7/ / were a man I 

would fuck her {Plaintiff)." 

•Barone stated to Plaintiff Well don't you 

look cute today ? You look like you should hart 

a giant cock shaved up you (Plaintiff)." 

* At a staff meeting in the presence of 

Plaintiff Scott Solomon, Matt Bur man. Eric 

Siegelt Paul Golding, Jonah Brown, and 

L)ttda Mu try, Barone asked tray me to detail 

their experiences with an a l sex. When 

Plaintiff and others refused, Barone slammed 

her hand down on the table and stated, "I am 

the president of this company and I will con¬ 

duct the staff met mgs however I see fit, and I 

want to know who here has had anal sex." 

* Baro ne in the presence of Plaintiff and 

others, asked Plaintiff how she had an or¬ 

gasm. Barone then Jet riled a "toy" she used to 

reach orgasm and questioned Plaintiff as to 

whether Plaintiff owned any "toys." Plaintiff 

became embarrassed and left Barone's office. 

Alter chat, Bradford declared tbit she 

was sub jet ted to continual harassment by 

Barone, Barone even tried to arrange a 

menage a trois with her own boyfriend and 

Bradford, hut September was not about to 

laII lor that one. It was at that point that 

she started complaining. Backpedal!ng, 

Barone allegedly made Bradford all kinds 

ol false promises, including partnership in 

a to-be-organized production company. 

But Barone dismissed Bradford before chat 

deal could come to fruition. 

A former Peters associate suggests o! 

Barone: "Anybody who works for Jon 

Peters has to have that side to her. You can’t 

go to Peters and say you’re being sexually 

harassed. He treats all women like coozes. 

NO STRANGER TO salacious behav- 

ion, Peters lias earned a reputation for 

being damned near psychotic wi rh h is 

woman folk. Peters married Barbra 

"THeprompter11 Streisand at a time when 

she was so hot she could have goeten a 

studio deal for her manicurist—actually, 

Peters was her hairdresser, but she was 

able to finagle a deal for him, anyway. An 

ex-associate describes him then as "func¬ 

tionally illiterate.,.he couldn’t read. 

Scripts had to be read to him.” And alle¬ 

gations of him "manhandling" Babs 

abound. Says an ex-employee, ,LHe had a 

lackey call a carpenter to repair a hole in 

a door at home because, according to 

Peters, 'It was the door, or her face/ 

People, people who need therapy ,.. 

A previous marriage to actress 

Lesley Ann Warren had produced a son, 

Chris, and more had-boy behavior, Next 

victim, Catherine Oxcnberg, is said to 

have been beaten ar his hands. Single 

again, Peters married an architectural de¬ 

signer named Christine Forsyth. Says 

Peters's ex-employee; "I said to my then 

boss, Hey! 1 just read somewhere that 

Jon Peters is getting married again/ 

Then boss replied: ‘ Yeah, well, I hope 

her favorite colors arc black and blue. " 

As a businessman, Peters's favorite col¬ 

or is definitely red. The movie production 

Dynamic Duo Peters and Peter Guber re¬ 

ceived a now infamous deal that nearly 

bankrupted Sony, and Peters s lavish spend¬ 

ing on die bimbo of the month helped 

drive them into near ruin. One ol the first 

people Peters hired at Sony was beautiful 

blonde Darri$ Hatch. He plucked her from 

obscurity as a middling agent. Next, she’s 

bolting Peters, and he made her an execu¬ 

tive V.P.—starting at a quarter-mil salary; 

with a five-year contract and a Mercedes 

thrown in to ride in when she wasn't riding 

him. When Peters tired of her, she was un¬ 

ceremoniously let go—she has yet to work 

in the business at chat level again. 

The Hatch alfair was one of a string 

of embarrassments to studio executives 

at Sony, and it wasn’t long before Peters 

himself was canned. One of his favorite 

abuses of [x>wcr had him winging a co- 

rerie ol curies around the world in the 

Sony jet, Jn fact, Bruce Willis was once 

bumped from a VIP flight because Peters 

had the limo-in-the-sky tied up and full 

of flowers t-n route to bis Swedish super- 

model girlfriend, Vendela. 

This rime* Peters seems to be re¬ 

sponsible only for nurturing an office 

from hell, while his president did the 

dirty work. Barone is the executive pro¬ 

ducer of two upcoming films. My Bellow 

Americans and Rosewood. No word yet on 

whether there will be further September 

releases.—C. C. Baxter 
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- Television Helped define the American family, me Kramdens. Ihe Brnilers 
and even me inioneps taugfii os now lo last lo one mm, now to share m 
visions, and now lo replace accidentally murdered pels wild inipeasonatrie fac¬ 
similes ao very shop! police. "Musi see ir was a way ol life long neiope nan 
ooayie took on me utme a-minuie lady, irs oeeo loop years since Mjpie. 

and family values are everywhere. Bui whose are may? By Lance Odm 
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As with all 

great ideas, it’s 

difficult to see 

with hindsight why 

nobody thought oi 

Family Values sooner. Has 

there ever been an era in our cozy his¬ 

tory when we were more preoccupied 

with humify matters than we are here in 

the post-Quayle nineties? When we 

were more snug as a bug in the family- 

room rug? More together? More l got 

all my sisters with me? The hoc-button 

political issues of the moment are all in 

some way family oriented: deadbeat 

dads; single welfare mothers; teen preg¬ 

nancy And, like it or loathe it, the prin¬ 

ciples of Quayle Bonding are also 

beginning to shape the artistic landscape 

of the mass media. 

Television, where Quayle fired his 

first salvo, is currently trying to get itself 

ready for a massive booster injection of 

family values, industry executives re¬ 

cently proposed a ratings system for net¬ 

work television that will likely he based 

on the ratings code used by the movie 

industry. The improbable and cool- 

sounding V-ehip will allow concerned 

parents to block “offensive” program¬ 

ming from individual television sets. 

And even more protection will be avail¬ 

able in the "kidproof remote control/’ 

which will allow kids access to only six 

arum looting, we're 

siDDing herbal ecstasy with 

a guy named cam m a 

chartreuse evening gown. 

Long after great American leaders 

have left the political stage, 

their surnames live on in their 

ideologies. Jeffersonians and 

Hamiltonians argue to this very 

day about states’ rights; the 

Monroe Doctrine continues to 

keep our fees on their toes, and 

Carter Country is a sleepy Southern sit¬ 

com without peer. But who would have 

guessed that a goofy junior senator from 

Indiana—an intellectual lightweight 

and a notoriously bad speller—would 

leave his own equally hefty legacy? 

Let s call it Quayle Bonding. Four 

yea rs ago, i n attacki ng a fi ct ion a l re levi - 

si on character—Murphy Brown—for 

her decision to raise a baby as a single 

mother, J, Danforth Quayle managed to 

stumble across an issue that actually 

touched a nerve with the American pub¬ 

lic. And though he was still a liability 

to George Bush in the 1992 campaign, 

lets give the little bugger some credit 

for having midwifed one of the most in¬ 

sidious, popular, and unignorable moral 

campaigns to ever see the light of day. 

stations, including Nickelodeon, the 

Family Channel, and Disney. Can the 

all-Jirkel channel be iar behind? 

American cinema is also in transi¬ 

tion. While the X rating has been ex¬ 

cised, there are more G-rated movies in 

theaters than at any time since 197£k 

Last year, there were more than three 

times as many G-rated flicks released 

(25) than there were in 1990 (8). 

Hollywood is rewarding itself for its 

good behavior, nominating Babe for a 

number of Oscars, including Best 

Picture. Few things, mysteriously, are as 

strong a symbol of family values as a 

genius pig without a mother. The Internet—one of relatively few 

outlets for coprophilic pedophiles 

to exchange collectibles—is also 

playing along for now, subjecting 

itself to a family-values white- 

glove test. Two software programs 

aimed at parents have hit the mar¬ 

ket—Net Nanny and Cyber- 

sitter—both designed to monitor kids as 

they cruise the info-superhighway. 

Ornithologists have been banned from dis¬ 

cussing titmice on America Online. And 

CompuServe just launched its WOWl ser¬ 

vice for family-valuing net users, which 

will allow children to explore the World 

Wide Web under the electronic supervi¬ 

sion of WOW! staffers. WOW! plans to 

:rhted mates 
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keep what it calls a "whire list" of the top 

1.00 family-friendly Web sires—it move 

destined to be a. smashing success with 

i surfers of color. I Even America s few celebrated bas¬ 

tions of depravity are coming under at¬ 

tack as nuclear families become the new 

'hot’' demographic. Disney is opening a 

i hotel and theater in the worst part ol 

New York's seedy Times Square. 

Gangsta rap is out, family-style situa¬ 

tion comedies starring rappers {Fresh 

Prince of Bel Air y hr the Home with L. L. 

Cool j, Living Single with Queen Lari fall) 

are in. And next season, the NBAs 

Washington Bullets will change their 

name to the Washington Wizards—-not 

just for the mellifluous alliteration but 

because "bullets" are bad in a family- 

threatening way, and “wizards" are ap¬ 

parently good. 

Like the rogue protein implicated 

in mad cow disease, family values have 

drilled their wav into our collective cere- 
■f 

helium with very little resistance. How 

did this happen? "People found license 

in the sixties, explored it, and they’ve hit 

the wall," explains David Horowitz, 

president ol the Center for the Study of 

Popular Culture, a conservative think 

tank, "‘flie sixties opened up American 

culture. Liberty turned into license. 

That was fun. Hut it's very difficult to 

bring up children in a culture so open, 

so it's closing up." 

So the stage is set for Quay I e 

Bonding and family values to be a centra! 

theme of the upcoming November elec¬ 

tion, and both candidates are positioning 

themselves as the family-friendly choice, 

But though the electorate embraces the 

issue publicly in opinion polls- -and pos¬ 

sibly even inside the voting booth—in 

the privacy of their own homes, family 

values are just about as welcome as vis¬ 

iting in-laws. 

MUST SEE TV/TS Nobody likes to lose. That's why 

college football powers like, 

say, Nebraska schedule games 

with patsies like, say, Prairie 

View University. That's why 

the Harlem Globetrotters play 

the Washington Generals. 

That's why we invaded the 

tiny Caribbean nation of Grenada. And 

that's why last year, in the pre-primary 

season, Republican piuty leaders 

drummed up some momentum by tack¬ 

ling can’t-lose targets. After all, who 

would vote in defense of Time Warner 

and gangsta rap? Calvin Klein advertis¬ 

ing campaigns likened to child pornog¬ 

raphy? Talk-show excrescences like Sally 

Jessy Raphael, Gera I do, and Ricki Like? 

Picking up the Republican gaunt - 

Cities, it looked like a family-TV jug¬ 

gernaut was on. 

But for some reason the current 

number one network, NBC, remains in 

ma n y ways the antifam i 1 y net wor k, 

Most of its programs concern single 

twenty* and thirty-somethings leading 

anything but traditional family 

lifestyles. The peacock network's—and 

the country's-— top five programs are 

E.R^ Seinfeld, Friends, Caroline in the 

City .and The Single Cl tty, E. AYs biggest 

attractions are Dr. Ross (George 

Clooney), a womanizer who sleeps with 

his father’s girlfriend, and Dr. Green 

(Anthony Edwards), who js currently 

undergoing divorce proceedings. 

Seinfeld plotlines are typically woven 

around masturbation, urine-stained 

couches, urinating in the shower, and 

let. Democrats also staked out some 

Can't-ioSe terrain. Bill Clinton's State of 

the Union address used the bully pulpit 

m cackle the issue of school uniforms. 

But as Republicans and Democrats 

tussle for family-values turf, and as 

I lolly wood caves in to their every wish, 

there are signs that Americans have had 

enough of Quayle Bonding, judging by 

what the American populace actually 

patronizes—as opposed to what 

Americans pledge to patrt>nize— fam i I y 

values may soon become as hard to find 

as a deadbeat dad. 

A few years ago, building on the 

success of NBC's Coshy Shmv and family 

'Ties % ABC recast itself as America's 

family television network, offering 

programs such as Horn hufnni'etUe/tt, 

Enil House, and Tamil) all of 

which were unrepentant niL-at-a nd- 

potatoes family sitcoms. When Disney 

pure has eel ABC'J Capital 

other bathroom humor. After Friendss 

Ross (David Schwimmer) impregnated 

his wife, she left him for another 

woman, a move that makes her, tech¬ 

nically, a "lesbian." 

The one successful family show 

NBC currently has is Third Rock from the 

Sun, about a nuclear unit from outer 

space. Uni or tuna tel y, these visitors from 

another galaxy are not actuallv members 

of a family themselves but are merely 

fmiug as a family, having taken over some 

human bodies. Taking over bodies is 

Alter fpiMSft Ross iDarin sctiwimmen 

imppegM his wire, she left hi lor 

anothen woman, a move lhai mines her, 

technically, a "lesbian; 



textbook anti family behavior. 

And NBC has a promotional cam¬ 

paign ro match the tone of its anutradi- 

tional programming. The network’s 

' Must Sec TV" campaign promotes 

huge program blocks on Tuesdays, 

Thursdays, and Sundays as opiate fixes 

lor inveterate TV junkies* Juxtapose this 

campaign with ABC’s 'Thank God Ie’s 

Friday" series, and guess which one plays 

better with the coveted 18-to-35-year- 

old demographic. 

HOME MOVIES Movie viewers are a little 

more difficult to read. G- 

rated movies are certainly 

flooding the theaters and 

doing quite well at the 

box office—but not neces¬ 

sarily at the expense of an¬ 

tifamily values films. 

Hollywood's first priority is to try and 

get families off the couch, 

'The movie industry is recognizing 

that 98 percent of American households 

have televisions, and they're making 

greater efforts to get families to come to 

the theater," says Marde Gregory, associ¬ 

ate director of UCLA's Center for 

Communication Policy, a liberal think 

tank. "G-rated movies allow families to 

go to the theater together. But then at 

night, parents go to the movies on their 

own," And what adults currently crave, 

cinemacically speaking, are stories rhat 

deviate from the norm. 

Flirting with Disaster is a good ex¬ 

ample of an anti family values film* Not 

only does it prominently feature a gay 

couple, an acid-dealing ring, adultery, 

and deviant, armpit-licking sex, but 

Mary Tyler Moore, the doyenne of clas¬ 

sic family sitcoms, gratuitously show¬ 

cases her shapely ta-ras. Thanks to a 

publicity blitz that focused almost ex¬ 

clusively on Moores breast bravado, the 

movie opened strongly at the box office, 

reaping $23,000 per screen its opening 

weekend, before settling into a moder¬ 

ate success—grossing S6.6 million at 

press rime. If Moore had fully exposed 

her mammaries—nips and everything—- 

the film would surely have triplet! its 

box office, 

Mary s globes notwithstanding, the 

release of six major studio Stripper 

films—'including that other Moore s 

(Demi) much ballyhooed Striptease 

(Columbia) and the venerable Shmt'girfs 

(United Artists)—within one year 

demonstrates that, even in Quayle-bond- 

ed America, audiences will still fight like 

orphan pigs to suckle the tit of a celebrity. 

Hollywood also seems to be ob- 
j 

sessed with drag queens. Witness the 

success of To Wong Fo&< With Lent. Julie 

Keinihiv: Priscilla* Oi/een of the Desert; 

and The Birdcage* On the small screen. 

Fox is preparing a drag-queen sitcom; 

Viet or/Victoria was resurrected for 

rlie Broadway stage; Howard Stern 

graced the cover of his second book in 

drag; and RuPaul managed to get cata- 

pulrcd to stardom simply because he is 

a drag queen. 

Talk about mixed messages. We tell 

our elected officials that we want more 

family values, but when they’re not look¬ 

ing, we're sipping herbal ecstasy with a 

guy named Carl in a chartreuse evening 

gown. What do we really want? 

"We have a schizophrenic national 

mind-set,’ says David Horowitz. "On 

the one hand, there is a moralistic striv¬ 

ing lor the Puritan tradition, always 

seeking reform to improve people’s lives. 

But on the other hand, there is a total 

distrust of government, an anarchistic 

impulse, a frontier impulse that no one s 

going to tel] us what to do." 

THE G.O.P. ITCH Dan Quayle, the founding father 

of modern family values, is 

about to publish The America?! 

Family: Discovering the Values 

That Make Us Strong. But how 

convincing are the Quayles as 

an example of the traditionally 

tight-knit American family, 

and how comfortable Is Marilyn Pants 

in the Family" Quayle playing the role 

of a traditional subservient mother? 

Though Marilyn Tucker Quayle 

criticized Hillary Rodham Clinton for 

the aggressive role she plays in the first 

family, she herself is an ambitious 

woman who, by all accounts, was far 

from pleased that federal law did not 

allow her to join a law firm after Dan 

tripped his way into the vice-president’s 

off ice. She had, after all, induced labor 

in 1974 while pregnant with her first 

child just so she could take her Indiana 

bar exams. 

Other Republicans apply the same 

take-it-or-1 cave-it approach to family 

values. Quayle Bonding was one of the 
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calls-to-arms of the 1994 Republican 

Revolution—many candidates who were 

successful in their election efforts cam¬ 

paigned on the strength of their personal 

family values and their promises to enact 

famlly-values-oriemed legislation. But ot 

the 73 freshman congress [.arsons to take 

office, four are gerting divorced, two more 

have marriages publicly on the rocks* and 

six more arc saving they won't run this year 

because ot marital stress. Tales of adultery 

were so prevalent in the House that 

Democrats mockingly called for investiga¬ 

tions into 'Tornigate." 

But these smal l-fish Republicans can 

each find comlort in the fact that their 

high-profile leaders are absolute hyp¬ 

ocrites as well. Bob Dole (divorced, his first 

wife). Newt Gingrich (handed his first 

wife divorce papers while she was in the 

hospital getting treatment for cancer; 

missed child payments), Phil Gramm {di¬ 

vorced; invested S7,5O0 in soft-pom 

movie Beauty Queens in 1974), and Pat 

Buchanan (Inis no children; his sister, Bay, 

who ran his campaign, is divorced) are 

strong family-values enthusiasts opposed 

to easy no-fan It divorces. So is AI 

D Amato (divorced; dated gossip colum¬ 

nist). So was Ronald Reagan (divorced; 

estranged from most of his children). So 

was Bob Pack wood. 

SLEAZY DOES IT 
o fine seems able to make up 

their mind about whether 

they like family values, not 

even the people who invented 

it. As neo-1 iterate) Dan 

Quayle runs a final spell¬ 

check on The A merican 

Family, wife Marilyn has just 

churned out a thriller called The 

Campaign, in which a Democratic pres¬ 

idential candidate is accused of rape and 

murder. Other conservative Quayle 

Bonding types have also joined the 

ranks ot blood-and-guts novelists. Newt 

Gingrich is perhaps the most notable 

(1945), but Wi 11 iam Safi re (5leeper Spy), 

fo rmer Wa t e rg a t e - c ree p -1 u r n e d - 

Lu t h e ra n -pas 10 r-w hile-i n-t lie- join t 

Chuck Colson (Gideotn Torch), and even 

evangelist Pat Robertson (The End oj the 

Age) have taken a stab at the stringing- 

words-together gig. Herts an excerpt 

from Robinson’s work: " Pieces of flesh 

began to fall from the soldiers' bones. 

Their eyeballs began to rot in their 

sockets- Their internal organs slowly be¬ 

gan to turn to mush and they fell, gush¬ 

ing blood, one after another." Dadd). I 

don't want to hear Dr: Seuss. read me the 

Pat Robert\on hook again: 

But Eiot all of this antifamily 

Republican pulp is fiction. Pat Buchanan's 

19B7 autohiography, Righr from the 

Beginning, is chock full ol stunning ad¬ 

missions, foolish braggadocio, and contra¬ 

dictory behavior. H e recalls fist fights, 

beer brawls, skirt chasing, acid perhaps 

most shocking, the time he was arrested 

for speeding and proceeded to beat up two 

Washington, D.C., cops, 

“It was in late October of 1959* two 

weeks before my 21st birthday_After a 

Saturday night date with a tall blonde 

from Virginia, J was cruising across 

Georgetown.>,and approached the rear 

of a patrol wagon cooling along at about 

20 miles per hour." 

After a brief lion king exchange with 

police officers, Buchanan was charged 

with speeding. 

11 As he wrote out the ticket, 1 told 

him, in X-rated language, what 1 

thought of him. 

l’ Out!' he yelled. Get out of the car!' 

"Which I did. As I was being 

walked to the patrol wagon, I told the 

cop and his partner in graphic terms 

what 1 thought of them.,. ,1 can fairly be 

said to have been ‘resisting arrest.’ ’’ 

He goes on to detail how he kicked 

one of the officers where he “thought it 

might do some good/ escaped from the 

truck, was re-apprehended with the help 

of a bystander, became “enraged," and 

“hammered with my fist on the thick 

glass pant/' ol clu- paddy wagon, and thi n 

describes himself as a 'caged beast.” He 

ended up with a broken hand—the two 

cops ended up in the hospital. 

Years later, Buchanan bragged to 

Brit Hume that M1 was ahead on points, 

until they brought out the sticks." 

Buchanan pled guilty to simple assault 

charges; one can only wonder what 

would have happened if the trial had tak¬ 

en place in bos Angeles. 

FAMILY FEUDING So what's going on here/ The 

blatant hypocrisy of politicians 

on both sides of the aisle is 

hardly shacking. We almost ex¬ 

pect that of them, and encour¬ 

age it (seeMarion Barry), When 

it comes to family values, how¬ 

ever, we ourselves, the straight¬ 

shooting American populace, are 

vulnerable to the same charge. There is a 

radical dichotomy between what the 

average American celebrates as a family- 

va l ui ng, nat ton -heal i ng pi ece of beha vi or 

and what he secretly gees up to in the 

privacy of his bedroom, his La-/-Boy, or 

his Montana ranch compound. 

And what is a “family” anyway? 

Last March, a United Nations confer¬ 

ence wanted to pronounce the right to 

shelter for all the world's families. The 

primary stumbling point? Defining 

family, The Nordic states supported ho¬ 

mosexual couples' claim to family, 

winch was anathema to Catholic and 

Islamic states. Meanwhile, some Islamic 

states demanded that the term "family' 

also be applied to polygamous house¬ 

holds, Whar about single mothers? And 

what about community ft Takes a 

Village— type families—like the Branch 

David ia ns? 

"When people say they want a re¬ 

turn to family values, they mean their 

own family values, which differ from per¬ 

son co person/' says Marde Gregory. “So 

die only position we have is a minority 

position, the Giristian Right. They are 

fxiwe.rfs.il because they are together." 

And also because they've correctly 

identified mass media as the enemy. We 

all laughed at Quayle after his Murphy 

Brown debacle. How could anyone accuse 

Candice Bergen of being antifamily? 

Candice Bitrg&i, the one who lets family 

members who live in different states ex¬ 

change messages of love and solidarity 

for a measly ten cents a minute? But 

when we thought about what Quayle 

was saying, and we've had four long 

years to think about it, we suddenly re¬ 

membered that watching TV—Qzzie 

and ffarriet, the Cleavers, hell, even the 

A\uniters—was how we learned whar a 

family was in the first place, 

Ji LY.'MJGI ST ivy6 SPlf W 
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here is a question that, 

when posed in magazines and newspapers, generally 

indicates that the editors of the publication are 

either nostalgic lor hackneyed small-town journalism j 

techniques* or that they have some cynical anti- m 

creativity clause written into their contracts. The A 

question in question is "Whatever happened to.,,?1 
% 

The object of the question is usually someone 

who was once momentarily famous but has since 1 

taken up residence on some distant asteroid in a* 

remote region of the pop galaxy. So you get many 

earnest column inches devoted to the mystery J 
|KL 

of whatever happened to, say, Pia fWf 

Zadora. Or to Arthur "Scud Stud1' If < 

Kent. Or to Gerry of the Pace 

makers or Freddie of the 

Dreamers or W Fontana fa 

of Mind bender fame. What 

ever happened to the pretty 

Paula Prentiss? To the agreeable 
4 

Margaret Trudeau? To Kami 

Fung as Chin Ho or to Zulu fit 

as Kono? 

Once a famous 

person has officially 

been filed un- M 
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der "Whatever hap 

stay there. The only surefin 

J routes back into the spotlighi 

^are: contracting a life-threatening* 

preferably disfiguring illness (say, ele¬ 

phantiasis) or misbehaving publicly on a 

Rrobdingnagian scale (like a Brentwood 

double murder). Rut this Es a 

predicament. After all, nobody asks 

"Whatever happened toN’ really impor-J 

cant people—to presidents* captains oil 

industry, titans, let alone thousand 

year-old European nation-states 

now 

By Jamie 

* Malanqwski 
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\\ ] l.YHiYl-K HAPPENED TO FRANCE? You remember France. Charlemagne. 

Napoleon. Voltaire. Cradle of 

maybe a third of Western civili¬ 

zation. Headquarters of the 

Enlightenment. Official clubhouse 

of the Lost Generation. Site of the 

most enchanting and stimulating city in the world. 

Proud proprietor of the world's most stirring and 

singable national anthem. Birthplace of the baguette? 

Ot course you remember France. An important 

place rh.Lr even casual dabblers In current events might 

rhink is still important. Don't we pay attention to it at 

G-“ meetings? And don't we place Jacques Chirac's de¬ 

cision to downsi/L rhe French military on page three, 

oiigh the last time we really cared about the French nid¬ 

us when Gii) Smckwell, Doug McClure, and Telly 

starred as foreign l^gioraaires in a remake of bmu Gestef 

erve with sorrow the passing of former French president 

s Mirremind, even though rhe most memorable aspect 

parrure was his former mistress crashing the funeral. In 

French, like children of preoccupied parents, can only 

et our attention by misbehaving. 

course, it wasn't always like this. A mere 35 years ago—■ 

Mig rime by ani standard—rhe man who aspired to be 

led in all of the finest things in life, the man who 

co be sophisticated and philosophical, the man who 

to feel unfettered and alive, as Joni Mitchell wrote of 

Geffen in her chw\un "Free Man in Paris," was a man 

ired to lx- French. 

ow, of course, nobody wants to be 

French, because to be French 

that you wear mesh tank 

tops and smoke stinky cigarettes 

and have an indifferent relationship 

with deodorant and launch attacks 

on boats belonging to environ¬ 

mentalists who want to protest 

your absurd nuclear testing pro¬ 

in the Pacific (as chough even 

defrappe could bail out the 

gang who brought you Agineourt, 

Waterloo, Dicn Bien Phu, and the 

1 ate T g tea t Mag i not line). 

But noE long ago. no longer 

than the early sixties, if you wanted 

, to show that you were smart and so¬ 

phisticated, you would show how 

much you knew about things 

French. You would quote San re and 

Camus and Simone de Beauvoir. 

You d have a wine rack in your 

apartment (which, in your more 

pretentious moments, you'd refer to 
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Wobbly-voiced hooki 

turned-chanteuse 

Edith Piaf (above) 

claimed to have no 

regrets, unlike 

gloomy Left Bank 

lothario Jean-Paul 

Sartre (right), who 

was miserable even 

though he got laid i 

the time. The 

cal term is genius. 

With designs inspired by 

the teeming streets of 

Paris, Coco Chanel 

(above) designed clothes 

that changed the look of 

the French forever. With 

her range of numbered 

perfumes, she also did 

what she could about the 

appalling stench. 



as your pied-a-terre), where you’d stack up your early experiments with 

chardonnays and Beaujolajs; and even though it’s Swiss, you’d have a fondue 

pot in which you'd melt des (r<miagkS arid into which you'd dip tllat crusty 

French bread chat was so unlike tire Wonder stuff your mother always served, 

You may not have been very lash ion conscious, but you weren’t un¬ 

conscious either, and you knew char everything m thar domain began and 

ended in Paris. Though you may never have been to Paris, you knew it was 

a place that cherished its writers and artists and intellectuals, and which was 

dazzling* and romantic* and altogether enlightened. ^Didn't James Baldwin 

move there." Wasn't Josephine Baker huge tin. reAmi so when you want¬ 

ed to entertain, you'd null our the chevre and uncork the wine, put Edith 

Rial on tfie lii-ti or maybe bring out your new double-record set of]deques 

Bn//i A fin ami Ilf[// tifitj Living hi Paris, and you and your inends, if you 

weren’t going to bmdtl about Sartre and Camus* would talk 

about.. .film. And not films like Spartacns or Exodus or Semi Me 

\o P knars, bur about Bftaihless and The 400 BUm and JaL± ct 

Jim and Hiroshima AW/ Ajmwr. You and your fellow c in castes 

probably agreed that Yves Moncand was the new Bogart: and 

Jean-Paul Belmondo the new Brandoarit! Alain Delon the new 
James Dean, but you probably disagreed over whether the 

most desirable woman in flic world was Brigitte Bardot or 

Catherine Deneuve. Either way, from where you sac, Roger 

Vadim appeared to be the luckiest man alive. 

And at the end of the evening, after everyone had stubbed 

out their final Gauloises and gone home, when it was rime for 

you to walk your little dog—Lc Chien Andolou, you liked to 

■call him, even though his real name was Ike—you might have 

even worn a beret, 

"W"ot any mote. France has become ires irreie- 

! j vane. Look at international relations: When 

I : Charles de Gaulle pulled France out of 

j ^^1 N ATO in 1966, we were shocketL and. many 

^ Americans worried about the western al¬ 

liance. When Chirac brought France back in last year, we 

snoozed, and many Americans wondered "Who ne eds a west- 

ern alliance?" In academia, Derrida and Foucault are philo¬ 

sophical pan-flashes compared to Sartre and Camus, In sports, 

the last Frenchman to really distinguish himself was Jean- 

Claudc Kill Vi and that was years ago. Even French athletic 

ambassadors to the New World have fallen on 

hard times. Hockey s Quebec Nordiques 

couldn’t sell tickets even after a strong season 

and are now the Colorado Avalanche; a team 

led by a man named Jacques Lem a ire won the 

Stanley Cup in 1995, but they work in Jersey? 

In fashion, the hegemony represented by 

Cardin, Givenchy, Lacroix, Gaultier, and St, 

Laurent has col lapsed before Italians like 

Versace arid Americans like Karan, Lauren, and 

Ellis, At the showings In Manhattan last fall, 

the word among the and Uv set was that 

New York hail replaced Paris as the capital 

of couture, and there was hardly a nhtis n*m 
•i 

heard in reply, 

Why, even in the realm of snack food, salsa 

has blown away the once ubiquitous French 

onion dip, 

lien there’s thar 

last bastion at 

French culture, A 

cinema. Our adula¬ 

tion of things 

French was so pal¬ 

pable that Holly¬ 

wood used to 

supply U S. audi¬ 

ences with a regu¬ 

lar diet of American actors in mo\ies set in France—Can Can, 

An American it? Paris, Mw/liu Rouge. irma 1m Donas We even ate 

up English-speaking French actors in mov ies set in France (chinl 

of Leslie Giron* Louis Jourdan* and Maurice Chevalier in Gigi). 

Then, in 1 965* a studio went whole hog and cast both Brigitte 

Bardot and Jeanne Moreau as a couple of Old West showgirls in 

VW Maria! The picture didn't do well, but what's remarkable 

is that there was once a time when studio executives thought at 

was a reasonable and even marketable idea to east not one but 

two French actresses as the leads in a 1 loll} wood movie. 

Things have changed. For all intents and purposes* the 

last time a studio put a French actress in the lead of a major 

Hollywood movie was 1980, when United Artises cast Isabelle 

Huppert as the female lead in 1 haven's Gate. Everybody re¬ 

members how that turned our. The last time a French actor 

had the lead in a Hollywood movie was 1991, when Gerard 

Depardieu had the lead in Gnu/ Card, winch was quickly de¬ 

ported, Last year, when Polygram needed an actor to play a| 
French man opposite Meg Ryan in Branch A7u* they hired 

Kevin Kline. Now Kline is a fine actor, bur it's hard to believe 

that in tor/te Lt heiL Prana there isn't one actor who can ro¬ 

mantically frog it up better than he can. Premit Kin„ by tile 

way* bombed. So did Billy Crystal’s Forget Pari?. In fact* 

France’s most memorable cinematic representation m recent 

years came when Jules and Vincent discussed Lt Big Mac in 

P/dp Fhr ion. 

SO.WIATiSVER IIAPPIsNED TO FRANCO? 
ne explanation is that it's not them* it’s us. 

They're the same attractive, intellectual, snide 

people they’ve always been* but we just don’t ap¬ 

preciate them any more/Thirty-Eve years ago* 

America was run by the generation that fought 

and won the Second World War; having been sta¬ 

tioned in Britain and having fought in Italy and 

France, American soldiers came home with more 

cosmopolitan tastes, Quicker than you could say, "Hmpmr madetwmdk. Je map- 

pdh Zakin" American foreign policy went from isolationist to gregarious, and 

stressed the importance ot alliances, particularly nubile European ones. 

John Kennedy doted on de Gaulle* courting him as he did no other for¬ 

eign Leader. Indeed* during the Cuban Missile Crisis* he dispatched his favorite 
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envoy, Dean Atheson, as his personal representative to Clunky D. But by 

1991, Francois Mitterrand was just one of a gaggle of heads of state George 

Bush signed up for Desert Storm, and lie was hardly the linchpin of that op¬ 

eration. Indeed, not long before he was assassinated, JFK was learning I Tern li, 

simply so that he could converse with de Gaulle tete-a-tete. Today the French 

are flexing their flabby political muscles in efforts to remind the interna¬ 

tional community that English is not tile only official language of diploma¬ 

cy. But no one can understand what they're saying. 

Beyond the political, the internationalists welcomed a European presence 

in American life. At the same time audiences here were falling for Brigitte 

Bardot, they were lapping up Julie Andrews, Julie Christie, Peter OToole, 

Alan Bates, Melina Mercouri, Monica Victi, Vtrna Li si, Gina Lollobrigida. and 

Sophia Loren. Even the TV guys made sure there was a plucky Frenchman 

LeBeau—cn the stalag with the rest of Hogan s heroes. 

hat trend came to a 

sudden demise in 

1964, with the British 

Invasion and the flow¬ 

ering of the baby 

but>rn. Baby b( >omers 

defined the world 

through rock and roll; 

if you didn't rock, you 
J f mT 

didn’t, like, exist. 

Now, America rocked, 

Britain rocked. Ireland 

rocked. Italy didn't rock. France certainly didn't rock. (Think 

how small a presence French has in the history of rock: 

"Michelle '; "Vbulez-vous couther avec moi?T.r Freak/ ) 

And somehow that separation also came to pass in 

Hollywood, which always makes room for a Hugh Grant, an 

Emma Thompson, a Liam Neeson, and a Natasha 

Richardson, but has no interest in, say, a Juliette Binoche. 

Today, in order to be an international star, you have to be ei¬ 

ther an American, a Brit {even marginally British, tike 

Connery or H umperdinek, wi 11 suftice), or an 

Irishman, or know kung fu or be one of the 

Three Tenors. Beyond chat, you may have an 

international following, btic when the day is 

done, you’re still just Charles Aznavour, 

A second explanation: it's not us, it's them. 

The French never got over decolonization. 

They've been in a bad mood for 40 years. I hey 

saw not only chat they could not be a super¬ 

power but that they couldn't even be a power, 

and so they stomped off by themselves in a sulk, 

made a big issue of going their own way, devel¬ 

oped their own nukes, sold their jets to the 

Syrians, and became the- West's Mr. Difficult. 

And, as befits a middle range power that is try¬ 

ing to fashion a corn fort able middle-class soci¬ 

ety, its artists made middle-class art—one- 

bedroom farce al ter another about infidelity and 

middle-aged hotniness and sexual rrns- 

uriders tan d i n gs: Cousin. Con,hue; 7 h ree s\ 1 m and a 

Cradle; Get Out Your Hat/kerchiefs; Les Comperes: La 

Cage Aux Folks; Pardon Mon Affaire; and Pardon 

Mon Affaire, Tool 

Then there is a third explanation: There 

were things we liked and admired and envied 

about the French, and so, much as we did with 

African-Americans, we stole them, We admired 

their sense of fashion and style, so we built up 

our own designers. Now casual American style 

has run haute couture off the map. We admired 

their vineyards; now California's are second to 

none. We admired their cuisine so much we de¬ 

veloped our own regional cuisines, and now 

American food is variegated and surprising and won’t induce 

arterial shutdown with the first forkful. We were awed by 

the New Wave, so Scorsese and Coppola and Lucas and 

Altman and Spielberg absorbed it and built on it. Or, as in 

the case of The Birdcage, put our own particular stamp of ba¬ 

nality on it. 

Mostly, though, we admired and envied France's approach 

m sex. Whatever else France may have meant to America 

after World War II {or for that matter, before World War II), 

it surely meant a place where sex was out in the open, and 

where thi erotic had its own protected place in the scheme 

of things. France was the country where women bared 

their breasts ni night clubs and on beaches and on film; 

places like the Follies Berg ere, the Crazy Horse, and St. Tropez 

can never even be contemplated without an attendant 

erotic fizz, France was the place where books like Lady 

ChatterA V Lora and Lolita, not to mention The Autobiography of 

a I'La, were openly published, and openly sold. France 

was the home of Henry Miller, Anais Nin, Maurice 

Girodias and the Olympia Press, Gauguin, Picasso, artists 

and—wink, wink- -models, and Bardot, There has never 

been a Lnf Tango hi Milwaukee. 

ranee was die place where, it was said, spouses in long, es¬ 

tablished marriages understood when their partners felt the 

need to take a lover. More than anything else, sex was the 

thing that, in the postwar era, most made France seem more 

sophisticated and more enlightened than the States, Now 

tilings have changed. Now there arc nude beaches in 

America and strip dubs in strip malls, and condoms sit next to the Big Gulp 

cups at "'-Eleven, Recently a New York court stipulated that if a woman so de¬ 

sired, she could go topless on the subway. Meanwhile, even in stuffy old 

England, members of the sail I y old royal family disclose their infidelities on 

global television (Bill Clinton didn't actually disclose his infidelity on televi¬ 

sion he allndul to it), fine no longer goes to (/annes to see babes but to try 

anti pre-sell the Abu Dhabi rights to serial-killer videos. Today, the country 

that once produced And God ( rurtuf Woman has to import a Spanish woman, 

Victoria Abril, to enliven its sex comedies, and recently recognized Sharon 

Scone as a Chevalier of Arts and T.utters for The totality ol her oeuvre." 

Suddenly France doesn't seem all that exotic Neither, for that matter, does sex. 

Maybe feminism hurt France. In the sisterhood-is-powerftil era, women 
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no longer wanted to be kittens, men no longer want¬ 

ed to be rogues, Useful phrases (ike Clmxh-z Li femmi 

and Vive hi difference! and Sank heavam for htv A pirrh 

were embargoed. Then again, maybe America hurt 

France. Who needed couture when you had blue jeans, 

who needed cordon bleu when you hat] French fries^ 

* 

hatever the explana¬ 

tion * it would be nice 

if France made a 

comeback, because 

nor everything won¬ 

derful about France 

has been absorbed 

here. We didn't get the philosophy, we didn't get 

tristme. We have no finely developed sense of bitter¬ 

sweet sadness in which we can wrap ourselves when 

things don't cjuite work out. We tend to complain* to 

start legal proceedings, to buy self-improvement 

books, to renew our prescription for Prozac. We don't have a phrase 

like C 'est la vie that eve invoke in sort of a wistfully wise wav when 

things go poorly. (We do have the phrase That'* life, which we invoke 

in sort of a mean, gloating way when things go poorly for others and f 

we want to cut their federal programs,) 

And while we may have gotten all the sex there was to get, we 

could certainly take some more lessons in lamuitr. rh>o often, relations 1 

between the sexes here are caught in a Bermuda Triangle of hor¬ 

monal imperatives, political correctness, and the pragmatic pursuit 

ol a mate. The heart is underutilized, romance is scarce, and dis¬ 

playing ardor can often lead to the imposition ul a temporary re 

straining order. We could use more of that dizzying Day far Stglu 

feeling, more passion, a little more ooh-Ia-la. 

The nightmare scenario, of course, 

is that the comeback trail proves a lit¬ 

tle too arduous for the long-lunching 

French, that they remain committed to 

the pursuit of notoriety rather than try¬ 

ing to engineer some kind of renais¬ 

sance, and that the rest of the world 

will then inexplicably flip-flop and de¬ 

cide France is cool again. American 

college fresh people, instead of harm¬ 

lessly hanging around cafes talking 

about existentialism, will suddenly 

start donning imported mesh tank 

tops and testing explosives in the foun¬ 

tains out s i dc of local Poly ncs i a n res tau- 

rants. Gerard Depardieu haircuts will 

become all the rage, prompting a mas¬ 

sive slump in the birthrate. And, worst 

of all, malodorous insipidity will be 

the norm. 

Come on, France, snap out of it, sil 

vow plait. We already have a Belgium. 

We need you, J 

par* 

Vic tor*} 
es 

j laPAiFt S 

The sensual altitude of the French peas¬ 

ant (above), with his fondness for boules, 
crusty loaves of bread, and cheap red 

wine drunk from the sort of glasses that 

most people use to hofd their toothbrush, 

was adopted by an army of Francophiles. 
•*****■•■****»**••* 

Convinced that conquer¬ 

ing the world was the 

only way lie could com¬ 

pensate for being short, 

Napoleon Bonaparte (left) 

could he said to have suf¬ 

fered from a ‘Toulouse- 

Lautrec complex,'1 

named after the even 

shorter and more miser¬ 

able stripper-painting 

Parisian drunk (bottom, 

in clown garb), 
**••*•** 





putting a kink in 

es, we're famously cheap here at SPY. Ask anybody: 

stiffed freelancers, miffed bill collectors, the unpaid illiter¬ 

ate intern penning this very introduction. But hey, after a 

near-death experience like ours, you fly coach and you like it. 

So keen is our nose for a bargain, in fact, that when we realized that 

Mew York's hoity-toitfest department stores were staring into the jaws of 

financial insolvency, we quickly dispatched a reporter to bring home the 

bargain-basement bacon. SPY'S smart shopper visited Barney's, Saks, 

Bloomingdale's, and Macy's to see if she could waggle some high-ticket 

items and bring them back to us in chichi shopping bags. 

While discount digging, our plant was mistaken by the New York Post 

for New York Times columnist Maureen Dowd. The Post wrongJy credited 

Dowd with having discovered the fire sale of the century. Yo, we saw it firstl 

any price? 

Barney’s: No. 

Financial Problem: Filed tor bank¬ 

ruptcy early this year. 

What We Haggled For: Prada nylon 

handbag, the superexpensive bag of choice 

among supermodcls. 

SPY: What is this? 

Barney’s: Calf" Its been washed, 

SPY: Calf—you mean like cow? 

Barney's: Leather. 

SPY: Oh, leather, right, That’s what l 

mean. No I don't really want a leather 

one. Oh l just can t decide. Its a differ¬ 

ent look, I know. This is more elegant. 

This could go out of style. I want some¬ 

thing that’s really ‘in,’1 you know. 

Barney’s: Yeah. It’s a beautiful bag, 

SPY: Oh $600, wow. 

Barney’s: Its a great bag, 

SPY: Hmm—do you work any deals? 

Barney’s: No, 1 can't. 

SPY: You don’t do any kind of bargain¬ 

ing? Like, if I bought, like, a wallet with 

it or something, they won t knock off 

SPY: it s nice, $600 though...aah. 

Prada—that’s like an ’'in" thing? 

Barney's: It s in, and its quality, and it’s 

different. It holds up really well. They 

go fast—-you'll come back a week later 

and its gone, 

SPY: liven if I offered, you cash, there's 

no way you could, like, work with me a 

little? 

Barney’s: I can't do it. If I owned the 

store. I could help you out, 

SPY: Because I hear the store’s having 

financial problems, Barney’s— 

Barney’s: No, we re just reorganising. 

It is just an equity to bring back up sup¬ 

port because the business partner pulled 

out on us, 

SPY: Pulled out on you? 

Barney’s: Yeah. Pulled out. 

SPY: So it s not shaky at all? 

Barney’s: No, they filed—they could 

restructure the store and get new part¬ 

ners in. It is just a way of protecting the 

store so that it won't— 

SPY: So they don’t do bargains here at all? 

Like a deal, some kind of negotiating? 

Barney’s: Nope, nope. 

SPY: Really? fm surprised. 

Barney’S: Nope, we're not going out of 

business. 

SPY: Oh? you’re not, I heard it was, like, 

bankruptcy and the whole thing, 

Barney’s: No, it is nor bankruptcy but 

it has to do with equity, different rhan 

bankruptcy. 

SPY: Yeah, I know a little bit about eq¬ 

uity, I mean my husband s an invest¬ 

ment banker and whatever, so he told 

me that I should run down here and see 

ifl could get some kind of bargain. No? 

So you can’t sell it to me at all for some 

kind of bargain? 

Barney’s; No. 

SPY: But I like it, its nice. But $600— 

Barney’s: Well— 

SPY: So not even a manager could do It? 

Barney’s: No. 

SPY: You’ve never done, you know, 

some kind of discount? 

Barney’s: No. 

SPY: You buy a house, you get a dis¬ 

count, Right? You know, you work out a 

deal. You guys don’t do that at all? Could 

you knock off a hundred bucks? 

Barney’s: No. 

SPY; You never have a price for some¬ 

body who buys a lot? 

Barney’s: We have customers who 

spend thousands of dollars. We want to 

be fair to everybody 

SPY: Nice, It seems to me that if they 

wanted it to be fair, they could, you 

know, work you out some kind of deal. 

Structure some kind ol— 

oV 
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Barney’s: Prada sets the prices for every¬ 

thing, and you’ll find the same prices 

everywhere— 

SPY: So no matter where 1 go, they aren't 

willing to have some kind of discount? 

Barney’s: No, not in retail places, 

SPY: Because I'm sure the wholesale price 

is a lot less.! mean the designer is making 

an awful lot of money for, you know—it 

seems to me like d J were willing to kind 

of work out some kind of thing-—like the 

fact that Barney’s is bankrupt, you know? 

Barney's: No, not at all, 

SPY: Really? You've never worked a deal 

with someone? 

Barney's: No, We don't see that. And if 

you go to most retailers—I have worked 

in all the big stores, they've never— 

SPY: Really? 

Barney's: None of them, 

SPY: IVe been to Saks and had them 

work a deal with me there, 

Barney's: I haven't worked for Saks, bur 

I ve worked for RergdofFs and l ve worked 

for Macys and none of them do it, 

SPY: Even if I went to a manager and 

asked thcm> 

Barney's: No, there is just no way. You 

could go to the owner— 

SPY: The owner who's having problems? 

Financial Problem: Despite rising rev¬ 

enues, parent company is saddled with 

7 million in debt. 

What We Haggled For: Chanel ballet 

flats, the chichi shoes for socialites. 

SPY: You seem like a reasonable man. 

Saks: No, no. Absolutely not. 

SPY: If I pay cash? 

5ak$: No. 

SPY: You couldn't take, like, $100 off if 

T pay cash? 

Saks: Absolutely not. 

SPY: Oh come on, you could make a deal! 

Saks: No, no, 

SPY: No? 

Saks: Absolutely No. You might be able 

to do that in a boutique, sometimes, be¬ 

cause the owner is right there and— 

SPY: You couldn't work a deal a little bit? 

Saks: Not even a penny 

SPY: Not even a penny. 

Saks: No, absolutely not. 

SPY: You can’t knock like $100 off? 

Saks: Absolutely not. 

SPY: 1 mean, I’m just talking, like, a 

bargain, you know, 

Saks: It's unethical, 

SPY: Unethical? Maybe if I got two 

pairs, you could give me a deal? 

Saks: 1 can't do it for you. 

SPY: You can’t work it, not one little bit? 

Saks: N ut a little. 

SPY: No, but wait a minute, we're not 

even trying to make a deal, 

Saks: Oh no, absolutely not, I'm not try¬ 

ing, absolutely. I'm not trying. 

SPY: You can work a deal a little, 

Saks: Absolutely, no, no, no, no, wc 

don't do that—we don't do that. 

SPY: You 've never done this before?' 

Saks: Never, absolutely never, Never 

even thought about it. I think you're the 

first person who has ever asked me. No 

way. If someone is buying something and 

they take it over to the manager and ask 

him if they can have a further reduction 

because it’s soiled, he'll say, go ahead, 

take an extra— 

SPY: I'll buy three pairs, 

Saks: No 

(Manager approaches) 

SPY: Mi, nice to meet you. It seems to me, 

I mean, these are $335, and 1 was chink¬ 

ing, maybe if I bought two pairs, that you 

could give me, like, a bit of a discount? 

Saks: J would do that, except that the 

camera is watching—I'd lose my job, 

SPY: It I’m willing to pay cash, don t 

you think you can give me a discount? 

Saks: No. 

SPY: Really. I'm surprised. 

Saks: Don't be surprised. 

Financial Problem: Rescued from bank¬ 

ruptcy six years ago by last-minute buyer. 

What We Haggled For: Vtlleroy & froch 

china, staple of summer houses from the 

Vineyard to the Hamptons, 

SPY: Two thousand dollars, Whoo- 

Pricey, If I got, like, a whole set* could 

you offer me, like, a deal, some deal? 

Bloomies: No deal. People buy every 

day* It might go on sale. 

SPY: You're not willing to work with 

me at all? Even if I'm paying cash for 

the whole set? 

Bloomies: Cash doesn’t mean much to 

us. We prefer not to take cash. 

SPY; Really? 

Bloomies; It’s such a—we get very few 

cash transactions, 

SPY: Oh, it seems to me, I mean, I've been 

reading the papers and they, you know, 

Bloomingdale's is having some trouble and 

some of the bigger department stores are 

having trouble, so I thought maybe you 

would be willing to work with me. 

Bloomies: Actually, our profits increased 

2*7% in. the last year, 

SPY; Oh really 

Bloomies; J was surprised, 

SPY: This—it's not just because I’m a 

woman, right? That you're not offering 

me a bargain? 

Bloomies: Oh no. No, no, no. 

SPY: Because J feel if my husband were 

here that you would offer him a deal, 

Bloomies; No, 

SPY: 1 mean, I just don't Want to do it 

without a deal. 

Bloomies: I ll get my manager and you 

can try to sweet-talk him|inco it. 

{Manager approaches) 

SPY: Hi. 

Bloomies: Hi. Bill explained your situa¬ 

tion and, unfortunately a price is a price 

here. We are not authorized to make spe¬ 

cial deals with customers* The buyers 

make the prices—we don't have any say 

in the matter. 

SPY: It seems to me hke there could be 

somebody who has the authority to— 

Bloomies: That would be me. When 

things go on sale, that's the only time 

we offer any special promotions with 

merchandise, 

SPY: I mean you buy a diamond, you 

work out a price with the seller. It seems 

like you buy a house, you buy a car-— 

Bloomies: But this is china. This is a 

set price- 

SPY: It seems to me that nothings a set 

price, 

Bloomies: Not negotiable, 

can t negotiate a price. We don't— 

SPY: Ifl bought, like, I don’t know, like, 

if J bought a certain number, you couldn’t, 

like, knock off, like, $500 on the price? 

Bloomies: 1 mean, I've never heard of 

such a thing. 

I mean, we 
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SPY; You can \ work with me at all? 

Bloomies: It’s nor that we can't work 

with yon, we can t make a price. 

SPY; Like $100 off? 

Bloomies: We can t. We can't make up 

prices here. 

SPY; I could buy the store and you 

wouldn't work with me on it? 

Bloomies; It s just not our policy. 

Financial Problem: Had 

$6 billion in debt in 1994. 

What We Haggled For: 

Ralph Liu re n Safari print 

sheets, the most expensive 

sheets in the store. 

SPY: There are no dis¬ 

counts at all? f don't un¬ 

derstand. 

Macy’s: I don't know of 

any department stores that 

do things like that. I mean, 

maybe you’ve dealt with 

people whove done chat, 

but I don't— 

SPY: Really? You mean— 

like when you buv a car 

you can get a deal, or when 

you buy a house you can 

get a deal. It seems to rne 

that Macy’s is having 

financial problems. They 

should be wrilling-=- 

MacyTS: 1 don't know 

about Macy s financial 

problems. 

SPY: It was in the papers. 

Macy’s: But I'm saying that I've sold 

this collection to a lot of people all at 

once, and they've never— 

SPY: And You’ve never offered them 

a deal? 

IVIacy’s: And dicyvc never as Led- 

SPY: They' re really not smart shoppers, 

are they? 
i/ 

Macy's: 1 guess not, no. 

SPY: Because 1 am. 

Macy’S: 1 mean, I'd say go ask die man¬ 

ager, but that's going to sound like—! 

know they're going to tell me no. So— 

SPY: Is there any way you could get a 

manager for me? 

Macy’s: Sure. 

(Mlitktjtcr ltppt‘mi ht:.i) 
SPY: Hi, nice to meet vou, 

I 

Maty’s: Nice to meet you. What can 1 

do for you? 

SPY: Well, I ni looking to buy a set of 

everything together. 1 have this com¬ 

forter and these sheets and the pillow and 

I m rhinki n g of b u y e ng tit i s or he r pi 11 ow. 

Macy’s; Okay. 

SPY: And a bed ruffle. And, you know, 

I’ve heard you're all having some finan¬ 

cial problems, and 1 was just thinking 

rh at if I bought the whole thing together, 

you’d give me a discount, 

Macy’s: No. First of all, we’re not in any 

financial difficulty any mores we’ve been 

our of bankruptcy tor we l I over a year, We 

don't give discounts for buying a whole 

set. We have people coming in every day 

who buy sets of merchandise. Ir is on sale 

right now bur that's all we do. We re re¬ 

tail, we’re nor wholesale, so we don't give 

any additional discount. Or even it you 

were to buy this whole shop, we couldn't 

give vole an additional discount. 

SPY: You couldn't give me—f mean, 
I’m willing to pay cash. 

Macy’s: That’s fine, and we have that 

every day as well. But no, we certainly 

don't give extra discounts lor anybody 

who's buying more chan the ocher per¬ 

son. As I said, we are retail, we are nut 

wholesale. 

SPY; Bur, I mean, the wholesale price is, 

like, way cheap. This is obviously ele¬ 

vated in price. 

Macy’s: Right, but it is on sale and we 

don’t give additional discounts just be¬ 

cause you're buying a 

whole set, 

SPY: You couldn't give 

me. like, 50 percent oil? 

Macy’S: Absolutely not. 

It's on sale right now. 

SPY; 3 had it done before. 

Macy’s: Not in this store. 

SPY; Yes. 

Macy’s: J JueVi know who 

did that for you bur its 

illegal. It s illegal as far as I 

could get fired for this, 

Any one of these people 

could get tired for this, 

SPY: it) percent? 

Macy’s: Cash comes through 

lien.' every single day—|Teo- 

p] e buy i ng S 3 (M H K) w<>rth of 

merchandise—and we don't 

give them even a dollar oft. 

SPY: Really? 30 percent. 

And I'm willing to buy the 

whole set. I've shopped here 

before. I'm a gotxl customer 

Macy’s: No, no. This is 

not like a haggling system. 

SPY: But I'm a smart 

shopper though. 

Macy’s: 1 understand that, and you 

know, if you were to go downtown into 

one of the smaller stores, maybe ihey can 

do that for vou. 
* 

SPY: A smaller Maq ids srore? 

Macy’s: No, no, no. Nor a Macy's store. 

MaCy's will not do it, No, under any cir¬ 

cumstances. If you go to Bloom ingdales 

they will not do it. I never heard of it be¬ 

fore, and it's not going to happen. So, I 

mean, that's really it, 

SPY: Can you give me a little bit.'1 

Macy’s: No ma’am. I cannot, no. 

SPY: I can't believe that you won't work 

with me a little bit. JJ) 
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r's October 1995 at Turkey Hill, Martha 

Stewarts immaculate six-acre estate in 

Westport, Connecticut. The autumn air out¬ 

side her 19th-century farmhouse is surprisingly 

mild. But inside—where Stewart’s crew is 

filming her Christmas special Home for the 

Holidays—the temperature is frigid. While 

Martha and her sister, Laura Plimpton, are en¬ 

gaged in a scripted on-camera “conversation,” 

their mother misses her cue once, then twice, 

prompting Martha to lash out impetuously at 

the frail octogenarian. Aghast, the crew lapses 

into stunned silence. But seconds later, Martha 

iStewarr regains her composure. Hashing 

the subtly supercilious grin that has helped her conquer 

the American bourgeoisie. 

To anyone who knows her work, the news that Martha 

Stewart is a domineering control freak will hardly come as a 

surprise—control, after all, is what Stewart sells, Take control 

of the details of your life, she preaches (poach pears in wine 

just so, line shelves with velvet)—and the big things, such as 

happiness, will all fall into place. Can it really be that simple? 

Martha offers herself and her idyllic life as living proof that it 

can. The gritty truth, unfortunately, is that without a private 

army of producers, writers, stylists, chefs, lawyers, accountants, 

and—most importantly—publicists, either the rotten state of 

Stewart’s domestic paradise or the sheer aw fulness of her per¬ 

sonality would long ago have brought the Stewart empire 

crashing down like a poorly glued bamboo chandelier. 

Americans, however, have bought into Martha Stewards 

do-it-yourself myth on a massive scale, at least partly in the be¬ 

lief that Martha holds the key to domestic bliss and gracious 

living. Her Martha Stewart Living magazine boasts a circulation 

of 1.54 million; her 1A books have sold over 2 million copies 

to date; her weekly cable program accesses 90 percent of the 

country's TV markets; and her fortnightly gigs on Today are 

watched by another 3.5 million. Coming attractions include a 

Martha credit card, a Martha radio show, a Martha online com¬ 

puter service, and a proposed Martha TV network. Like 

Michael Jordan or Ronald McDonald before her, Martha 

Stewart has become not just a cultural icon but an unstoppable 

marketing phenomenon, mounting Godzilla-like raids on the 

sensibilities and disposable income of the American consumer. 

What’s worse, she shows no signs of losing momentum. 

"Martha used to compare herself to Sara Lee,’1 one of her re- 

cently departed staffers told SPY. “Now she compares herself 

to the solar system, and she's the sun.” 

There is no denying that, fora working-class Polish kid 

from Nut ley, New Jersey, Martha Stewart (nee Kostyra) has 

certainly come a long way. But before we appoinr Stewart our 

Secretary of Interior Decorating, or solicit her advice on re¬ 

newing the American family, we should separate who she is 

from what she stands for. This home-and-hearth charlatan is 

anything but the family woman and paragon of self-reliance 

she cynically makes herself out to be. If you respect Martha 

Stewart, respect her because she knows t lie re's a sucker born 

every minute. Don’t respect her because you're one of them. 

Homemaking, 
xhibit A in support of the notion that Martha 

Stewart is a model of self-reliance—think 

Thoreau with pearls and a Chevy Suburban—is 

the calendar in each issue of Martha Stewart 

Living. No matter how frenetic the Stewart 

schedule becomes, apparently, Martha can always 

somehow find the rime to take care of business 

on the home front. Refurbish driveways; repair 

cracks or resurface with gravel" (March 16); 

'Vacuum and dean all grates and coils on appli¬ 

ances" (April 18); "Move chicken yard" (June 12), When an Last 

Hampton realtor asked her how she can possibly do everything 

she claims to do, reported People magazine. Stewart replied, "Oh, 

I do several things at once. I’m Windexing the phone as we 

speak.” Martha the multitasker never, ever tires til making the 

point that, like Kennedy, Napoleon, and Thomas Edison, she re¬ 

quires far less sleep than the underachieving masses—about four 

hours a night—and gees a lot mom done while she is awake. 

Even if Stewart were to enjoy a nap of Rip van Winkle—like 

proportions, however, all of her dirty work would still be done 

tor her. This thanks to a staff of 50 that Stewart employs to 

help her do all Hie chores she'd like us to think she does herself 

in all her denim-shirted glory. Despite this considerable man¬ 

power, freelancers are often enlisted to perform such menial 

tasks as cleaning out her refrigerator and buying pastries for 

her parties. Even staffers from her magazine are regularly roped 

in to act as assistant decorators on top of their editorial duties. 

Contrary to appearances, when Stewart writes in her calendar, 

"check weather-stripping on all exterior doors and unprotected 

windows,” she is not talking to herself. 

While few dispute that Martha fiscs the ternpcramenc to rise 

at 5:00 a.lM. to plant 500 bulbs, many of her associates 

become peeved when she claims to do all the spadework her¬ 

self—and neglects to credit her staff of five full-time gardeners. 

One of them, a Brazilian named Rena to Abreu, has done so much 

of her dirt-work that lies currently suing her in a Bridgeport, 

Connecticut, court to collect $56,000 of overtime pay. Tile dis¬ 

gruntled journeyman says that, in addition to gardening, his 

around-the-clock responsibilities included making repairs, look¬ 

ing after Stewart's pets, and washing her cars-- -just about every 

task (with the exception of Today appearances) that Martha claims 

to do herself on her calendar, 

Rising skepticism about Marthas ability to make household 

water into wine has erupted into a serious Martha backlash 

among female journalists resent hi 1 of the unrealistic standards-— 

personal as well as domestic—that Stewart has created for nineties 

women. Over the last few years, scores of newspapers have 

described Martha as a self-motivator-curn-slave-driver with L; 

feather duster in one hand and a bid!whip in the other. Without 

her downtrodden legion of assistants, people are beginning to 
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realize, Martha Stewart would probably be as helpless around the 

home as the rest of us—just a lot less fun to be with. 

It isn't only in the garden that Martha has trouble distin¬ 

guishing other peoples achievements from her own. "She gees on 

TV and says, I found this,1 when actually someone on her staff of 

50 found it* says a former Living employee. "Martha always gets 

the credit* and its really frustrating when you’re the one who’s 

slaving away " Self-sufficiency also seems to abandon her on the 

road, where Martha litis developed a propensity lor calling one of 

her assistants in Connecticut whenever some detail of her hotel 

room (an un-poadkrd-in-wme pear* presumably* or a yet-robe- 

moved chicken yard) fails to meet her stratospheric expectations. 

Even in the kitchen, where one might expect her 

resourcefulness to shine most brightly; Stewart repeatedly comes 

up short. It’s an open secret in the food industry that many of 

Marthas culinary "creations" are either derivative or uninspired, 

though she seems finally to have 

lived down the accusation that she 

p i nc lied rec i pes I rom Julia Chi I d 

(the latter appeared on Martha's 

Christmas special). Wliats more, 

when it comes to actual cooking* 

Stewart— author" of a total of 

1,600 published recipes—turns 

out to be no virtuoso. One witness 

recalls that, while filming the 

Christmas specialT Martha de¬ 

manded that several tureens be 

filled with duck and rabbit meat, 

gift wrapped, and displayed as 

props on the set. When a crew 

member noted that it was unneces¬ 

sary to actually fill the tureens be¬ 

cause the TV audience wouldn't be 

able to see inside the packages, 

Martha replied that she planned to 

use them as gifts at Christmas, then 

two months away. Three weeks 

hirer, when she sampled the duck and rabbit inside, she threw a 

fit—the meat was rotten. She had somehow forgotten her own 

recipe, which clearly stated chat the meat would last only a week 

in Che refrigerator. Sounds like a perfect Stewart stock]rig sniffer. 

A good number of Stewarts reported homemaking achieve¬ 

ments are little more than well-choreographed stunts. And when 

she tries to improvise, the results can be disastrous. In preparation 

for the 1994 holidays, Stewart suggested in her magazine that 

Christmas trees could be decorated with yummy moon anti star- 

shaped cookies adorned with little silver balls called dragees. 

Though dragees are not harmful enough to he called toxic* their 

silver coloring L—a warning not to eat them is quite plainly 

printed on their packaging. Tins detail didn’t stop Martha from 

advising Toda) viewers that they could indeed Stuff their faces 

with the dubious rrears. NBC received numerous complaints, as 

did the magazine* which had featured the cookies on the cover of 

its Christmas issue. According to one insider, this was by no 

means an isolated incident: "Because she doesn't stick to the 

Script*r the insider said* "she causes problems like that all the 

rime." Marthas not just bad at ad-libbing—she can kill you. 

Woman of Letters 
or those loyal disciples whose faith in Stewart is 

not sufficiently tested by the idea that Martha 

makes time to tend to her numerous houses* 

entertain* garden, and write books* as well as 

lecture, star in her own daily TV show* and even 

trek to Everest (she visited Nepal last month 

and made note of such on her apocryphal 

calendar), Stewart would also like everyone to 

believe that she puts together her own monthly 

magazine, the insipid Martha Swart Living* 

Even dispassionate observers 

who should know better have occa¬ 

sionally flirted with the idea that 

Stewart is something more than 

just a master marketer. Advertising 

Age, for example* named Martha 

Stewart Living the Magazine of the 

Year in its March 1996 issue. The 

accompanying article featured a 

flattering photo of the magazines 

namesake in a suitably editorial 

pose, and quoted her as saying, “1 

think 1 have a good feel for what 

our readers wane." Advertising Age 

agreed, describing Martha as hav¬ 

ing a ‘particularly deft [touch] for 

someone who’s an admitted maga¬ 

zine outsider" This spoon-fed 

journalism, Martha watchers agree* 

l>ears the unmistakable imprimatur 

of Susan Magrino, the public- 

relations capo m charge of perpetu¬ 

ating the most preposterous facet of the Stewart myth: the idea 

that Martha's contribution to Living significantly outweighs 

that of Alfred E, Neuman to Mad* 

"Susan Magrino paints Martha as an omnipowerful, omni¬ 

present Renaissance woman* but she spends most of her rime 

doing damage control for Martha s prima donna behavior’— 

which perpetually threatens this image*' says a PR insider. But 

no one promotes Martha Stewart more than Stewart herself. 

"To be truthful," she told the Los Angeles Times* "about 95 per¬ 

cent o:( the ideas for [Living] articles come from me," 

Alas, many of the magazine’s staffers see it differently. 

Although Martha holds the title of editor in chief* the time she 

actually spends drinking bad coffee our of Styrofoam and 

wielding a red pencil is pretty minimal, "She shows up at the 

magazine once or twice a week," says a former editor, "helps 

pick some pictures, looks at layouts* sits in on some editorial 

meetings. And she writes the editorial. That s it," So how does 

“Martha usd In 
compare hcrsdl tu Sara 
leu,” sail! line of her 

recently departed staffers, 
“lew she compares herself 
tu the solar system, and 

she’s the sun.” 
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she pull the magazine together, month in, month out? With 

the help of an editorial staff that outnumbers those of 

Cosmopolitan, Elk, Allure 1 and Vanity Fair—each of which pub¬ 

lishes 12 issues a year to Livings 10. Whenever a hot news 

item comes across the wire—a tidal shift in carpet aesthetics, 

perhaps, or an urgent recipe for warm yuca salad—it's safe to 

assume that Stewart can find someone to cover her back. 

Neither does it take a veteran media analyst to realize 
■Jr 

that a magazine with a bloated stalf and a low-show editor is 

unlikely to be pulling in profits—especially within its first 

five years of operation. But this didn’t stop Admitting Age 

from speculating that /VI aft ha 5 tewart Living 'enjoyed its 

first year in the black in 1995 with a 55 million profit on 

total revenues of more than S50 million," when in fact Living 

lost between $2 million and $3 million last year, "The mag¬ 

azine has not fulfilled expectations as a business," a promi¬ 

nent insider told SPY. “If I were to ltx>k at revenue projections, 

I’d say it should make $60 million with SI 2 million to 

$15 million In profit. It's a matter of cracking the whip on 

Martha—you don't need a staff that big. With all the fanfare, 

all the substance, all the achievement of Martha Stewart, 

where’s the beef?" 

Those who have worked with Stewart on her hook projects 

ask the same question. 'Martha was in the thick of the maga¬ 

zine and was also heavily involved with the 'IV show," recalls 

a staffer who witnessed the letst-minute production of A\enus for 

Entertaimng. Martha’s 1994 book of hyperfestive recipes with 

photos shot in her various homes. "So she neglected and 

neglected the book until it was almost postponed. When they 

finally brought her m to write, the office was adorned with 

fresh flowers and herbal tea to please her. But additional edi¬ 

torial staff had to he put on the project because Martha was so 

behind. She got a hefty advance for a book compiled largely by 

her employees." 

When USA 'May asked Martha about the harsh press cov¬ 

erage she was then beginning to receive, the erstwhile 

Connecticut caterer replied, “I’m ignoring it now, because I’m 

a serious journalist, 1 don t understand why journalists treat 

another journalist in such a shoddy fashion. They’re forgetting 

I’m a journalist, too, and 1 can also write about them.., Td like 

to cake critics by the neck. Yet.. .I've got better things to do.” 

Family Values? 
S n the’Remembering" column that appears in every 

I issue of Martha Steuart Living, the editor in chief 

■ takes a few moments to reminisce about her family 

Sj life, creating vivid tableaus in mawkish terms that 

S rival Rockwell and Hallmark: The Stewarts forage 

■ for wild berries, renovate a decrepit New England 

■I school house, make a little maple sugar, etc.-— 

fl wholesome family behavior of the highest caliber. 

V But while her readers have been encouraged, over 

. m. the years, to develop a picture of Stewart as a 

charming, distaff do-it-yourselfer, those who spend their days 

up dose and personal with the Buddha of Suburbia know her 

better as Martha Dearest/' It is conceivable that a debate may 

rage for several centuries over the precise extent of Marthas 

homemaking abillries. One thing, however, is indisputable. 

Stewart certainly knows more about keeping a home clean 

and beautiful than she does about keeping one happy. Just 

ask her family, 

hi one of the peculiar domestic ironies that abound in 

the Stewart empire, it was while Martha was on a 1987 book 

tour promoting Weddings—a glossy $70 guide to celebrating 

marital bliss—chat Andy Stewart, her husband of 26 years, 

moved out of Stewart Manor and filed for a divorce. 

Apparently not reassured that Martha’s overflowing 

calendar ol household chores would keep her busy, Andy— 

not to lie confused with the famously well-hung Police gui¬ 

tarist of the same name—-also reportedly obtained a court 

order that prohibited his wife from harassing him. “Andy 

loved Martha deeply/' Norma Collier, her former catering 

partner, told People^ "but he was always being belittled 

or berated by her," The couple decided they could not be 

reconciled, and in 1991 their bitter break was finalized. 

Deeply in love with Martha though he may have been, Andy 

took only three years to make a complete recovery. He 

wooed and married one of her former assistants, a scant 21 

years his junior, 

Andy was not the only member of Martha s nuclear unit 

to fly out of her orbit. Because both Andy and Martha were 

SO wrapped up in their careers—and so busy supervising 

home-renovation efforts—their daughter oken found herself 

on the parental back burner. As a result, Alexis, now 31, re¬ 

mains bitter and acrimonious toward her parentals to rhis 

day. She has not spoken with her father in eighr years and, 

chough things are improving with Martha, Alexis is report¬ 

edly still uncomfortable living in her spacious shadow. “For 

most women, the period of resenting your mother etuis in 

your twenties,” says an acquaintance, “But for Alexis, its still 

going on—she's always rolling her eyes behind Martha’s back 

and scowling at her," 

Martha, for her part, is said to be quite disappointed 

with her daughter's career trajectory. Although Alexis owns 

an antique shop, a motel, and a gym (all in the chichi 

Hamptons), to date she has displayed disappointingly few 

symptoms of impending megalomania. Perhaps in order to 

instill an appropriate sense of inadequacy in her daughter, or 

possibly inspired by Andy's keep-it-in-the-empire maneu¬ 

vering with her former assistant, Martha scripted her own 

personal sequel to The Graduate when she began dating Dr. 

Sam Waksal, a New York immunologist, shortly after he 

had stopped dating Alexis. Martha even felt it was appro¬ 

priate to include a picture of Waksal and Alexis 

smooching—-taken, presumably, before Martha started dat¬ 

ing him—in her megaselling book, Entertaining. Whether 

Alexis was indeed entertained by her mother s breathtaking 

bit of date swapping, or instead just plain disgusted, is sadly 

not a matter of public record. 
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tli Manners 
; no rant of the fact that nearly anyone who crosses 

Martha's path runs a serious risk of being treated 

ike family—especially if they happen to be dating 

New York immunologist—countless adoring fans 

nok forward to an audience with Martha Stewart as 

f she were a home making goddess with healing 

towers. Even the Clintons realized the potency of 

chat Stewart stands for. At Christmas last year, 

-Hilary invited Martha to hang one of her special 

creaths on the White House door, presumably as a 

body double (or any lurking snipers. 

And Martha was 

only too happy to oblige, 
For m addition to her 

role as the self-canonized 

patron saint of food- 

and-shelter publishing, 

domesticity, and self- 

reliance, Martha would 

also like to see herself as 

the avatar of die lost art 

of gracious living. While 

some of her more devout 

fans do indeed look back 

on their Martha encoun¬ 

ters as epipbanic contacts 

with the divine essence 

of gentility; the idea that 

anyone ran consider 

Martha Stewart a symbol 
a* 

of American grace is 
yet another testimony to 

the welboiled effective¬ 

ness of Stewart's PR ma¬ 

chinery. Martha, you're 

no Jackie Kennedy 

Unless preceded by 

the syllable t/A, grate is 

not a word that comes up 

very often when Stewards 

minions discuss their 

boss, familiar as they are with Stewart's notorious tendency to 

viciously dress down her staffers and then, without a pause. 

Switch on that serene smile. "While filming the Christmas 

special last fall, Martha and one of her assistants were consoli¬ 

dating coffee into a large bowl on the kitchen floor," recalls 

one observer. "When the assistant, a nice, unassuming woman 

named Angel, spilled maybe a quarter cup of grounds onto 

the flagstone, Martha launched into a tirade, screaming, ‘What 

are you, an idiot?!’ n Another source remembers, "Martha once 

asked an intern to go out and buy a pair of pliers. When the 

intern came back with the wrong brand, Martha told her point 

blank. 'You're a worthless human being/ " And, in a particu¬ 

larly rabid fir of home-improving zeal, she once told her 

driver with a chuckle chat if he ever breathed a word about 

her shenanigans to the press, she would pour Liquid Drnno 

down his throat . Or have someone else do it. 

And Martha's interaction with her devoted fans can be 

every bit as caustic. Last Christmas in Buffalo, approximately 

1 ,000 women paid $65 each to attend a Stewart lecture arid 

book signing to benefit the Lupus Foundation. After signing 

fewer than half the books that she had originally promised to 

sign, Stewart "gracefully (her word) cut out, leaving hun¬ 

dreds of disappointed women with nothing to show for their 

pilgrimage, not to mention their SO5- As wronged New 

Yorkers do, the women complained vociferously, and even 

heckled Martha as she 

recreated* The Buffalo 

Sens picked up the story 

and found itself in the 

middle of a minor media 

brush fire. In a hostile 

letter to the newspaper, 

Martha chose not to beat 

around the well- 

r rimmed shrubbery: 
i* 

"1'vc been coming to 

Buffalo a long time, and 

1 promise Ill chink long 

and hard before 1 accept 

another invitation to 

your chilly and down¬ 

right unfriendly city 

again — [Y]our newspa¬ 

per should reflect a little 

on the spirit of the sea¬ 

son and thank people 

like me who expend a 

tremendous amount of 

time and energy on be¬ 

half of the needy instead 

of condoning, wrongly, 

the complaints of a 

selfish few who accuse 

m e o f ' bo 11 in g' fro m a 

book signing that had 

run out of time. 1 find your actions deplorable." 

The Buffalo incident is an example of classic Martha 

Stewart behavior. In implying that the Rust Belt city lacks 

the dignity to merit her presence (unlike, say. Last Hampton 

or Connecticut), she neglects to mention elm her own grand¬ 

father was an iron worker from Buffalo’s Polish East Side. 

Her attack on the disappointed women for being "selfish" 

reveals the same twisted grasp of reality behind the claim 

that she "expends a tremendous amount of time and energy 

on behalf of the needy.’ Every rime Martha steps to the podium 

to deliver a so-called “charity lecture," she takes home 

$16,000 in compensation. Whichever way you slice it. that’s 
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more than enough hot meats for a whole hospital of down- 

on-their-luck immunologists, 

Martlia 2111)0 
1 t press time, Martha Stewart was threatening 

1 to break ties with Time Warner—which pro- 

■ duces both her magazine and her TV show— 

II unless the company gave her a substantial 

I B equity stake and complete control over the 

/B contents and marketing of all current and fu- 

B cure Martha Stewart products. But Time 

I B Warner is understandably unhappy about the 

I B m a£az^ ne s Iack of P m fi? especia 1 ly consider- 
_L B M->fr Martha's Waterux/rief-like budget. As well 

as supplying the battalion of staffers that keeps Living afloat 

from month to month. Time 

Warner also pays for Martha s 

chauffeur-driven Chevy Suburban 

and sets aside $40,000 a year for 

her clothing allowance. 

If Martha does leave Time 

Warner (or if Time Warner sensi¬ 

bly tosses her out)* she has two 

options: She can seek shelter 

under the umbrella of Goode Nasc 

or another large media company, 

and risk running into the same 

corporate conflicts she suffers with 

Time Warner, Or Martha can find 

an outside investor who is enough 

of either a moron or a visionary to 
j* 

give her both money and the total 

control she seeks. An investment 

of this sort will require a rather 

huge leap of faith on someone s 

part. Although Stewart can make a 

garden trellis—or make arrange¬ 

ments to have one made—and has admittedly done wonders 

marketing her hollow shriek, there is a cornucopia or evidence 

that she lacks the skills to tun a $200 million 

media company. None of which is to say that Martha won't 

probably come out smelling like a tea rose. As we have seen, 

one skill she does possess is looking exquisitely gracious 

as she bums you. 

But like her multi media empire, Martha Stewart s 

projected persona is in something of a state of flux. As Stewart 

tries more and more to embody all of the qualities that 

Gingrich-era America claims to value in a woman—top-of- 

the-range homemaking skills, a Wasp}' sense of propriety, en¬ 

trepreneurial savvy, and (in perception, at least) a sort of mental 

CD-ROM containing the ancient recipes for familial bliss— 

her colossal and cartoonish public image is undergoing a 

subtle but unmistakable transition. "The early Martha Stewart 

was a winsome!y attractive and conventional hostess,1' con¬ 

trarian feminist Camille Pag ha recently told SPY. "Then, as 

she became more and more powerful, she shed her husband, 

cut of I her hair, and turned into a male-female master of the 

universe. 1 think she docs exude a charisma that is transsexual . 

Many lesbians have commented on this. And she seems to have 

a gay-male sensibility in terms of entertaining, her mad inge¬ 

nuity, her attention to detail, and so forth." Paglia makes 

one wonder how mass-market America would react to Martha 

attempting to reinvent herself as an androgynous dommatrix 

of domesticity, or even, heaven forbid, working the talk-show 

circuit as a gay man imprisoned inside a woman s body. 

This probably isn’t going to happen. But Martha's popu¬ 

larity with America’s gay community continues to rage 

unchecked—and unacknowledged by Martha. Gay men pri¬ 

marily adore Martha for the kitschy camp appeal of a woman 

who has made a muldmillion-dollar career out of a vaunted 

ability to distinguish between 

different floral patterns. But a 

small subsection of the gay 

community—and oi her female 

seem to have 

bought into the idea of Martha 

Stewart as an icon of happy sterility. 

The feathering of empty 

nests, after all, is what Martha 

Stewart docs best. When the gen¬ 

erative, nurturing aspect of your 

life is either nonexistent or has be¬ 

come something you would rather 

forget about, why not simply sg- 

nore it and pour your energy into 

bulling up the details? Monogram 

a bunch of place settings, pervert 

the natural growth of some young 

saplings, maybe mix up a batch of 

springtime potpourri to rid your 
house and garden of the lingering 

odor of loneliness and futility. 

This is the niche in die self-help market that has made 

Stewart's phenomenal success possible, and that she should cer¬ 

tainly be given credit for recognizing. As the inedible-sil ver¬ 

bal I fiasco made painfully clear, however, the innumerable frills 

and trimmings that Martha has managed to sell die American 

public are simply for show. 

After all, you don't reach for a Martha Stewart cookbook 

and start whipping up plantain turnovers with guava slices 

when you have a horde of ravenous, possibly bad-tempered 

mouths to feed any more than you spend a day building a "new 

chicken coop with breeding rooms" (May 21, 1996 on her 

calendar) when your own brood is causing enough problems* 

All in all, it really isn't surprising that, behind the scenes, 

Martha’s solipsistic worldview has ruffled a few feathers—and 

plucked a tew, too—when you consider exactly what it is she's 

selling: the sterile, self-centered way of life that Martha Stewart 

finds the nerve co call living, ’ 
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the Lebanese embassy in 

Egypt was a sweaty little 

tornado of a man, frantic to 

get a visa so he wouldn't 

miss his afternoon flight to 

Beirut. On the wall behind 

him was a poster of rhe city, 

her hilly skyline hugging the 

azure Mediterranean coast, In 

French, the caption said: '"She 

has a thousand times died, a 

thousand times been reborn," 

The frantic fellow was a photog¬ 

rapher, a veteran ol Beirut's wartime 

media pack who had fled the city a 

decade before and was now desperate 

to get back in. “The day they kid¬ 

napped Terry Anderson was the day I 

packed my bags and left,” he said. 

But this time he was going back not 

on a shrapnel-laden sortie for a wire 

service but because the New York 

Times’s Sophisticated Trawler magazine 

needed him on the ground fast, 

Beirut is being reborn as an ex¬ 

clusive travel destination, thanks to a 

slick Lebanese government advertis¬ 

ing initiative aimed at world-weary 

tourists. So what if the buildings in 

Beirut are so bombed out that they 

collapse on refugee families? Who 

cares if the city's drinking and 

bathing water is still hauled to homes 

in canker trucks, and in most neigh- 

borhoods power is only accessible 12 

hours a day? And that little war with 

Israel earlier this year? The action 

took place primarily in the boon- 

docks, and they didn’t hit any hotelsy 

scaredy-pants! Western hostages have 

been f recti, the rival militias that once 

ran the city don't fight much any¬ 

more, and the Syrian army "peace¬ 

keepers” keep Hezbollah guerrillas in 

the hills, where (for now) they can 

only make trouble for the occupying 

Israeli troops in the south, not mai-tai- 

drinking tourists. 

But the Lebanese have been un¬ 

able to rid themselves of Israeli or 

Syrian occupiers—can they wage a 

successful campaign against Western 

tourists? Hev, the island of Jamaica 

engineered a miraculous tourism 

comeback in the eighties with the 

brilliant “Come Back to Jamaica” 

campaign, which, in reaction to 

a decades-long violent-crime prob¬ 

lem, recast the island as a sugareoated 

reggae-tinged global parry. Of course, 

Jamaica didn't have to contend 

with a jihad, guerrilla warfare, and 

suicide bombers. 

Still, clubs, restaurants, and hotels 
i _ 

are popping up in Lebanon faster than 

the health or building inspectors can 

keep track. The once world-renowned 

ski slopes and beaches—well, those 

practically never closed* And the gov¬ 

ernment is reopening tourism offices in 

Europe and giving tax breaks to devel¬ 

opers in order to revive the tourism that 

once accounted for 20 percent of 

Lebanon's gross national produce. 

Tan you blame the Lebanese for 

trying? After 1 5 years of civil war, 

what was the Switzerland of the 

Middle East supposed to do—wait 

for every last terrorist to leave town? 

No way. They ignored the bad guys 

and started the tourism oilensive. 

Initial results: The number of visitors 

has doubled in just three years, and the 
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ing, IbLst updated in September 1994, 

which says. The situation in Lebanon 

promotion has attracted the attention 

of travel editors and writers around the 

globe. The boom is so contagious fhar 

even the Tehran-backed Hezbollah has 

learned to balance terrorism with 

tourism, ^operating with the govern¬ 

ment to allow ancienr ruins in rheir 

territory to be opened to the public, 

And how do contemporary terrorists 

marry such strategies successfully? 

Consider the signs at the Hezbollah 

Bekaa Valley stronghold, which greet 

visitors in distinctly different manners. 

The signs in Arabic hold the anti- 

Western, party line 'Death to 

American Sarans, death to Israel/' while 

the slightly more inviting English-lan¬ 

guage signs say, '“Hezbollah welcomes 
you by his pioneer valuesT 

If you use the local mentality as a 

barometer* everything is hunky-dory 

now that the shelling's stopped. 

Never mind the terrorist groups that 

have become part of the nation's po¬ 

litical fabric, such as Hezbollah, 

which managed to get eight of its 

members elected to Parliament in 

1992. (After all, it's been years since 

they've sec off a car bomb in down¬ 

town Beirut.) And never mind the 

U.S. State Department's travel warn- 

is so dangerous that no U.S, citizen 

can he considered safe from terrorist 

acts. While all of the known 

American hostages have been re¬ 

leased, the organizations which ab¬ 

ducted them continue to operate 

within the country,1' Just make sure 

you get those areas highlighted dear¬ 

ly on your triptik. 

nerves with his perfect imitation ol 

incoming shells. 

Alter closing for some tourist- 

friendly renovations, the Commodore 

Hotel officially reopened just two 

weeks before my March arrival. It is 

sure to disappoint anyone looking for 

a glory-days wartime watering hole. 

For starters. Coco was kidnapped and 

never returned. The white marble 

lobby now boasts a Benihana Japanese 

restaurant and a cocktail lounge called 

News Bar, a Disney take on a nostal¬ 

gic press-corps-theme pub: clean, de¬ 

void of reporters, and possessed of a 

custom-made carpet replete with em¬ 

broidered, cartoonish pictures of 

newspapers. That's what happens 

when you spend S35 million on ren¬ 

ovations and upgrade to five stars. 

And on a small scale* that’s what's 

happening ro all of Lebanon* as the 

government brings our the welcome 

wagons. For me, Lebanese hospitality 

started with a motorcycle ride offer 1 

couldn’t refuse. 

heirtit* 1 was discovering* is 

a tough town that’s get¬ 

ting soft. In the war days, 

most of the foreign press 

stayed at the Commodore 

Hotel, which reached its 

apex of fame in 1982* 

when Garry Trudeau sent 

his Octanes bury newsman character, 

Roland Burton HedJey* Jr* there for 

a few strips’ stay. Back then, the 

Commodore's residents included the 

Owss Thomas Friedman, who wrote 

in his Beirut memoir of the front 

desk clerk who would ask register¬ 

ing guests if they wanted the 

'shelling side" or rhe “peaceful side.’ 

fhe legendary hotel gained a repu¬ 

tation for its lobby shoot-outs* 

grenade pranks* and Coco* the resi¬ 

dent African gray parrot who rattled 

t’s the national holiday protest- 

mg Israels occupation of 

Lebanon’s southern region* and 

nearly every major intersection 

in Beirut is blocked by hoys and 

young men with collection 

boxes for Islamic Resistance* the 

guerrilla wing of Hezbollah, 
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Like the old days, when Christian and 

Muslim militias set up checkpoints 

in the city's neighborhoods, these 

Hezbollah youth use cinder blocks to 

narrow the traffic to one lane and* 

with just a rotidi of intimidation, so¬ 

licit funds. Actually, they look like 

the members of a junior 

native of Lebanon's south who was 

forced to Beirut by the occupation* 

"That is terrorism? ft is not terror¬ 

ism to take back my house/' He 

pauses. "Look at us/ he sayst point¬ 

ing to himself and his friends, "We 

are not terrorists," I look, and what 1 

see are guys on a street corner in 

Beirut carrying militant banners and 

wearing black boots, 

varsity football team 

from a typical American town, where 

simitar tactics are used to raise mon¬ 

ey tor new uniforms, The only differ¬ 

ence is that here, instead of high 

school pennants at each checkpoint, 

these jocks are flying flags depicting 

a fisc brandishing a machine gun. 

I start a conversation with a few 

of the checkpoint ringleaders. They 

explain that their fight is about re¬ 

taking Lebanese territory from Israel 

in the country's south, not about the 

general anti-Western terror campaign 

that Hezbollah is said to have con¬ 

ducted, during which 241 people 

were killed when the American 

Marine barracks here were bombed 

in 1983. 

"I want to defend my land/' says 

Nakarem Nasser, a 30-year-old 

S !.m 

or “God is greater," a mantra that 

means Allah is more powerful than 

the enemies of Islam, Nasser has dri¬ 

ven so fast that I am soon disoriented 

and at his mercy* 

Now I'm concerned, imagining 
the dark den we are surely headed to, 

punctuated with pot after pot of bru¬ 

tal ly strong Turkish coffee, smoky 

rooms, and grisly war stories, I sup¬ 

pose I am slightly disappointed when 

we pull up at a pink neon sign in 

front of a giant fiber- 

black jeans, 

black leather vests, and, for that 

Unabomber look, black-hooded 

sweatshirts-—basically, the bad guys 

in a Delta Force movie. 

When Nasser suggests we take 

off on his Yamaha to grab a drink, 1 

am only mildly concerned-—more 

than anything, 1 think I've hit pay 

dirt. Maybe he'll whisk me off to 

some terrorist joint, where III gain 

his confidence and get the inside 

scoop on guerrilla operations. With 

me holding on tight to his back* 

Nasser flies up hills and around cor¬ 

ners, bumping over potholes, past a 

huge wooden cutout of Ayatollah 

Khomeini, slowing down only when 

a car with a loudspeaker on the roof 

blocks traffic. The car’s driver is re¬ 

peating the chant, "Allahu Akbar,' 

glass ice-cream cone. 

We’ve met up with some of Nasser’s 

cronies at the Juicy Barhar, not exact¬ 

ly the secret hideout 1 was expecting. 

As we munch our Iruit salads, Nasser 

assures me that the juicy Barbar is a 

stronghold ol Hezbollah support. The 

owner nods in agreement as he adds 

some strawberry frozen yogurt to one 

of the guvs' kiwi cups* 

hat I was hoping to 

stumble upon was a nest 

of guerrillas strategiz- 

ing their next moves. 

Instead, I walked into If V 
Lebanon’s version of 

Arnold's from Happy 

Days, But J was con¬ 

fused* I thought again of the State 

Department's warning; The 

issues that ignited the civil 

war have not been completely 

resolved. Syrian troops are pre¬ 

sent in a large area of the coun¬ 

try. Militias still have the 

capability to operate within 

Lebanon, Israel has established a 

‘security zone' in southern 

Lebanon, and hostilities occur in 

the area without warning. The 

Lebanese populace is armed, and 

incidents of violence can occur at 

any rime." NX’hat, from frogurt-eat- 

ing no-goodniks at an ice-cream 

shop." In addition to being a volatile 

hot spot in die Middle Bast, Lebanon 
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seems caught in a war of 

publicity. Its as if Beirut is 

hosting a black-tie dinner* 

and Washington is saying* 

"It’s okay to go—just pack a 

bulletproof vest.” 

"It's safe* construction is 

taking place* tourists are com¬ 

ing,” says Mona El Kadri, one 

of the cheerleaders at the 

Lebanese Ministry of Tourism. 

"There are no more kidnappings 

or killings*" she says as she 

supplies me with a new glossy 

brochure and a prewar map of 

Beirut. As we look at the map to¬ 

gether, she deletes a patch of down¬ 

town where the streets are now only 

a moonscape of blown-out debris, 

with some construction projects un¬ 

derway. The new maps, she says, will 

not even be printed until the down¬ 

town section is rebuilt, well into the 

next millennium. 

The 25-year plan is to make 

those 1.6 million square meters of 

downtown Beirut inhabitable once 

more. Driving through the canyons 

of cratered apartment 

That's because the largest 

shareholder of Solidere, a develop¬ 

ment company with an exclusive 

contract tor the downtown project, 

is none other than Lebanon's billion¬ 

aire prime minister* Rafiq Hariri. 

Yes, its the wet dream deal of every 

n cm-mob-affiliated big-city develop¬ 

er* but believe it or not* the prime 

minister and 

safer here than in Europe or 

anywhere in the United States*" he 

says* going further to say that the 

ban is “'political" and has nothing to 

do writh safety. "The people here arc 

peaceful. It's so stupid. They can't 

come here bur they are 

gWm 
buildings* past the old 

Holiday Inn decorated with huge 

shell holes in its side and the plaza 

that was bombed so heavily that hid¬ 

den archaeological treasures were 

revealed beneath irs foundation, its 

hard to imagine a Beirut renaissance. 

But the blueprints depict a glorious 

rebirth: a pedestrian bazaar in the old 

souks area, a new financial district, 

and a huge seaside park built on land¬ 

fill. Throw in a Banana Republic* a 

Sharper Image, and a food court and 

you’ve got a South Street Seaport on 

the Mediterranean, 

The encouraging reality about 

reconstruction is that there’s ab¬ 

solutely 2ero chance that any project 

in the downtown area will run into 

snafus getting zoning or construc¬ 

tion permits from the government. 

his billions are actually 

doing what no one else could ac¬ 

complish during the past five years 

of peace. Hariri is spending so much 

cash that he's personally stimulating 

Lebanon's economy, creating jobs* 

stabilizing the currency* and bring¬ 

ing in foreign investment. He's like 

a Middle Eastern Ross Perot, 

Whatever he's doing* it’s given 

the tourism industry a shot in the 

arm. In 1992, only 177,503 people 

visited Lebanon* according to 

Antoine Ikkewr, the Tourism 

Ministry's statistician, but by 1995* 

the annua! total was up to 409*75 5, 

Ikkewe, a cantankerous old fellow 

who occasionally trails off* mutter¬ 

ing sn French* says about 40 percent 

of those visitors were tourists* and 

that the number would be astro¬ 

nomically higher if it weren't for the 

American travel ban. “It's much 

allowed in Israel where 

buses arc always blowing up." 

o the government is doing 

what it can to promote 

tourism. They've taken ob¬ 

vious steps, like reopening 

the Casino du Li ban (20 

minutes north of down¬ 

town) and selling member¬ 

ships in new country 

clubs. (One magazine advertisement 

boasted a low $8,000 membership fee 

for a club inauspkiously named 

Jsbrar) Nevertheless, there are some 

touches here and there that could 

benefit from a makeover, like the 

antiaircraft guns at the airport. 

Fact is* Lebanon is still at war. In 

the south, Hezbollah guerrillas (with 

government approval) periodically at¬ 

tack Israeli troops in the “ security 

zone.” Last April, the volley exchange 

turned into a 16-dav war that killed at 

least 159 people in Southern Lebanon* 

iqhtec 
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mostly civilians. Even the day before J 

arrived in March, Hezbollah had killed 

two Israeli soldiers; the Israelis re¬ 

sponded by shelling nearby Lebanese 

villages. The day after I arrived, the 

Peacemakers Summit took place in 

Egypt, where world leaders gathered 

to condemn terrorism. Two notable 

no-shows among the invitees: Lebanon 

and Syria, One 1 lezbollah member of 

the Lebanese Parliament responded to 

the peace efforts by calling the United 

States the ’Satan of this age/1 

As a citizen of the Satan Re¬ 

public, l wanted to pay a visit to 

1 IezbolUih headquarters in the Bekaa 

Valley. From Beirut, it's less than a 

two-hour drive over the snow-capped 

mountains to Baalbek. Baalbek is 

home to some of the world s most im¬ 

pressive Roman ruins, as well as 

Khomeini Hospital, Hezbollah’s 

Islamic University, and the dungeon 

where American and British hostages, 

including journalists, were kept in 

solitary confinement for years, 
My guide and 1 arrive in 

Baalbek, a town gaily decorated w ith 

Hezbollah flags and Khomeini por¬ 

traits, on a balmy, hazy day. He calms 

my nerves by asking incredulously, 

‘You're not afraid to be kidnapped?" 

We cruise through town, past the 

Hezbollah-owned supermarket, hank, 

schools, pharmacy, and TV and radio 

stations. Coming up a hill, my guide 

points to LI Khawam, a parched mil¬ 

itary base on our left, t4The 

used to be here in a prison 

under the ground/’ he says 

matcer-of-factly as we circle the 

walled concrete encampment. 

The locale of an armed 

Hezbollah camp wouldn’t be so 

disturbing il it weren't sniiiLk in 

die middle of the government 's 

prime location for tourism devel¬ 

opment outside Beirut: the an¬ 

cient Baalbek ruins. The ruins 

were the home of a renowned mu¬ 

sic and dance lesrival every year 

from 1955 through 1974, and the 

government hopes to soon revive 

the festival. The tourism flacks in 

Beirut said the performances will 

begin again in 199^ or 1998, 

ln its fabled history, the festival 

holds Lebanon’s glory days. Old pho¬ 

tos tell the story: Ella Fitzgerald in a 

sequined gown, giving an evening 

performance with the dramatically lir 

Roman columns as her backdrop, 

Beirut debutantes acting as ushers, el¬ 

egant concertgoers dining at tables in 

the ruins during intermission, and 

traffic over the mountains creating a 

snake of headlights into the valley. 

Before the war forced the festival's 

demise, the Bolshoi Bailer, Joan Baez, 

and the New York Philharmonic-—as 

well as thousands of tourist dollars—- 

had descended into the Bekaa Valley. 

Its renewed success, however, de¬ 

pends on Hezbollah's behavior- -and 

whether tourists will want to spend 
an evening just a grenades throw 

away from a terrorist military camp. 

Back at the Tourism Ministry, Mona 

El Kadri insists that Hezbollah won't 

be a problem. "We ask them for per¬ 

mission/' she says, admitting the gov¬ 

ernment's lack of control but refusing 

to say Hezbollah is actively involved 

in planning the tourist influx. " They 

help in the way that they don’t dis¬ 

turb/' she says. 

That is nearly as reassuring as the 

visit I make to Baalbek's best hotel, 

the Palmyra, where the power is our 

and a bellboy has to light a candle in 

the bathroom so I can make a pit stop 

before heading back to the capital. 

While concerts are still in the 

planning stages in the countryside, 

they've already started in Beirut, On 

my last night in the country, I attend 

a semi-outdoor pop concert by groups 

flown in from Europe and America, 

like Rednex, Ini Kamoze, anti Los Del 

Rio. It is semi-outdoors because it is 

held in the Beirut Forum* the down¬ 

town arena that's still under construc¬ 

tion. The Lebanese generation that 

hies never known peace is so eager to 

party that, in the past year* it has 

gathered en masse for two such con¬ 

certs staged amid building debris. as the concert crawls past mid¬ 

night and toward dawn, a 

number of people in the 

crowd of 15*000 teenagers 

and young adults start th row¬ 

ing their empty mineral wa¬ 

ter bottles into the crowd* 

where, like shells, they fall indiscrimi¬ 

nately, and sometimes painfully, on the 

heads of unknown concengoers. Soldiers 

with machine guns patrol the entrances 

and keep kids off the stage. As the kids 

dance. Shaggy, an American reggae star, 

performs his international hit ‘The 

BoambasticU 

Yes, the boom certainly is on in 

Lebanon. For the sake of a 11 those liv¬ 

ing in the Middle East, though, lets 

hope it’s not the kind that emanates 

from a car bomb,^ 
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P.O. Box 600782 
San 0\fvi\ CA 921 £■& 

or (619) 286-5443 

rnrt \ mui mvttttit 
THE ULTWAIE GAG OFH 
uH-hOd |b remi * kb gwttrs. 
LIPSTICK, AMO nSHHIT [TQQGHGSI 
Anton h>' mtf&X PiTiH, fatatfOH, 

<5i&, BttKmtrtj, tenss. etc. 

fiiturej 
wj; t>t >Bc*<wr 

StrtOttfctfJftflC^On&Brto: .KMJfTTON SOME. Cwi A. 
A" W .Be Suita 59-2J3, Wq< teflon VA ?21B6 

LOVE EWE 
Only S19.95 

RAZOR STRAPS, Old-fashioned 
wooden hairbrushes, rattan canes, 
other Victorian items. Catalog 55,00 
(refundable): Leda, P.O, Box 35-S, 
San Marcos, CIA. 92079* 

MISCELLANEOUS_ 

FREE DEGREES! Counseling, Spiri¬ 
tual, Hypnotherapy, Ministerial 
License, P.U.L.C., Box 276265-Y, 
Sacramento, CA 95827. 

PRESS CREDENTIALS 
FOR freelance photographers-writers 

StiMteofssdegirwm a.ra ivstofija \o prefer 
QAM FREE ACCESS TO CELESRfTY, 

SPOR TS AND HE IVS EVEH TS! 
Odsr wt>i«e they !a&1. SuppJy is LiTiih^t1 

$«fd %] 2.95 and a passpor pnoiograpn cl apjutanE !□. 
FREELANCE NEWS 

P.0. BOX 604. CffiPT 1 PASADENA, C* 91102 

PERSONALS 

MEET LATIN Ladies! The Americ¬ 
as1 #1 preferred friendship/marriage 
agency. Videos, tours, free photo- 
brochure! T.L.C., Box 924994qt: 
Houston, Texas 77292-4994. (73 3} 
896-9224. 

ASIAN WOMEN desire’ marriage! 
Sunshine International Correspon¬ 
dence, Box 550Q-AE, Kaihia-Kona, 
HI 96745-5500. (808) 325-7707, 
http://stmshine-girls.cont 

BEAUTIFUL LATIN ladies Tra¬ 
ditional and loyal, seek friendship/ 
marriage with sincere gentlemen. 
We have 31 gals for every guy! free 
brochure, (954) 527-1340* 

PERSONALS 

GORGEOUS ASIAN women! 
Romance, love, litem ares! Color pho¬ 
tos! P.I.C., Box 461873-S, Los Ange¬ 
les, CA 90046, (213) 650-1994, 

RUSSIAN LADIES Amu tern! 
Truly beaulifuLeducated, sincere. Selected 
front over 50,000 ladies. 

MUE COLOR PHOTO BAOCHUflE 
C4kf Catalogs. Live Videos 

14 Ucstfw Tft*s Soitt 1992! ■ 

tUfOFHN MIGWRWC. 
Dept 319- P0.BMS51 

Artanla. GA 303S6 770-450-0(903 

DOMINANT/SUBMISSIVE ladies 
(well educated, compassionate) 
throughout USA enjoy intimate 
fetish conversation at home. Please 
call for their names/homc phone 
numbers. Free inquiry; (908) 284- 
8040: (312) 509-8118; (202) 452- 
5588, Love, Nancy, 

i. i . _ i. i 4 _ . . a _ . ■ . - a. .s, j .t .. . _ * j ■ ■ a , . Ljiu..biiij..ijii .1. .. .. s _ - 

ASIAN LADIES overseas seek love, 
marriage. Lowest rates! Free 
brochure: P.O, Box 1245F, Benicia, 
CA 94510, (707) 747-6906, 

ASIAN WOMEN’seek friendship/ 
marriage. Free brochure. Pacific 
Lifetime Partners. 325 South 3rd 
Street, tfl-141. Las VegasT NV 
89101. (702) 388-1437. 

SING LE BOOKLOVERS, linked 
nationally since 1970. P.O. Box 117, 
Cradyvillc, PA 190.39. (GlO) 350- 
5049. 103474,1057@compuserve.com 

PH1LLIPPINE LADIES on video. 
Personal interviews of fifty ladies, 
each approximately lour minutes 
long. Names, addresses with tape. 
Free photo sample on request. New 
tape monthly. Tape, addresses, S25, 
Telephone/Fax (719) 57CL7777, 
Snooky's Video, Box 16315-5, Col¬ 
orado Springs,. CO 80935-6315. 
WWW.Snookyis-Video.com 

PHONE SERVICES 

SEXY BORED HOUSEWIVES, 
(800) 474-2569, (900) 435-0995. 
$2,50/minute. 18+. Miami, FL. 

LIVE TALK 
HOT * WILD - SEXY 

~ 1 ©N 1 
QQ4 minute 

'ot ^ ^ No minimum 

(212) 741-1202 

1-800 
238- 

UVE 
5 4 8 3 1 

UVE PHONE TALK 

69 
PEH MINUTE 
nn n inimum over 2t 

Copyrighted material 



PHONE SERVICES 

GODDESS! MISTRESS! Libertine - 

auburn hair, radiant smile. (312) 

509-5100, Erudite live talk, Also: 

Dominant? Submissive? TV/TS? Free 
inquiry: (90S) 284-8028. Love, Ah. 

NEED A FRIEND? Someone to 

calk to! I'm here to listen, (900) 

950-2746, Extension 158, I8 + . 

53.95/minute, 

STRIKING BLONDE Dominarrix 

discusses fetishes/fa ntasics com- 

passionate!yt intelligently. (404) 

221-0878. 

HOT • SEXY • GIRLS 

1-SOO-SlO-SEXY 

1-500-31S-S EXY 

011-239-8614 
S9 - $3 99 per m nule/18 ■</Un-cepsa red 

MidteCk $ 
EAVESDROP UNE 

Secretly listen in cn QQc 
min 

hot, uncensoreo L HE „ w.u., „ 1 NO MINIMUM 
phone fantasy calls, over 21 

212-691-2444 

PHONE SERVICES 

DOMINATION? TV/TS? Fetish? 

Intelligent conversation. Free 
inquiry! (908) 284-8040, Lovet 

Nancy, 

HOME PH ONE" "of S ingle" G iris Vri 
your area! (900) 680-6770, Ext. 

130, $2,95/minute, IS + . TTP, 
TMP, LV, NV. 

HOT'CONFFSSIONS'by' men or 
women. Leave your own, (900) 

288-7325, Ext. 121, S2,95/minuret 
IS+.TTP, TMP, LV, NV, 

1-520-335-3111 
Lonq Dtslonee fo A? Onh 

Hof Sexy live 
Isle fafitoiy 
faming! h 

Decline 

wmm 
frrH\ ?l» JW-rrt 

MOMMOQ 
w-:-'v:y [.-x !S+ Vjn.Ti T- 

J. 9^: min-. 

LONG DISTANCE TO AZ ONLY 

mint THE 

1 800-GAyi 
IT liOO ifffE I d(i 1 > 

1-800479 4865 
1-90O-FUN-4-FUN 
it uoo.asc 'innoi 

1-900-456-9635 
$-» -94 I4> SJ; 441MW *1*. • EKUJU t* 

s ADULTS 
ONLY! 

gfo* (LIVES:EXPLICIT) 
1-800-369-8869 °<% 
1-900-745-2635 

V/MC;AMEX'Shone 1&. fr&m S£,5t).‘min J 

VJHftffLlU 
ITS A WILDLtVC PARTY/ 
TALK- LISTEN-6IT LIKKY 

1-809-474-6165 
Only 1-nl I LO Myil b( 18 + PC Irn 

PHONE SERVICES PSYCHICS 

^#1 RATED! 
HOT! HOT! HOT! 
VERY EXPLICIT 

jp 1-8 00-692-H.OT 
f 1-900-435-5778 
G, No, G ’*□ Gil,: Lr i : [! B-iOC E 7 

l-EWHSMOWClnstpnlOfWlfll <£. 
* 011 -WX2-W1-4J0 (tong Di*t 

QUICK RELEASE 
Hot Samples 

1-809-474-0895 
Adults over 18. 

International long distance rates apply. 

SEXY 
FANTASIES 

Try them now! 
1-800-825-6622 

Adults over It, 

CHEATIN’ te 
ZZZ YOUNG*" I 

WIVES 
1 -800-20-4A2 D,Ua L sTERY 

MCL'Yiu.'AmE a.^u^ri i AExrpnd 

•X- 1-900*793 9891 

a KINKY 
Jtswt ~ 

GMI& * 
1-SCO-211 

Mt/VIl* Aiiir ■ -piHlfvtf 

Ta".^ 1 9CC^9390D2 » R. 

POSTERS/PHOTOS 

NUDE CELEBRITY PHOTOS! 

Movie and television scars. Catalog, 

S1.00. Superstar Enterprises* Box 
886* Orchard Park* NY 14127. 

VIDEOS_ 

FRENCH LOLITAS at Riviera j 

beaches, Video; $50- Catalog 
$2.00, Brazil Video, Box 8572, La 

Jolla, CA 92038, 

VIDEOS! NUDlSf/Aduit/more! 

Free catalog! FP5, Box 408 L Van¬ 

couver, V6B 3Z6. Canada. 

CELEB ROT SON VIDEOS, Sexy 

stars exposed! Free 1000-tide cata¬ 

log. CSV, 23 Big Spring Circle, 

Cookeville* TN 38501, 

Lo/itai 
TOMJ1S £fACHES d* FRENCH RIVIERA 

vidw 55C1, colti gg $2, Srosil Video, P.O. Box 
8572, In Jollo, CA 9203 B. 

With EVERY Sizzling Hot 
Phone SEX Call! 

1 -800-651 -FREE 
$2,98 MIN 21+ 3 7 3 3 

ADULT VIDEO CATALOG 

Ind, hard to find titles, mags, toys, 

lotions* leather & morel Send 

$2.00: Video Systems, 8926 N, 

Greenwood Avc.* Sic, 134-S* 

Niles, IL60714. 

SERVICES 

CONFIDENTIAL ADDRESS, 

Fcirward 3 ng wti rl d w td e. Vni cem ail, 

Mailposi, 242IX Pratt, Chicago* 

60645. (312) 764-0100, (800) 

890-3199. 

A Classified Bargain... 
Get Your 

Piece of the Acnojv.' 

Spy Classified 
Advertising Rates 
and Information: 

(800) 237-9851 



Lela Rodion (right) has been 
watting to exhale so long she's 
developed a spot on her 
tuny! Oh, wait 
a minute.,.. 

"Didn't you die?" Dan Aykroyd asks 
replacement Blues Brother Jim Belushi 
"I have no life, if that's what you mean! 
quips the shameless Stand-fn* 

Sweatshop mocji 
°^ani?es a fun-| 
starvrng child™ 
me good work!" 

Midway through a National Velvet matinee, 
Mickey Rooney holds the fort -and the 
popcorn while perfume shill Elizabeth 
Taylor drops a "black pearl," 

* M 

Ml 
M 
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Absolute beginner Palsy Kensit suddenly 
wishes she hadn't asked Oasts bad boy 
Liam Gallagher what a “wonderwall" is* 

AfLer his 1995 Oscar triumph, David Let- 
terman (above) arrives for the '96 ceremo 
ny. This time, though, he's chopping limes 
behind the bar. 

'hat songs will Simon Le Bon sing 
) supergroup Duran Doran's next 
Datively bankrupt album of cover 
nes? 11 Yes, We Have No Bananas, 
limes wife Yasmin. 

Antique Republican pen holder, Bob Dole, 
demonstrates his mastery of the Steve 
Forbes “flesh chin-strap" effect. Did some 
body say “flap tax"? 



Svyntvi Bull* 
SusUn Cul '.ly Bqs! 

24.99 Plus $5K 

oni-r.. c ^ rj v/ww.nycmetro.comMenxxx 

Sflyr^grc Pult* 
GiWJ* N uIk 

S24.99 +5/H 

Cat! Toft Free!!! 

)450-7673 
Mac Gottip&tiOtefli 

a^vtrttir« A Sti.inr 

M«*nlTlf|linry 
SJ4.99 *%'H 

£*yrtt*rfi BUlU 
!n PflrddiM 
824.99 +$/H 

Pick Any 3 CD-Roms Below 
Or 2 Above 

for $49.99 & Get Free Shipping!! 

Tho Mfc*k 
ste.9S *S/H 

D .h.Crll OUl 

&16.99 + &/H 

Girl* Ooifl'Glrti 3 
sia.g^s/H 

Models Go 

The Coven 
S16.99+arH 

Spend more than 930 A Get a Free Adult Video! 

PHOTO CREDITS: 

Cover: Jim Spell man/LG I {Martha 
Stewart head) 
Page 10-11: Kevin Winter/Celebrity 
Photo (Stallone), SVIPA/Retna Ltd. 
(Spacey), IDameS Giry/$ygma 
(Rinpoche), L Ufmooen/Sygma 
(CollIns}, AP/Wide World (Dalai 
Lama), Cliff Lipscn/HBO (Hannah) 
Page 12: Ewing Galloway (top), Weal 
Peters Collection (Dolenz, Williams, 
Schwlmmer), Marina Gamier (Alda) 
Page 14: Courtesy of Ten Speed Press 
(bottom) 
Page 16: AP/Wide World (top and 
center), U Pl/Ccrbis-Bettmann (bottom) 
Page IB: Courtesy of PETA (top), 
Andrea Renault/Globe Photos 
(MacPherson), Dave 
Benett/Alpha/Globe Photos (Campbell) 
Page 22: Archive Photos/Frank Driggs 
Collection (top), Superstock (bottom) 
Page 24: AP/Wide World (Lugosi, 
Levin), James WL Keily/Globe 
(Christopher), Weal Peters Collection 
(Bugs Bunny), M, Gerber/LGl 
(Schiffer), Scott Weiner/Retna (Seal, 
Snipes),, Steve Granitz/Retna (Marino), 
Sam Levf/Retna (Hasselhoff) 
Page 34-35: Superstock (family), 
AP/Wide World (Quayie) 
Page 36: Ewing Galloway 
Page 37: H. Armstrong Roberts 
Page 38: Ewing Galloway 
Page 40-41: Daniel CZAP,'Globe 
Photos (Eiffel Tower), AP/Wide World 
(crowd), Coll Noel/OROP/Qutlirce Press 
(Bardot) 
Page 42-43: Shooting Star (Piaf), 

Archive Photos (Sartre, Chanel), 
AP/Wide World (cafe), Culver Pictures 
(Arc de Triomphe) 
Page 45: FPG International 
(Napoleon), U PI/Corbis-Bettmann 
(peasant), Superstock (poster), Archive 
Photos (.Toulouse-Lautrec) 
Page 50^53: Erich Lessing.Art 
Resource, NY 
Page 56: Bridgeman/Art Resource, NY 
Page 58: Maher Atiar Sygma 
(buildings), AP/Wide World (soldiers), 
Michael Keller/FPG (couple) 
Page 60-61: Maher Attar/Sygma 12- 
men with guns). Superstock (family), 
Ron Chapple/FPG International 
(couple) 
Page 62-63: Maher Attar/Sygma 
(soldiers, lone woman), Jim 
Cummins/FPG International (family, 
left), Jon Gray/Tony Stone Images 
(family, right) 
Page 66-67; Jim S meal/Ron Gal el fa 
Ltd. (Belushi, Geffen), Alex 
Oliveira/Rex USA (Raction), Ron 
Gale 11 a Ltd. (Letterman), Michael 
Fresco/Rex USA (Gallagher), Richard 
Young/Rex USA (Jackson), Jeffrey 
Markowitz/Sygma (Dote), Charles 
Ommanney/Rex USA 
(Le Bon), David Atlocca/DML 
(Rooney), N. Ferguson/Ron Gal el la 
(Gifford) 
Page 72: Sandra Johnson/Retna Ltd. 
(Le Blanc), Steve Granitz/Retna 
Ltd. (Alexander), Frank 
Trapper/Sygma (Preston), AP/Wide 
World (Hasseihoff), Eamonn 
McCabe/Camera Press London/ 
Globe Photos (Pope) 

CABLE TV 
Converters * Descramblers • Accessories tX> 

Renting from your Cable Company is like 
money down the “Tube!” 

You Now Have A Choice.. .save 
money by purchasing your cable equipment. 

Access all premium and basic channels. 

We offer the lowest prices on all major 
brand names including Zenith, Jerrold, 

Scientific Atlanta, Tocom, and Pioneer. FREE 30 day trial 
period and 1 year warranty. 

So, if you are tired of the 
rising cost of cable TV... 

Call for your free catalog today 

Add-on Cable Company 

800/334-8475 
MasterCard * VISA AMX • COD 

68SPYJTLV Alltit ST IVU6 
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HOW TO ATTRACT WOMEN 
WITHOUT EVEN TRYING! 

Here, at last, is a seduction strat¬ 

egy for the 9Q's. Today, women 

are the aggressors, They're 

the ones who insist on 
being in control. So, what 

should a guy do about it? 

ABSOLUTELY NOTHING. 
You don't need a line, you 

just have to be yourself. 
Sound too good to be 

true? Then you must read 

Franklin Parlamis' amazing 

new book. The Passive 

Man's Quide to Seduction, 

Franklin taps into the psy¬ 
che of the woman of the 

90’s and shows you why 
attracting women has never 

been easier. 

You see, the woman of 

the 90 s is the most aggres¬ 

sive woman ever. Most men 

make the mistake of trying 

to stand up to her by being 

more aggressive. Nothing 
could be a bigger mistake. 

Instead of attracting a woman, 

the aggressive man is simply a 

turn-off. That's why you see so 

many men these days being reject* 

ed or ignored, Franklin explains 

the unbelievable power of passive¬ 

ness* It's like judo, letting a 

woman’s natural energy work to 

your advantage. 

The less you try, the more she 

comes after you. It's as simple as 

that. Franklin explains: • Why 
women love passive men * Why 

HOW 
TO 
PICK 
UP 
GIRLS! 
Eric Weber's 
world famous 
classic. Over 

2 million copies in print, Translated into 
over 20 languages. Featuring interviews 
with 25 beautiful girls, They tell you exactly 
what it takes to pick them up. Learn: * How 
to make shyness work for you * Best places 
to meet girls ■ 50 great opening lines 
* World's greatest pickup technique * How 
to get women to approach you - HOW TO 
PICK UP GIRLS is not available in book¬ 
stores. To order send only $10.95 plus 
$5.00 shipping. 

HOW ipR, 

TALK fi ll 
WOMEN 
Do you get tongue- 
tied around attrac¬ 
tive women? World 
famous author Eric Weber is here to help 
with an amazing 90 minute cassette of his 
highly acclaimed New York City Course. 
You will learn: ■ How to "break the ice’1 with 
women * How to make a woman feel loving 
* Why the most beautiful women are the 
easiest to meet * Conversation openers that 
don’t sound corny * Places where women 
always outnumber men * And so much 
more! To order HOW TO TALK TO WOMEN 
send only $23.95 plus $5,00 shipping 

trying isn't cool * How to triumph 

over flashier guys * How to show 

her just a “spoonful of chau¬ 

vinism” * How to be a mag¬ 
net to beautiful women 

• Why women find intelli¬ 

gence sexier than looks 

* How playing chess attracts 

women ■ How to listen to a 
woman ■ How to have 

“cockidenee * The impor¬ 

tance of giving her room * 

And much more! 

If you want to attract the 

ballsy, assertive woman of 
the 90*s* don’t be aggres¬ 

sive, Be passive. Order ihe 

incredibly witty Passive 

Man's Guide to Seduction, 

and you'll discover you're 

attracting women without 

doing a damn thing! 

Order today — attract 

women tomorrow! 

i--ORDER COUPON-™>™~ 

Mail check or money order to: 
SYMPHONY PRESS, INC., Dept. SP96 

P.O. Box 60S, Tcnafly, NJ 07670 

□ Please send me The Passive Mans 
Guide to Seduction for $23.95 plus $5-00 
shipping. 

L Please send me How to Pick Up Girls for 
$19.95 plus $5.00 shipping. 

Please send me How To Talk To Women 
for $23.95 plus $5.00 shipping. 

r? Please send me at! three items for 
$55.00. SHIPPING IS FREE! (SAVE 
OVER $30.00!) 

Charge rtiy credit eartf: \~ MC Cl VF$aI~1 AMEX 
j Credit Card Wo. ____ 

Exp. Dale_ 

Cardholders may charge by phone: 
1-&00-631-2560 

by Fax: 1-201-397-2068 
or by e-mail: sympress@aol.com 

Check out our website: httpJ/www.bigtech.com 

Name. 

Street. 

City _ 

Zip, State __ 
Altow 2-4 weeks tor delivery 
Canadian residents add 20“fe Cu tdta dollar amount 

As wilh all Symphony Press products far aver 25 

years now, all Hems are unconditionally guaranteed. 

SYMPHONY 
PRESS INC. 

ta ntiS^lc 
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Experience 
the benefits of 
technology... 
at home! 

Technology is an important part 

of all of our lives, and the more 

advanced our society becomes, 

the greater the need to embrace 

it. We at Cormtrad recognize this 

need, That's why we bring you 

the latest innovations for your 

home. These products—a totally 

silent air purification system, 

a computerized litter pox 

and a 900 MHz cordless 

phone—can help improve every 

aspect of your environment. 

World's quietest and most 
effective air purification system 
finally available to the public! 
Breakthrough air purification system uses negative 
ions to actively remove contaminants better than 
any other filter and operate in total silence. 

THE OLE AH VEIL ADVANTAGE 
■ No noise. Oearveil 
doesn't use a fan. so it 
operates in perfect 
silence, 2J hours a dav- 

■ No misses. Because 
it doesn't draw sir through 
a filter, Clearveil catches 
minute panicles of dust 
that oven HE PA filters miss. 

Is the: air in your 
home nr office 
musty Lind stale? 

Do you sneeze the 
second you walk in 
the door? Are you 
bothered by tobacco 
smoke, dust, dander 
or odors? Trust me... 
you nre not alone. 

contaminants 
anti operate in 
totn i silence: 
Cl ear veil 250. 

Clearveil is 
a fanless elec- 

tronic air puri¬ 
fier that uses 
patented mi- 

■croprocessnr- 
■ No mess. Cl-aarveil 
uses a positively-charged 
collection sheet to draw 
the negative inns bacx 
into the unit once they 
have collected dust. 

Today. □ remark¬ 
able new product is 

available thal will 
rad your homo or 
office of airborne 

Haw it works 
ICIcarvml releases negative 

ions into the air. 

2 The negative ions combine 
with positively-charged 

dust panicles and term a nest- 
alively-dharged unit. 3 A collection plate with a 

positive charge attracts 
those negatively-charged units, 
removing them from the air. 

controlled ionization and collection technology 
for contaminant removal. This method has been 

proven superior to other filters, including High 
Efficiency Particulate Arresting (HERA) filters. 

The best method. In the past, the HERA filter 
was Considered the most effective air purifica¬ 
tion method, But Clearvcit's technology is more 
advanced. Studies have shown Clear veil lobe 
more effective in capturing a higher percentage 
of even the smallest contaminants. 

HEPA filters have a certain level of permy- 
ability because they must allow air to pass 
through them This means that small dust parti¬ 
cles including bacteria, viruses, smug and tobacco 
smoke tire also free to pas*, but GearveiTs non- 
perm, cable sheet doesn't allow those particles to 

Never scoop cat litter again... 

only self-cleaning litter box! 
You and your cat will love the way LitterMaid eliminates 
the hassle, mess and odor of the ordinary litter box. 

Computer technology revolutionizes the litter box 

LitterMaid, a patented pro duct from Waters 

Research Company, is a completely seif-cleaning 

litter box operated by a microprocessor, but your 
cat uses £t just like a normal titter box. Approxi¬ 
mately 10 minutes after LitterMaid's Jielectric eye- 

senses that your cat has exit¬ 

ed the Utter box, it signals the 
start-up of the automatic sift¬ 

ing comb. ★The comb sifts 
through the litter, scooping op 

any waste. ★ ★The waste is 
deposited mto a sealed, air¬ 
tight waste container and the 
comb returns to its original 
positron, smoothing the litter 

Thu system resets, reedy to 

repeat its cycle the next lime 

your cat uses the litter box. 

★ ★ ★When the waste con¬ 
tainer is full, either replace it 
with in new one or empty it 

and reuse it for up to one year! 

House cats. They 
dll pose the same 
problem for their 
owners—the litter 

box. Few Ihings I can 
think of are as foul as 
cleaning the litter box at my 

house. Even when 1 clean it daily, it's difficult to 
keep odor away. And this problem is multiplied 
because I have two eats! Bui because f love 
them, and that's virtually all the maintenance 
they require, 1 do it... there's just no other option. 

Today there's a solution thal cat owners 
across the country will be thrilled about. 
LitterMaid, a computerized, self-cleaning litter 
box from Wafers Research Company, is destined 
to iTu-lke ordinary litter boxes obsolete! 

What do t have to do? LitterMaid is fully 
automatic, just fill the pan with dumping eat lit¬ 
ter (a premium brand will give the best results). 
LitterMaid does the rest! When the waste con¬ 
tainer is full, just throw it away and put a new 
one in its place! You'll never have unsanitary 
contact with cal waste again! 

your cat. Not 
only will LitterMaid 

make \tour life easier, it 
will make the litter box a nicer place for your cat, 
Most cats dislike using litter boxes that are dirty, 
and that can lead to them not going to the bath¬ 
room. Or worse, they may use the bathroom 
around the house! With LitterMaid, your cat 
will always have a healthy, clean litter box. 
Pul it anywhere., LitterMaid is only a couple 
inches longer and taller than standard cat litter 
boxes. It should fit easily when? your litter box is 
now—iind you should put it there at first, until 
your cat gets used to it. But later, because Lit- 
terMaid is odorless and sanitary, you can place 
it virtually anywhere in your home—without 
anv ordinary litter-box worries! ■ 
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escape. This makes a 
big difference to anyone 
concerned with pure, 
pollutant-free air. 

Energy efficient. Be¬ 

cause Clear veil is so 
unobtrusive youII want 
to run it all day long, 
And since it only uses 
about four watts of elec¬ 
tricity, you can! One 
Oearvei! unit, running 
24 hours a day will only 
cost about t>4 a year! fust 
one Clear vet! unit will 

purify a 250-square-foot 
area. Purchase addition¬ 
al units for larger homes 

or office buildings. 

You’ll fool healthier* 
Negative ions do more 
than just remove the 

After !68 hours of 
use, the Cienrvet! fil¬ 
ter iB,i Aias collected 

much more dosi than 
the HEPA filter (A1 

harmful contaminants from the 
air you breathe. They can actually 
improve your environment, 
making it healthier and more 
invigorating. Studies have shown 
that these ions can help increase1 
alertness and ease tension, 

Guaranteed performance. 
We're so sure that you'll love 
Clearveil that for a limited time 
we're offering it fur just $199. "We 
guarantee you'll notice a differ¬ 
ence in the air you breathe and * 
that Qearveil will operate in to¬ 
tal silence. Ef you don't agree, just 
return it for a fuEE refund. W 

The future of cordless 
products can be found in 
900 MHz technology... 
Most cordless products use 49 MHz technol¬ 

ogy (from 46-49 MHz). Interference and 

shortened range are common, side effects of 

this cluttered frequency range, which is 

shared by garage door 

openers, remote controls, 

home security systems 

and other cordless phones. Recently, the FCC 

allocated a band of frequencies [from MS- 

926 MHz) specifically for cordless products, 

The 900 MHz range is still virtually unused, 

so it gives clarity and long-range power. 

Extended range. Range depends upon 

many factors, including frequency, Because 

the Micro 900ES phone system uses the 

uncluttered 900 MHz frequency range, you 

ge! clarity and range not available from other 

cordless phones. In fact, with Micro 900ES 

you can expect a range two to three times 
greater than lhal of ordinary cordless phones. 

9D0 MHz I 
Uctingtogy 

The 900 MHz 
advantage 

49 MHZ range 

The Micro SCOTS system operates 
ip the newly-approved 

frequency range, 
from 903-326 

MHz You 
get long- 

range 
power and 
incredible 

sound quality! 
range 

Now you can get far greater 
range and networking features 

j in a 900 MHz phone! 
Introducing the Micro 900ES cordless phone—it operates on the 900 MHz frequency 

for dean, crisp sound. Its superior range and unique lightweight, pocket-sized 

handset make it the ultimate in home or small office communications systems! 

these phones with music on hold, and with In¬ 
dia rule! auto-scanning you will be assured of 
crystal-clear, static-free conversations! 

Not Just a cordless phone. The Micro WOES 
system operates on the 900 MHz frequency for 
Crisp sound and greatly extended range. Et alio 

has several features that make it more than 
just a cordless phone. 

■ One of the smallest in the industry, the 
Micro 9EX1E5 offers a lightweight, pocket- 
sized handset. 

9 Multi Link™ is a multi-handset capa¬ 

bility that lets you add up to three addi¬ 
tional handsets and chargers to each 
phone base—without additional jacks. 

I Two-way paging/ intercom allows 
you to page between baseset to handsets 

and handsets to baseset. 

■ 40-channel Auto-Scanning automatically 
chooses the clearest of 40 channels. 

■ Direct Call Receiving lets you receive 
incoming calls even with the flip cover closed 
by pressing the line engage/di sen gage key. 

■ Auto-Talk enables the line to automatically 
engage to receive incoming calls when thr 
handset is removed from thebasesel. 

■ QuickDial™ gives 
one-touch dialing fora 
preprogrammed num¬ 
ber for each handset. 

Create a homer or 
office communications 
network system... 

bas& 

The Micro 9QDES rets 
yon add upts three 
additional handset?; and 
chafers to each Micro 
9001:5 phone base— 
with just one jack! 

Additional features. 
The Micro 9UQfc!S has 
65,000 digital security 
codes till prevent any 
unauthorized calls. A 
Call Timer Display 
activates after a call is 
received or dialed. 

For business tele¬ 
phone systems, you 
can call transfer be¬ 
tween handsets with 
music on hold. There 
is also privacy—no 
eavesdropping on 
transferred calls. ■ 

The Micro QOQCS outperforms 

traditions! cordless phones 

in clarity, range and 
convenience! 

Wr e've all seen and used cordless 
phones before. The complaints are 

all the same—bad reception, short 

range and poor sound quality. My cordless 
phone will only work 10 feet from the base unit. 
And every time 3 turn my head a certain way, I 

either hear static or someone else's conversation* 

Now there is a cordless phone, the Micro 
900ES, that uses 900 MHz technology to give you 
the mobility of a cordless phone without the 
complaints- Not only will you get far greater 

range and incredible sound quality, you can 
create a home office environment by adding up 
to three remote handsets and charger bases to 
each base model You Can transfer calls between 

Try them risk-free* Each of these products is 
backed by our risk-live trial. Irx them in your 
home, and it ym're not satisfied, return l horn 
within 9il days foi a full refund * *Mo Questions 
Asked. " Each product also comes with a one- 

year manufacturer'* limited warranty, 
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Replacement sheets n2).$20 $3 bah 
For optimum results. replace ihe shoe! ones a month 
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Waste container refills (4).$11 $4 Bah 

C, Micro 90QES phone... S279 sis sah 
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CHANNEL OF THE APES: Following the departure of 

Marcel, the Friends prime-time primate, two of NBC s top 

prime-time sitcom stars—coincidentally, two non-Italians who 

play Italian characters—have landed starring film roles opposite 

monkeys: Seinfelds Jason Alexander with an orangutan in the frothy 

flop Dmstrm Checks In, and Friends' Matt LeBlanc with a chimp in FJ. 

What’s next? The Singh Guy'% Jonathan Silverman in Monkey Afacbeth’i 

BOSOM BUDDIES: Hack porn actress 

Monique Gabrielic pulled off a kitsch daily 

double in the 1980s, only recently discov¬ 

ered by SPY's crack staff, in 1984 s Bachelor 

Party, Gabriel le plays Stripper Tracey, who 

prances topless around a hotel room for 

Tom Hanks's character. The next 

year, while playing Lisa in The 

Rosebud Bead} Hotel, she ap¬ 

peared in a black see-through 

nightie with Hanks’s former 

TV co-star Peter ScolarL 

Who knows: had she taken 

it all off for Scolari instead of 

Hanks, maybe Pete could 

have played Sally Fieldss idiot son. 

SEE TH0MAS HOWL: Unsuccessful 

film actress Kelly Preston, perhaps more 

notable for being married no John Travolta 

than for any of the dozen-odd clunky movies 

in which she's appeared, finally has a claim 

ro fame as the answer to a bit of bizarre 

cinema trivia. Question: What Hollywood 

actress has apjxaried in two different films— 

1985 s Sam Admirer anti 1988 s A Tiger's 

Tak—in which she exposes her breasts in an 

automobile wi rh C. Thomas Howell? 

THE KING LEAR OF ROCK: Perhaps 

washed-up television producing icon 

Norman Lear missed his true calling, 

Within the last three years, three recording 

artists with ties to his shows have released 

major-label albums: Janet Jackson (Virgin 

Records’ Janet; she played Penny on Lear's 

GoodTwm)\ Danielle Brisebois (Epic 

Records' Arrive AH Over You: she 

played Stephanie on Lears All in 

the Family); and Lenny Kravitz 

(Virgin Records" Are You Gonna 

Go My Way; he is the son 

M... of Roxie Rokerf who played 

Helen on Lear's Thejeffmms). And 

with Meat heads directorial suc¬ 

cesses, word out of Hollywood 

is that Lear might remake Thelma & 

Louise as a blaxploitation flick, with 

Thelma from Good Times and Louise from 

TheJeffmom* 

ERECTION-YEAR POLITICS: The 

presidential campaign of Bob Dole is cause 

for alarm in Iran, and not just because the 

irascible old geezer has little patience for 

Middle Eastern hotbeds of terrorism, "Dole" 

translates into ’’penis" in Farsi, which has 

headline writers in that off-with-his-head 

DAVEWATCH: Act ress Catherine Hickland is the ex-wife of 
actor David "Big in Germany" Hasselhoff. After the in¬ 

evitable healing process of their divorce, 
Hickland showed she could re¬ 
bound as well as Dennis Rodman 

by marrying actor Michael 
Knight, which was the name 

of Hasseihoff's charac¬ 
ter on the TV pro¬ 

gram Knight 
Rider: Who 

got the car? 

country' very’ concerned. But we here ar SPY 

can relate. "Spy" is Swedish for "puke." The 

definition of "spy" (pronounced "speeh>) in 

A Comprthensnc Suedtsh-Engiish Dictionary 

(published by Esse! re Stud ium, 1989) reads: 

"vomit, throw-up, spew, belch forth," 

Q.J, VU: Los Angeles, 1993. A well- 

known African-American athlete, past his 

prime, is accused of a violent, antisocial 

act, then gets into his car and drives away. 

The press turns on him and his future 

looks grim—until a sharp Los Angeles 

lawyer., using all the skills at his disposal, 

manages to get him off. The athlete was 

then New York Mets outfielder Vince 

Coleman, accused of throwing a fire¬ 

cracker at a young girl outside of Dodger 

Stadium. The lawyer? Robert Shapiro. 

ONE DEITY AT A TIME: Nexis is the 

ubiquitous and all-too-seriouS $earch-engin 

database of more than 400 newspapers and 

magazines, relied upon heavily by lazy jour 

nalists who don't like to leave their desks rc 

get the story But Nexis is only as sophisti¬ 

cated as the search-words you supply it, Wt 

decided to dumb it down a 

notch, and searched for 
news stories that con¬ 

cerned both the Pope 

and Bonnie Franklin. 
Results? We came upon 

three. No 

word from 

Vatican City yet 

as to the canon iza- a 

tion of Sc. Schneidc-r. fA*." z 

THE PHILADELPHIA ILLIES: 

Within two years of their 1993 World 

Series appearance, several Philadelphia 

Phillies became victims of serious dis¬ 

eases, First baseman John Kruk got tes¬ 

ticular cancer, third baseman Dave 
Hollins got diabetes, and pitcher Danny 
Jackson got thyroid cancer, Darren 
Dalton got skin cancer. Outfielder Jim 

Elsenreicli was already afflicted with 

Tourettes syndrome. Hey, who spiked 

the Gatorade? 
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